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FROM BIRTH TO MARRIAGE 
~ile in the previous chapter we emphasized the principle of 
segmentary opposition as one of the basic factors underlying the position 
of women and pointed out its significance in understanding the embivalant 
attitudes to women, here we will examine their life cycle. We want to 
discover the range of roles open to them. In the following chapters we 
shall trace the development and training of women from childhood to death 
concentrating on the differential attitudes and methods used in the 
socialization of male and female children . While in the latter part 
of the ch,pters we shall show the adult women taking their place and 
playing their roles assigned to them . The point of ~ew taken here is 
that the examination of the process of enculturation reveals the differ-
ential attitudes, values and beliefs associated with males and females, 
and furnishes a yardstick in terms of which the adult functions of women 
are appreciated . The training given to boys and girls, and the 
values inculcated during this training furnishes the standards 
of self appreciation and appreciation of the roles of the opposite sex . 
/ 
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From the point of view of the total society, socialization is a process 
of selection from the arc of aims available to human beings whereby the 
culturally valid aims of the society become internalized and the desires 
and aims of an individual are canalized into culturally accepted and 
valued areas. In Acholi the fundamental supreme meaning of life lies 
in the perpetuation of one's own name in the lineage . Tbis means fame, 
prestige, and power for those individuals who have many children and 
opposite for those who have not.~r legitimate children not only give a 
man or a woman in his lifetime political power as his potential followers 
and dependents or enhance his wea lth through their productivity but 
~ they also insure him a secure, serene and respected position in 
his old age . After his death through them a man becomes a significant 
perpeutally remembered ancestor named in the genealogical history of 
his lineage and fa~ed through all the world where his children may 
carry his name. A woman becomes a founder of a house miJet whose name 
shall be mentioned when the grandmother daayo are given their food at 
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all ancestoral ceremonies and whose name will be carried by her female 
"having a head" 
grandchildren. It is this process that the Acholi call/}iiye StYe. and 
-
which to both men and women is the ya1 ~ON d 1 ~h-'€.of existence. The 
Acholi say "a person who has no head is not" (l)ano ma wiye pe en• pe). 
(It is interesting to quote in this connection a highly educated 
the 
Ph.D. who is justifying/divorce from his wife, an American woman,, N~ ·~~c{, 
"Marriage without fruit is no marriage. I can •t stand to hear people 
ask me embarrassing questions daily about why we have no children and to 
be laughed at. I am not staying in ~childless marriage.") 
Rights over children depends on passage of bridewealth cattle 
~) 
between lineages,~ the quest for bridewealth and/or cattle in 
genera4 one of the main concerns of Acholi life. In terms of the in-
dividual it is the most important motivating force and it is to a large 
extent an important determinant of attitudes and relationship between 
individuals . The significant function of bridewealth in social inter-
~ f\'\t~.l~~ f. ·~C vv.. 1- c; 
relationships(\ is embodied in the saying "trust follows the bridewealth" 
(Gen Lube Lim). It is used to explain the close relationships between 
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uterine siblings, who are children of one bridewealth, to draw attention 
to the solida~1ty between the children of the same mother who marry for 
one another. On the personal level 1 t is used to explain antagonisms 
between individuals as well. '!bose who compete for the same bride-
wealth whether it be in the same gene~ tion or in the ascending genera-
married for one another 1n tbe past ~ consider themselves bound to-
getber in either eimable or sharply conflicting situations • 
• t\ ff:l. Achol1 1apart from ancestral cattle1 the main source of bride-
(It-
Wealth uterine sisters e association of women and bridewealth 
begins at birth end continues all through their life. 'Ibis involve-
ment of women and cattle on every level of social action is extremely 
crucial frOUl our point of view for it colors all attitudes and values 
associ ted with their behavior. 
In terms of the sociali~tion 1Jl'Ocess it underlies the dif:ter-
ential ttitudes to male and female children, the differential roles 
assigned to them end furn:tshes the basi of self appreciation and 
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mutual appr i al. On the adult level it is in term of their contribution 6 pCJv(Ur.-. 
\--·W\ \')\'\~ ~ to the lineage tbet their of~ ns s sueb as adultery or premerit 1 inter-
course are Judged as well a their participation in tbe legal eounc1l 
and beh v1or to other wive are xplained. 
It is vi th these considerations 1n mind that ve now turn to tbe 
examination of the lite cycle of w n. 
'lbeory ot COnception and the Mean in$ of' Birth 
Conception ceord1ng to Ac:hol1 theory is a result of s xual con-
gress during whieh tbe le nd female blood mi le producing tbe fetus 
Remo wbieb then develops into a child. ?lle blood ot the parents mingle 
-
unequally inprodueing the fetus. 'lbe mother blood contributes the 
larger share because it is from her body tbat t ehild gets nuris nt 
0T N tOOO 
and from her womb 'tbitthe child eomes. '!be father • s blood, however 1 
eiP ia Dece ary to it to ther the hape and form of the cbild. '!be 
fetus receive lif above and beyond the male seed (nyig man) from a 
prinetple ot the 
Sevvr) 11ctf 
le fluid call d Lukiro. (Note Luk1ro is a noun 
derived from the verb Kiro to ltesp.r1nkle used in connection vttb 
6 
sa'Crifices to atone fo-r· the offense s 'vithin the extended family) 
Lukiro is the principle which establishes the right of man to his male child 
and reciprocally gives the right to the male ch:tld to claim him as father regard-
le_s of the marital situation of the mother . This is so because through the lukiro 
th<.!' genito r trans mif:s his se e d, tillli;., his personality traits--both pcysical anc. 
~efital, the totemic characteristics of the lineage (if any) and provides ac avfnue 
for either the part Lal or total manifestation of ancestral personality chaTa~t :ristics. 
Th~s, bravery, intelligence, special talents for arts or crafts, as well as pi1ys ical 
ch~rac.teristics sud ~ as height, facial features, a certain smile, a wa y of \val" :ing , 
et ., may all c ome ~hrough the lukiro either from the father h i mself or from o 1e o r 
several ance s tors. l ~casionally a child may receive a bundle of characteristic traits 
fro.m s ome famous a.r" ·ester and then it is g i ven the name of that ancestor, who :_s 
then his guar.> ~ n . ··_n addition to this, totemic characteristics such as imnmni ::y 
from crocodile s · re also transmitted in this way . Girls also acquire the tote~ ~c 
characteristics oi ~he lineage from their father and may even acquire some of .is 
o~. physical fea<:t. :c s, but the s e ed is not in them and they can only provide o : t l e ts 
fo the fem.:..le ancE. :> tral chara cterist i cs such as the ability to dream. Thci r ,J; in 
inheritance comes ,_ 1~om the mother \Vhose ·personality traits are supposed to~.1 ifest 
ift much greater ext2nt in girls than those of the father in boys. Girls cannot be 
cl ime d by the gcil.:it~ or, only bride~vealth payment gives rights to fhe fA , 
The luk:i.-;:-o are considered extremely dangerous, invisible substances \vhich are 
e mbJedd .::,d in ::he ma le seminal fluid. Thus, women who receive it during sexual ::_r.ter-
course are affected hy it. Both married and unmarrie d women must tell the tru t. ·1. 
about the genitor of their ch i ldren if they want to avoid difficulties in chi1 :-
bi ·th ('r still birth, Reciprocally, a man must edmit his genitorship in the la.;t 
ac~ount because he may become the cause of death to his child or the woman. The 
l ukiro '.vi :'. l kill them if he denies it. For married couples the lukiro are even 
mer e bindfng . For them, it symbolizes the most enduring aspect of husband-wife 
1·e. ;at.ionship. The last act a ~voman has to perfor~ before her husband is actually 
pu: in his grave is to lie dmm next to him in the position of sexual intercourse 
and ~ress h e r s elf especially i n the genital area a gainst her hus band. This is 
done first of all to say goodbye, and to ensure that his ghost kn ows she is s till 
his wife . She carries hi~ lukir o say the Acholi, and if the ghost does not know 
sh is his Hife it ma y cause trouble. In consequence even a leVi a+-tt hu s band r.mst 
pe -·form ttH~ ~~ acrifice o f a c o ck in f ront of the anc e stral shrine to inform t he 
lm.,band t ha t he. is takin g the l·!ife and t o "cool" the h :;kiro he must sprinkl e th e 
blood of the ·c ock on t he doonmy b e f ore atte mpting .i n t e rcourse .. In life, adultery 
is da n gerous to the \vife. Alien lukiro mix ing with tha t of h e r husb a nd ma y c a u s e 
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the death of her husband, herself or her child and at the minimum it will dry up 
her milk if she is lactating or cause throat constriction in herself and her children. 
If she gets pregnant, still birth or very difficult labor may follow. In all these 
cases the only remedy is to confess, and perform the sacrifice of killing a sheep 
(tumo romo kir) in front of the ancestral shrine, and sprinkle its blood on tht: 
doorway. In case of extra-lineage adultery the genitor has to supply the sheep 
as well as pay a bcl.l and heifer to the husband. In case of intra-lineage ad-..I: .:ery, 
even if it is the ~ cerine brother of the husband who is the culprit, the s acrLfic~ 
of a cock must be pL!rformed together \\1 i th the sprinkling of the doorway. This .s 
so because even th~s kind of adultery may result in illness. Thus the lukiro i1 a 
very powerfu l prL1c · .Lple. It establishes not only the rights of the genitor t o ds 
children but als0 ~:firms in the cas e of a married man his personal sexual rig .tts 
to his \•7ife, e\ ,~r; b !yond the grave . In effect ) it assures that a man \vill "have a 
head", a male d<. ld, r egardless of his ability to marl and after marriage pre ':ectS 
the survival of his personal line within the lineage hat the lukiro have a ~ - . £-
ferential effect 1..1. the conception of . female children illustrates and explaj ns 
hmv the Acholi see che position of \vomen born to the lineage. They represer.!: _:l, e 
the linea ge, but t~Py are tied to the lineage not mainly through the lukiro but: 
through the bridE:HE tlth paid for their mothers who are more thorough ly affected 
by the lukiro than their daughters. Specifically it is the bridewealth payment 
for the woman that makes her husband 1 s lukiro especially significant for herJ V.es he~ 
to him beyond death, and enables her husband to keep his daughters despite a t ' ne 
payment (luk) from the genitor. For boys, the lukiro establish direct connecti m. 
Indeed bridewea lth is ineffective in their case and on payment of luk it is 
understood that once the boy is old enough he will join his genitor. The case 
of unmarried mothers illustrates this again. Here the absence of bridevJealth gives 
rights to the mother 's lineage to keep a girl child. They can refuse to accept 
marriage payment for her, but they must give up _the boy child if compensation is 
offered for him. Furthermore , where a lineage feels the necessity of increasing 
its members th rough in-man:iage of dau ght e rs as \vell as sons (a method mainly 
employed by politically significant group s such as the chief's lineage), the 
husband of the girls will. not pay bridewealth, but will have their names pe ·J.· -
petuated by the ir sons. It is because a man has absolutE: rights to his sons that 
female eponyms are practically nonexistent in Acholi. 
' ' 
In relation to women married into the lineage the lukiro principle r ep r e sents 
both a) a private tie on the woman to the husband a nd his lineage corresponding to 
the public tie established by the bridewea lth payment and b) reinforce s and sym-
6b 
bolizes the most important right the husband acquires through the bridewealth pay-
ment--namely exclusive sexual access and focuses the responsibility of the wife 
on her most important duty--the provision of legitimate children for her husband's 
lineage. 
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fluid the mother's blood does not contain upernetural entities. 1he 
substantive entity blood it elt contains fertility end the ability to 
form a child and is tbertore val d a something good. 1be idea that 
tbe mother's blood is gOOd coupled with the ponderence f the mo1;her's b ( oocl 
1n the ereation of the fetus is given as the basis of the close relation• 
hip tween mother's and their children and is used to account for the 
ceremoniel and ritu 1 importance of tbe mot r•s brother. "The blood 
end the blessing come from us" say the ternel linea members at tbe 
funeral to ex-p 1n why tbe ot r 's brother has to ble s tbe children 
tber or father h s died and why can end does s e to it that 
the cause of the deeth is ascertained and the children rece1 tbeir 
rightful 1nber1tanee. 1be close bond end the essentially emotional 
nature of the bond with the maternal lineage is embodied in songs, tales 
end referr d to in bisturiesl accounts. These song mpba ize the 
function of the maternal lineage ae heavens in case ot trouble, pro-
tectors a inst her h or unjust paternal cisions, and 1n ce e of war 
s a refuge from the enemy and etres love, under t nding and mutual l'fd 
... a ... 
underlying tbese relationships . 
~ most f rtile period. "for conce tion 1. reckoned to be at the 
t~ of me11struation end a neglected llife will let some blood trickle 
down on her t or leave lightly s tained elothee- in plain of 
her husband who noticing th se tgns has to cob bit with ber. or it 
is tbe dut' ot tbe lll8rried man to sleep with his wife or wives t least 
once e month in order to g1ve her a stomach tga:mo ie}. Betu.eal of tbts 
1.s a l.egitimet reason for divorce. It a woman lee'V1 s her husband for 
this re son or bec.euse he-r bu bend 1 impotent there will be no effort 
to get her ck . 'lbe vbole eomtJ!lUtlity 1 on ber side . 111 she going 
to die vithout head Just beeeuee ber husband refuses. to sleep vitb 
h r?" "I she going to poor end W:'Jb P..PY just because ber hus'bend 
i impotant?u say the Achol1 indignantly' and the bw;band ie berated. 
Conver ely1 i1' hu b nd returns a barren woman to her rents and 
demand$ t.be r turn of the bridewealth this proee6ure w1ll rece,1ve the 
approval of tbe community end. any attempt on tb JliBl"t ot the woman • s 
rent to refuse will be tbwartecl. For the ability to procreate in 
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l'llt.tn and the ability to conceive and bear childl'e'n 1n wcmen is considered 
the mo t precious function of any bUl!'lan being that rn t be protected and 
nuaintairred at any eost. '.to ascertain the ability of proa_p!et1ve 
husband mother w1U send b r daughter tor whom the first halt of tbe 
brideweeltb has been poid to live with ®r huaband. tor e'bout two veek.s. 
Upon her return she will be closely que tioned by ber pater.nal aunts 
·and. classificatory mothers end. gran<bnoth rs end if she gi s n un-
favor ble report the c ttle will be returned. and the rri g-e. does not 
t$lte pleee. '!be ability to procreate. end coneeiw is not enough . the 
upeu.•nattwal permeates t.be society on all levels and without its a1d 
or st leost 1t!.'i nonintervention in a harmful marmer concegt1on i.e 
tmpossible. A man, the Aclloli point out, may b ve re lar intercour e 
with one wife yet she does not conceive but be has interc Ul"S v~th 
another wi~ Just once nd she co'Dceiw • 1:bis per t conception, 
b entirely in the bend& of the e~u~rnature1, the "'ripe" end th "Jok" 
~
-
and if they gree a woman will coneeive1 if they do not, she wiU never 
conceive. It ~ for this reason that the 'barren woman or n impotent 
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m n will ne r acquiesc:e in believing that he or s is berreo or 
impotent fo ver 1 nd w!U resort to ny ncy 1 pbystcal or su-par-
n turel to change hi ~ or her eonclition. 'J.be will be no expense spared 
end aey and all ceremonies or acrifioe will be promptly performed to 
remedy this condition. ( ote: In 1956 January the rumor preed through 
Soutb Western Aeboli that the ability to conceive in European women was 
.D~tc 
due to an operation known as curett. During that month and the follwing 
three month the maternity bos pi tal in Gulu wa entirely swamped with 
requests tor uch n ration and about five such operations were 
performed throughout three-month period. ) 
Birth to the Acboli creates an unbreakable, wholly binding 
relationship between the parents and children.. It is to them a 
bond that cannot be denied because through the ct of birth children 
ar part ot their parents. 'lbougb circumstances may modU'y the inter-
t!onshipe between parents and Children utual responsibility for 
lOA 
However, the connections between mother and children and father and children is 
felt to be subst~ntially different. The mothers contend that the crying, the suf-
fering of their children and/or their inability to satisfy the needs of their 
children causes in them a feeling, a real sensation of actual labor pains. That 
they feel depressed and sad when a child cries, or when a child is sick I have 
actually seen. This pain rem felt by the ,mothers is considered the inherent, bio-
logical basis of the enduring care and concern paro for the welfare of their children . 
attributed to all Acholi mothers in contradistinction to the greater indifference 
of the fathers. It explains the great patience they show and trouble ayela they 
take in the tr.aining of their children and lies at the basis of their tolerance 
of tantrums in babies and young children, misdemeanors in older ones and even the 
most serious breaches of conduct in adulthood. In contradistinction the father 
is considered to be much more impatient and intolerant than the mother. In con-
sequence of the physiological pain and the enduring nature of this bond between 
mother and children th~~we more to their mother for their well being than to 
th~ fathers and must therefore show life long care and concern for her to a much 
greater extent than to the father . That this is obeyed is quite clear. No one ever 
abandons a mother, such an idea is utterly ununderstandable to any Acholi. How they 
feel is perhaps best illustrated from an Acholi novel. The writer says: "When a 
boy comes home he doesn't enter here and there randomly, he enters his father's 
hut and the father greets him, then he enters his mother's house, when you are 
t 
there then you have entered your real home." 
The awareness of this interrelationship between mothers and children and its 
primary improtance as a motivation for action can be demonstrated by the following 
example: when a little boy of 
· ol-e v'\ ~o-..\\ f}.cct 
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of nine~killed his uterine brother of about eighteen the father eursed 
him end di owned h1m. 'nle next dey however, the eldest of the lineage 
came and began to pre tb father to withdraw is curse and be in 
thinking why this has b ppened and bow to alleviate it. 1he ll!aternel 
uncles to whom the child bad fled also rrived and they also joined 
in pressing the father to act sensib~. 1he mother was so ief stricken 
by this situation tbet she was utterly prostrate, unable to do anything bv~ 
Jus-t'" sit and stare into empty space, repeating "l>iy son, rrry aon! Have 
I no sons eny more?" Finally, it was tbro appealing to the father 
to seve the sanity of the mother and at least allow ber to regain one 
son that the ather was made to realize what his duty was and he at 
once sent for t e best known medicine men to find out bat caused this 
murder. He withdrew his curse and about ei t months later; once all 
the neces ery seer! ices and fines ere collected, t e ceremony known 
as " 0 t" drinking oput was performed and the child was re .. 
instated in the household. This e p1sode 1llustrat a two very im~X>rt nt 
aspect& of par nt-child re tionships. Fir t, ,rcmt-c...'l1ld relations 
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'""' do not form an isolated system of interaction but one embedded~and 
modified by the corporate lineage and maternal relatives. Second, 
transgression of kins relationships are a sin for which sacrifice and 
atonement is required . The sacred nature of parent-child relationships 
which are blood relationships provide the moral justification for the 
extension of this unbreakable bond to uterine kin as well as ~gnatic 
in and lies at the root of the claims and counterclaims to children 
whose mother bas not been properly paid for. None the less the 
. . 
primacy of the male contribution to conception is always recognized 
and should brideswealth not be paid the genitor "Won Munywalo" has the 
right to h heifer at the marriage of his daughter and an absolute 
right to claim his male child at any time upon the payment of "Luk". 
We shall return t o the consideration of these problems when we discus s 
the actual cases .of this nature arising during the maturation and 
3dulthood of women. In the present context it is only important to 
note that the extension of the parental bond outside the lineage 
with a firm belief in the primacy of the male contribution to conception 
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led Acholi rents t l k n thei n in l 
if nt ma r fr irtb. Boys re 
. it r l Vhile g olw ys rec sui~ in l'lUs f' 
for m. Th 1nvol d in child .. 
bear1 a t ri is e zed by b th nt n children. 
Tb cho X a ion or h 1 tr II II worry " ro. 11 
n au g nts on va ho 
b d nd 1¥ 1 why nd 
l n h r ' t er w ':I 
ot mot r? '1 F d her 
chi n, brought us u , we r. " Ad he r h ... rself' 
up 
who h b rne n chil<ire s id, " n' yo ow that br nsing/chilat'en 
I 1 lo or rouble • '' 4•~ I w 
con 1nued1t b ~ o ny eb11 en n tbt yell 
yed rou I b d. wi·tb 'th is t d that ie 
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why I let the older ones do my work for me now.~ Another old woman, 
long past childbearing age declared, "I am glad I can't have any more 
children, I couldn't take the trouble now to bring them up." None-
theless, this same old lady was delighted about three months later 
when. her two year old granddaughter came to stay with her while the 
mother went to join her husband in Kampala. In the same way, children 
and even grown men and women submit to the wishes of their father. 
When explaining why they do so however, they only mention that he is 
the father who bore them "Munywalo" and they know he always had their 
best interest in mind. The emotional overtones, tbe willingness to 
help and aid is not present when talking about the father and it is 
obedience that is ~RSEKX stressed in his case . For it is the mother 
who is conaidered to have the greatest share of trouble in bearing and 
rearing her child.re1;1 . (Note : "Pi to" to bring up children translated 
literally means to feed, to nurture . The verb is also used for the 
care of young plants and handfeeding motherless calves . ) 
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let ue look closer at whet the Aehol1 term as the trouble end 
worry of bringing up children. Even 'before children re born the 
cere for the pregnant wife is one of tbe at concerns of house-
hold. When it is first noticed that o wite is ,pregnant 
forms ber husbend. She will not inform him beforehand because though 
it is known tbet stopping ot netrust1on ot women in childbearing 
age denotes ,pregnancy, it 1s not necessarily sor. And 1f she makes 
a mistal:tb he lgbt be accused ot witchcraft or even worse, abortion 
as well s illcur the wrath of tbe household for unnecessary expenses 
connected with the announcement ot pregnancy. If it ta the first 
child, the buaband will se ~ct a eb1eken and send a women to her 
rents to perform e thanksgiving saeritice 1n front of the anee tors 
brine of the wife ' father aDd to bless the bane of ber 1110tber in 
has 
whieb llbe/herself been born. She comes back with presents including 
the sling l!alled "obeno" for the child. Upon ber r turn a ceremony 
is performed to acquaint her with all the taboos of' her husband's 
lineage end at the same time to install ber s e full fledged wife 1n 
~· ~ i,& <'- i'-ov~h cv i(A.-1 J~( -I!At\.f S.(2.. '€<::-1 ~ 1 1 ·~ .S. ·i-h.- ·fe-,J~~ 
~'V\.ilvl-·-l\" ';) - :lC:~ 
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the household. 'lbe eeremony itself is called "!I:Weyo Ceno" literally 
to gird tbe skirt, because it is during this ceremony tbat she is 
allowed to wear, for tbe first time, that small skirt covering her 
buttocks given her by her husband's sister or fether' .s sister that 
diating\iiabes a 118rried woman from an Ul'liD8JtT1ed girl . 'lbe ceremony 
varies from chiefdom to chiefdom and within chiefdom tram lineage to 
lineage. But within one chiefdom the first part at the cere ony 1n ... 
eludes introduction to the taboos of the royal lineage to which the 
husband ' s lineage is attached. 'lbe second _part of the 
ceremony includes the introduction of the unique taboos of the ltoeage 
and at tbe sa time a test of legitimacy. 'l'b.is is so becaus , 
to 
according/the Acboli, wbU.e the observance of lineage taboos is 
essential to the safe birth of a legitimate child it will cause the 
abortion of an illegitimate child and bring very grave illness on the 
guilty woman herself' . For example, the main taboo of' the royal lineage 
ot Payira is that no pregnant woman is allowed to sit on a cow skin or 
te1» over certain ant bill called "Tuk." 'lbi taboo is general 
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for the whole chiefdom of Payira and is included into the first ,part 
of the ceremony of any lineage within Payira. Each lineage has its 
own prohibitions. One of the lineages, Pabit, forbids the wa,lking 
over an other ant hill called "ogwer" and the eating of elephant or 
buffalo flesh. During the ceremony a decoction is given to the woman 
made of millett mixed with red ochre, saliva, bits of grass, earth, 
and mucus from the nose of a child from the father's lineage. She is 
set on a small stool near the ancestor's shrine to drink this mixture. 
If she drinks this without choking or spi~ing;tbe ~hild is considered 
legitimate . If she chokes on it, the child is illegitimate and she 
will have to confess. This test is the high point of the ceremony 
after which there is a general rejoicing and the wife is blessed by 
the homestead bead and is considered a fullfledged woman of the bouse-
bold. I have never attended a ceremony at which the legitimate acid 
test was not passed but according to informers confession follows 
readily. This is partly due to the fear of supernatural retribution) 
ti~}.>.. 
but informants emphasized that)% it was to je'f advantage to confess. 
For though adultery :1s not condoned and might result in a good be ting 
from the bueband end some abuse from the rest of the homestead inhabitants 
it 1 very often consi&tred i:n tenns of its economic value. For it the 
husband has ~id the brt~wealtb in full be receives in addition to the 
eacrit:1cd.a1 sbeeppe.. heifer and a bull as well as the custody of the 
cbil.d, J.f' · tt is a · girl. We shell return to this matter shortly. Onee 
the Qer~tmony is ~at the bus bend w1U taka good care ot his wife... If 
there ~~ younger co~w1ves or grown girls in the household he will 
ins true·~ them to do ll heavy work for her 1 such as earr.rtns water and 
bringing firewood or heavy boeing or thrashing. But 1f there are no 
other women be will do it h · self. He will retrain from sexual inter-
course tritb her and ee to it that be does not on-enQ. since any emotional 
u_pset, fright or punisbment mey eaua.e miscar:J?iage. If not that, it ay 
cause doformity in the child. He will atisfy her cravings even b she 
crave a ~~XJIS061ve things l.1ke sugar and meat. otber msmbers of the 
household, the mother of the bus'band:., b1 sisters and tb.e eo .. wives will 
all jo1~'l 1n to help her el< an her house, cook for her and help her 1n 
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the garden . It is only the first pregnancy of any wife that is considered 
be cc;..~~tC e., 
of great concern for the household) S4Bee it is taught that the woman 
herself does not know bow to look after herself and is probably very worried. 
Subsequent pregnancies are taken quite casually and only the part of 
the ceremony testing for legitimacy is performed. Very often, a woman 
who has already borne children will carry on with her usual household 
work to the last minute and not infrequently children are born on the 
road to her house or in the field or at the market . It is not considered 
fair by the members of the bousehold, whether co-wives or the husband, 
that a woman who has already given birth should shift much of her 
work gpon them. If she does so she is ridiculed by the co-wives and 
called such epithets as stupid "mingming" and lazy "nyap." While it's ) ) J -) 
clear that pregnancy, after the first experience of it, is accepted 
as more or less a natural event in the life of women} ~very birth is 
I 
considered a major crisfs. It is considered a danger~us and fearsome 
experience that must occur in the homestead of the husband, or the 
I 
genitor in the case of unmarried girls. The reason fur this, of course, 
is tbat the spiritu l responsibility tor the tle born child end tbere-
fore tbe safety of it_s mother dur ng cbildbirth, rests on the ternal 
ancestors who, if offended in any way, may kill the mother and/or child. 
Fol" example, the childbed death of one woman was attributed to the 
ilnnioral. behavior or her i"atber- in-law who bed repeatedly surprised the 
woman in the aot of undressing thereby calling down the wrath of aneesto~s 
on ootb of them. In anotbe:t' ease, the prolonged labor o a wife waa 
attributed to her CMn :fault. She· disobeyed the wishes of her usbsnd.. 
and returned to her parents bo.mestead for tbe last tJert of her pregnancy, 
and now th1& '118$ the revard she reaped from the aneeatora. Still 
another c se of very d.ifficult labor was sttrtbuted to the illegi:timaey 
of conception which the woman was w rned would kill ber 11' she did not 
confess. A confession was obta1ned and the woman gave birth about five 
hours later . (Note: I am able to re,POrt on difficult births not 'be• 
ffi~i\ 
cause tbey are more f'l'equent uncomplicated ones but b~ceuse I wee 
called at sqcb btrtb since it 'fSS thought that a knowledgeable woman 
eould help out on the \'lhys1c l ~1ae in these ease • ) If e woman, for 
whom no bridewealth 
the part 
in the 
If a woman for whom no bridewealth has been paid~dies in childbirth 
the genitor~ lineage is held responsible and they must pay in addition 
to bridewealth bloodwealth "kwor" for her. The responsibility of the 
lineage supported by these material claims is thus very heavy and the 
anxiety felt by both men and women of the homestead for the safety of 
the parturient woman is very real. The men of the homestead stand by 
in the courtyard ready to perform the aacrifices in case of emergency 
and very often a medicine woman of the husband's lineage is sent for to 
/ 
j 
act as midwife. A physical side of birth is not ignot~d either. Women 
reckon that labor pains and the cleasing after birth are the most 
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troublesomer ~pects of birth and women who submit to both without 
shouting and remain calm are held up by both men and women as examples 
:' 
of great bravery and courage . Men also recognize labor pains as 
terribly painful. One informant thought it was comparable to the pain 
~M\ N 
suffered fromAgored by a buffalo but they considered the cleasing as a 
matter for joking and made fun of ~ wo~ who cannot stand the pain 
without flinching. Nonetheless I have never met any women of child-
bearing age who did not want to go through the act of childbirth despite 
the fear and pain and trouble involved in it. 
When a child is being born the women of the household are all 
supposed to help. The mother-in-law, or if she is not alive an~ elder 
co-wife or a paternal aunt of the husband acts as midwife while another 
~ 
co-wife or the paternal aunt act' as a helper. If there are other women 
in the household they help in bringing water, clean sand and clay, but--\-1~\ 
do not stay in the house during the birth} ~ecause those who actively 
partake in birth must remain in partial seclusion together with -t(.-e_ 
partruient woman. The midwife and helper are called "lacolo", the one 
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who b lps to push dovn, or C( . ..... mt"lniatl.y "lakwer", nd tbey do 11 the 
necessary tor tbe v n. The birth takes place in tb bouse of the 
her 1110tber-1n-1.aw. Ber c:lotbes ere taken off nd he is made to lie 
on a brand nev t in tront of the fireplac:e. The floor xt to the 
mat i newly sanded and w n the ac:tual labor gins she is de to 
e>i'l. S .l I 
kneelAon this vith knees apart. 'Dle helper steps behind her and 
gr aping by the waist plants her knee i the small of the woman's 
back "giving her support to J)Wib dovn." 'lhe midwU'e kneels in front 
ot the partrulent vomen and receives the child in ber outstretched 
palms. If the labor 1 delayed or too long the midw~ may massage 
the lower abdomen to hasten the birth. One idwife, after the heed 
appeared, reaohed in nd very ntly turned the child to tac111tat 
1 ts birth. Onc:e the child ppears the idwife holds 1 t 'for a while 
~ 
waiting for the laeenta. It it does not cane at once she a 
split reed "ra 11 sharpened to reeor edge and c:uts the cord. She 
ma es the motion of cutting three times fa. a boy and four times tor a 
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girl. She leaves about an inch or so that is bound up with very fine¢ 
thread made with sisfal and annointed with sesame oil and red ochre. 
The child is laid on a skin and covered by a cloth. The placenta and 
the cord is received by the midwife in a broken potsherd and carefully 
placed on top of a calabash and covered with another potsherd. The 
placenta "pel or pen" must be preserved. 
o:1h\~~ o~ -;)oil. 
It is ~ of lami Jok" and 
must be treated with great care and respect and buried ceremonially at 
a later time. The woman is then washed by the midwife very perfunctorily 
and she and a helper clean up the bouse. They throw more clean sand 
on the soiled part of the floor and later smear it with new clay. All 
the blood must be taken care of very very carefully because in the bands 
of an illwisher it could be used to murder the mother and the child. 
Once the house is clean the woman must be cleansed. This is done be-
hind the hut and is attended by all the women of the homestead. A bed 
of very sharp and dry reed is made and on this the woman who has just 
given birth must lie down. The women bring hot water, practically 
boiling, and she is doused with it. Especially the mother's genitals 
and abdomen are carefully doused and the midwife rubs the lower abdomen, 
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the thighs, and turning her over, the buttocks and the small of the 
back. If the mot her shouts the other women intensify their efforts 
an r i dicule her. One woman whose hard labor was attributed to he r 
vwn disobedience w~as yelled at by her mother-in-law and cv-wife, 
"Now we can pay' you back for your laziness, your troublesomeness - this 
is a good lesson for you." She shrieked for a while but finally could 
not stand it anymore and jumping from her bed ran into the house amid 
the shrieks of laughter from her co-wives. Once inside the house the 
child is washed with the same hot water and anointed with oil and red 
ochre. After this the midwife who has been the only one to handle the 
child ceremonially gives the mother her child. The mother sits on the 
) 
new mat and the midwife places the child in the mothers lap between 
her thighs and says, "Now, so-and-so (the name of the mother), I am 
giving you your child." She makes as if she would give the mother 
the child either three times, if it is a boy, or four times if it is a 
girl and then finally places it in the arms of the mother. The cleansing 
of the mother is said to be done purely for physical reasons. "To 
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clean her with real hot water to make the blood flow from her and 
thereby hasten the disappearance of the pain." However, it is clear 
from the behavior of the women administering the bath that far more is 
involved . In effect, they use this occasion to make their feelings 
vf and opinions known about the mother. In addition, the thrmdng of hot 
water, the verbal abuse, the ridicule and laughter enables them to 
relieve much of their hostility, jealousy and aggression in a very 
-nus Be !J~:~.v· w ~ 
real sense . And)for the moment at least,Aclears away much of the dis-
cord or latent hostility that may be present between the cowives and 
the new mother . That this procedure is institutionalized in this 
manner reflects in the first place a high level of awareness of inter-
co-wives jealousy created by the birth of a child , and secondly it 
accords well with general Acholi belief about intrafamilial tensions 
and magic . It is thought that intrafamilial magic can best be prevented 
j if those likely to do it are asked to state openly or act out openly 
their hostile feelings. As giving birth is thought to render the mother 
very vulnerable to malevolence this basic procedure actually serves to 
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protect r hom pos ible gic fr t women of the homestead. At the 
same ti the actions rto d by the co.vives pr teet tbe from 
future ecue tiona or magic inst mother. 
'lh mother 1.s in s cl ton or three days or four days cb ndi 
on the x of cbtld. ing tbt t 
any work a d only those too 
are 
tor r in of r tbey " ke the ilk r-lw" nd/not forbidden by tbe 
taboos of her hu band's line ~ 'l.he child and the mother re b · oUght 
out into tbe o n · tter the riod of seol ion and taken to the ance tors 
br1 v re t bomeete d bead or the hu band bJJ!I se th mother nd 
the nee tor for t safe arrival of the child by illing 
chic n in e erlfice • 'lhe mo r is en reintroduced to veryd.ay lite 
by r "lakwer" , She 1s t ken to the w U, shown how to t th we r 
fr it; ber band 1 placed on a hoe and she is taken to r ... ield nd 
shown how to hoe. 'Dlen she's t k n ack to r bouse sbawn the fS. , 
ry i opened to b r '' so that be y 
now rt doing ber work. 11 Wbt 1n eelus1on motb r is tbougbt 
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to be "dirty with the blood or the ch d," eond tion wbieh ke her 
ee end thus vulnerable to m cal levolenee . In tbo same way be 
child is lao thought vulner ble to mgie and no unauthor zed rson 
1s allowed to touch or ba cUe tbe child or 1t para nalia. 'lb 
e rg;ency ceremony and t bless1 of th ... mother and child is f: irly 
uniform but tbe buri 1 of the pleccnt u n" r1e vith the ctr .. 
cunwt nee of birth and the customs of t father' ineage. It there 
1 nothing unueuel about th plecenta nd the birth " s nonnal, it is 
burt d in accordance With the rule of the lineage eitb r at the 
ancestors brine or under tbe mother•s anery tbe y after the birth~ 
end 
'.1\1 f tber/the idw1fe bury it to ther with libation of beer asking 
th 11Jok Pen" ( th jok of the lace a) for he ltb end b ppiness for 
-;M'D ct-.:tl~ 
both tnotber nd child. How V< r, twins, born after twin , 
~~~~ml'id as well as children 1th ny sort of normal ty, uch 
s 1X fingers or toes, or f'i rs tt c d by a flap of in, or ~~ 
tt ched to the head, are all considered upern tural man1te tations 
nd their plac-nta is buried at ci l shrine vith ll spec1 l ceremony 
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in the honor of the jok of the placenta . (Jok Pen). Tb a lesser extent 
those born with the placenta around their necks or whose placenta is 
large or unbroken, or seems as if it were shiny, are also considered to 
have some degree of supernatural powers and their placenta is buried 
with different ceremonies in accordance with the advice of a medicine 
woman . All these children are considered "Jok" and have special names 
in recognition of this fact . The attitude to Jok children is rather 
ambivalent . They are treated with a mixture of fear alreverence. On the 
one hand they are appreciated as a sign of goodwill on the part of the 
§Jok. Pen" who by sending these children announces his wish to have a 
shrine which when properly propitiated is a sort of guarantee for fertility 
in the homestead . On the other hand they are feared for their super-
natural power and considered troublesome, e~ more troublesome than 
normal children to bring up and an endless expense to the homestead . 
For1Jok children cannot be injured or beaten without the fear of dire 
(Y~'\.0 ~'It-'\. 
If angry they can cause illness, especially tr~ma, in consequences . 
their own and their maternal lineage and they can kill their own 
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siblings and cause barenness in their mother. In addition, the pro-
pitiation of their Jok must be cartied out every month and a new shrine 
must be built whenever the family moves. This ambivalent attitude is 
seen tn the burial of these children for whom no special ceremonies 
are performed. They are not mourned - their death is considered a 't.t'light 11 
• ~ ,.j G.o-RI~l.. 
an inst~of ceremonies, special Jok ceremonies are performed. If 
the Jok children survive, however, they are a credit tb their mother 
(.Deyo) ornament. She will be referred to as mother of twins 11Min Rudi 11 
or 11Min Jok11 , and she will use this appellation as part of her praise 
name~e supernatural operates regardless of sex differences and 
super 
male and female Jok children have the same sort of/natural powers. 
~ The supernatural may disregard sex differences in its manifestations~ 
~ the parents, the members of the homestead and the lineage the sex 
of the 'child is a very significant characteristic. It is indeed the 
primary factor in terms of which the child is appreciated by the society 
as well as its parents. When the child has been placed in the mother\ 
arms the midwife goes to the door of the house, and pulling it open, 
-3!1.-
ennounces. to all present ' 
t . ttttU {~ural) 
an..We", if' it is a Girl, and. n unu /if it 
is a boy thereby imtned.ietely iden!ify which $egrne t of soei ty he · 
ined new member. !t 1 t is a ~stbo.rn child of the moth~r its 
sex vill be di et.J&oed in tems of gene 1 cons14eretions. For boys, 
their contribution to the linea and to tbe mother will be empbasi~ . 
elder my ren~ar " vtll bring more food. to the ancestors 
shrine. 11 ~ father may a~y, "He vUl carey on my neme. u Or, re.membertng 
hunt," r¢:t'erring to the oblieation of son to bring tb be d of an 
e.$41 killed in the h\Ult to hie mother" or e girl again lineage 
contributiOn ttero. However, it !t ta ·en :f'rom the point o view of 
el ewheJ:"e," or "She Will. bring us br!d&weeltb." or, remembering the 
mother again, s · one may & y, "She now • ., 'lbese ere 
in terma of bar position 1n tb Unea and 'her relation t ber husband.. 
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l) t.I.""-
To her) having a first child~ almost overwhelmingly wonderful event. 
The woman whose first childbirth I attended held the child and said, 
"I am a "Hin Ot", the mother of a house. She was unwilling to really 
talk about the sex of the child and when pressed about her preference 
she finally answered in personal terms, "Don't you see it's a boy, 
my mother-in-law will stop bothering me now)" jeferring to the fact 
that she will now have a house built for herself and that her mother-
in-law preferred a boy. If it is a second child or any subsequentg 
order, the primary consideration in terms of sex· is the uterine house-
IJvL 
hold . The most desirable combination is a ~!r?~f uterine brother§ and 
sisters . And the mother whose children are perfectly matched is con-
__.... 
siddred to be an extremely lucky person, "Kome Gum." Pairs of uterine 
brothers and sisters are referred to as "Kwon Kidek" (brea'd with vege-
table and meat garnish), the most desirable food in Aboli. Where in-
equality exists it is recognized in the name given to the child. The 
only son among many daughters is called "Okeny" (marriage), while one 
without any females siblings is kalled "Aya" (Alas) - the word for 
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sorrow that begins every funeral lament . ) Aya is also the name of a 
.--
lone female child among many male siblings indicating herr~bility to 
provide bridewealth for all her brothers. Even in the case of Jok 
children, for example twins, the saliency of the sex of the children 
is the main consideration. For example, the most preferred pair of 
twins is a pair of females , the second preference is for a pair of 
male and female twins, and the third is for a pair of male twins for 
the first pair will bring double bridewealth, the second pair will be 
"Kwon Ki ~k", and the third one will be "Ly~ifc( grandchildren). That 
the Acholi consider the sex of the child the overriding factor in its 
appreciation is not surprising since apart from age, sex is the main 
basis of role differentiation . What is more significant for us is the 
importance the Acholi attach to the balance4 ratio of the uterine house-
hold. In the first place this emphasizes the functional significance 
of female children for the uterine segment itself and more importantly 
it directs our attention to the ideal way a contribution to the paternal 
lineage is envisaged. It is clear from ""ne attitudes to the pair of 
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uterine siblin gs of the opposite sex and the meaning of the names 
given to siblings households with unequal sex distribution~ fat the 
most valued contribution for women is that bridewealth which can be 
absorbed by their uterine segment . This i !; ideal from the point of 
view of both parents whose names '.'shall be carried on" and is also ideal 
from the point of view of the whole patri-lineage . This is so because 
there are no clear rules for pairing children of XRg different uterine 
segments and int~rsegment bridewealth exchange therefore creates very 
great tensions . For example , one of the most acrimonious meetings I 
~<) 
h"-'s w h o 
ever attended occurred when an irate now wanted to marry an extra wife, 
accused his father before the lineage council of refusing to return the 
bridewealth of his uterine sister that was diverted to the household 
of his mother's co-wife. Such acrimonious display of tensions is rather 
infrequent but it draws our attention to x1m one of the main sources of 
tensions that underly actual family behavior, namely, the problems 
created when the irregular growth of uterine segments precludes the 
realization of ideal family composition . The ideal family is composed 
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of one poly~nous male each of whose wives have an equal number of sons 
and daughters . Both the structural equality of uterine segments, their 
semi-autonomy and their subbor'd.ination to the polygenous segment heeded 
t'l-115 
by their husbands is predicated on ~composition. 
From the struetural point of view the importance of paired opposite sex 
siblings is obvious. Tbe equality of the uterine se~nt is based on 
this and furnishes the basis of normative interrelationships between 
eo-wives . From the socializat1om point of view this means that where 
the idea e~ists tbe uterine house hold can foster a much more cohesive 
~niVVD~ 
and unifying ae.m between. children than when this condition does not 
exist. Indeed, the whole context of socialization might be altered 
by an early assignment of a daughter to a non-uterine hou.sebold or 
• 
by the different co-wife interrelatioasbips due to such inequalities. 
A case in point is that of' Bena1 whose youngest wiife Una had three 
daughters while the older wife had two sons only . 'Blough personality 
factors , relatively close ages of tbe two women could have accounted 
tor the compatible cooperative relationships between the women they 
as well es their neighbors assign much of the cooperation especially 
giving food to each others children to the feet that the kids were 
"Kwon Ki ~k" . So far we have considered the significance of thne 
factors that influence the differential appreciation ot boys and girls. 
'lbese are the conditions of birth, birth order, and pairing of uterine 
Q SFt::RS 
siblings. Of thes.e three conditions the first one, ..f:ifi-t to the n.ature 
of the child itself, namely whether itJs predominantly human or super-
natural character and. the second and third refer to its position within 
tbe family. From the point of view of the lineage the main factor 
effecting the appreciation of children ts their legitimacy. Here the 
differential dgn1ficenc:e of male end female children is clear. The 
handling of adulterine daughters shows a clear recognition of the 
differential functions of the Uneage in the 11~ of women. All 
adulterine children, that is children born of extra marital relation-
ships are considered the children of the Jural pater who paid for the 
mother. Hovever, ma%le children after a PQyment or a bull and a heifer 
are returned to their genitors lineage b•t female children are not. 
Female children, say the Acholi, bring brtdeweelth and have no trouble 
. once they are married because their children can regard their mother's 
lineage as their own maternal lineage. Male children, on the other band, 
are very mucb in trouble if they retn.tin in another lineage than their ovn. 
-38- 1 
For1 their ability to assume the rights and duties of a male lineage 
f_I~J) 
member, their inheritance) ~ their ability to marry all depend on the 
pot.fe,.;~ 
goodwill and understanding of this lineage. They say, "How will 
be marry, how will be bless his children," when speaking of adulterine 
~~~ ~~£M 
boys and emphasize that even though a lineage may trea~entirely 
like a true son, such chiJdren tend to return to their genitor when 
grown. A case in point is that of Abanya. Abany~ 's mother obtained 
a legal divorce from the boy's father just after the birth of the boy 
and took the child with her to her new husband. She did not have any-
oo..I-€A~ 
more children and Abanya was completely accepted by his ~ lineage. 
His own father, the genitor, did not look after him at all and when 
being interrogated he didn't even mention the child. Yet one after-
noon the child now 14-16 years old appeared and announced his intention 
of remaining with his own father. The whole homestead applauded the 
action of the boy and various members explained to me that now that the 
boy is marriageable be bas to be at his own father's lineage to receive 
his bridewealth and to build his home here where ~is own children can 
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be brough-fup in accordance with the rules of his own lineage. On the other 
hand, wben tbe genitor of an adulterine girl "Alanyo s nt a deputation to 
claim pert of the brideweelth of the girl they were received with shQuts 
of derision end sent away with only one cow. ~is nimal must be given 
in acknowledgment of the pert the genitor plays in the concellt.ion of tbe 
child. 
C'i't~Of!.C.IIl 
With illegitimateAtbe situation is somehow different. 1be children 
of an unmarried woman belongs to ber father's lineage because "no one bas 
{1... KJ 
paid for her." However, on payment of a heifer end bull both male and 
female children are supposed to be returned to their genitor . 'lbe ruling 
that illegitimate girl children should be returned to their genitor bas 
been debated in the Aebol1 district council ever since its inception 
in 1928. Tbe following resolution was reache~ at the session of the 
council in l94<h 
In case of ill gitimate children of unmarried women, the council 
decided to change the existing custom (by which the father of an 
unmarried women ~ring illegitimate female child used to retain 
that child even if be bad been paid "luk"). '!be council decided 
that the man who bad paid "luk" should h ve custody of his 
children male of female born of an unmarried woman. 
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This resolution of the Acholi council has been debated ever since it 
has been passed and though it exists on the books of the native law 
ordinancE1] court cases brought fer the bridewealth of ~ illegitimate 
daughters have been constantly in favor of the mother's lineage. Again 
and again the court records testify that in accordance with the law the 
genitor has feceived one cow due to his part in the conception and does 
not show any other division of the bridewealth. In case the genitor 
child 
marries the mother of his illegitimate/(and this is the case in general) 
if the child is a female he must pay extra bridewealth for her . He does 
not pay much· more if it is a boy. In case of a girl the justification 
is as follows: "Isn ' t he already assured that he will receive back the 
~ ~~ 
,f{C ~l bridewealth ANO he has paid us?" When this argument was presented to 
t)J ""~"~L I Q!'}J \ the lineage of a suitor the suitor ' s lineage claimed that this was unfair . 
Whereupon the girl's lineage retorted, "You wilJ, get it all back, even 
more on the wedding day of this child." The differential handling of 
illegitimate girls and girls born of extra marital relationships is of 
special significance since it illustrates the importance of bridewealth 
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as payment for the genitricial rights to girls. It is highly significant 
that at the same session of the Acholi district council where after a 
long debate the resolution about illegitimate girls was adapted and 
changed) -there was no debate upon the resolution about the custody 
of adulterine daughters . This is the resolution: 
Resolution 5A. In case of illegitimate children of marriea 
married women- -responsibility for the custody of a male child 
should rest with its father , if "luk" has been paid, whereas 
a female child will remain with the husband of its mother, even 
in cases where "luk" has been paid to him. 
That illegitimate and adulterine male children have to be returned to 
their genitor upon the payment of "luk", a heifer and a bull, and that 
even in cases of girls the rights of the genitors are recognized by the 
payment of a heifer out of the bridewealth illustrates the strength and 
importance of the genitorial principle~~filiation in the formation of 
corporate groups . It's clear that the genitorial group of kinsmen is 
thought of as the primary group from which male children can expect 
protection and support and to which in turn they must give their 
loyalty . For girls however, the added genitricial principle of 
affiliation represents a clear recognition by the Acholi of the 
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differential role of the two sexes in the maintenance of the corporate 
genitorial group. Males are the politically significant members of the 
lineage and all their roles are oriented to the maintenance of the power 
and strengths of the lineage in both external and internal relationships. 
Their specific roles are always explained with relation to three concepts -
"Cwako," to protect, to defend, to intercede, to support, "Gwoko," to 
protect from or against, to uphold from, to regulate behavior, and 
"Kuro," to stand guard. Females are the economically significant 
members of a group and their roles are oriented towards the maintenance 
of the economic integrity of the lineage. Their specific roles are 
justified mainly dm the basis of the concept "Lim," property. From 
the economic point of view the patr~ineage is a corporation whose 
assets are land, labor, and cattle held together by kinship ties which 
give important rights and obligation in the management of the property. 
_.. { Jft .IN;frt (jl 
Ill'~ tIP ·~ r p.I-';.f.-(. 
Land is the main asset but it is no~ ~fL~conomic g99d _Qecau~e it is 
abundant at present as well as inalienable. Its value to the lineage 
is proportional to the available labor supply1 fince technological 
develop:nent is m1nimel. From this point of view the survival of the 
lineage depends on maximizing its labor supply especially th t part 
of it since it 1s e mele corporation which 1 done by females. It iG 
here tbat t e »*BxtBB use of cattle comes in. Cattle is g in not 
etrietly en economic commodity. It's a prestige good, 1 •• , c ~it 1 
investment, wealth "Lim" entailed by kin obligation for the increase 
either for tbe natural increase of the membership or the aversion 
of supernatural danger which would thr aten the e:tinction of the lineage. 
Its most efi"icient use is in br1dellealth for women as it does not only 
secure 8 future survival but also provides the labor assigned by tbe 
customary division of labor to women. From this point of view both 
women born in the lineage end women rried into tb line ge are essential. 
f Cattle was 8 simple commodity tbis co\lld be regarded a fair exchange -
cattle exchanged for women and children. But it is not a commodity, 
T li 11-S 
it is capital for the total group even when it is held ndividually1 
it total loss and its return through merriage of the daughters of tbe 
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corporation must be insured. It is this i nsurance that is provided by 
J the unquestioned genitricial rights over female children. Shoul d the 
lineage lose men in war , hunt, the feud or cattle raids as in the past, 
or through the infidelity of women, as in the present, the f\ Bl L- i ·ry to 
replace them is still there i D>o long as the lineage has daughters to 
marry out and wives to redistribute in leviratic marriages ,.Jt is this 
point the Acholi emphasize when they say, "You will get it all back 
marriage of this 
by the/daughter,'' and underlies their demand for higher bride price .f<9R f.>A UG-&.~'f512.9 
WITlJ l LI..SG-1Tlf1 A<(1;<J.-t RL. ~t.Ll)~/1) , 
~ 
(\.'Kben negotiating ~ the geni:ter for the btidewealth of the mother of 
C..l\ i lo\'r€. ~ 
~ illegitimate 
for the m~; l legHa mete ..Jd l:llan whethei male e! f emi Je 1their 
presence will be interpreted as a blot on the girl's character~~ the 
prospective husband's lineag;~fhey will point to the illegitimate 
children as evidence of irresponsibility and they will demand a reduction 
future 
in the bride price on the basis~hat irresponsibility indicates/infidelity 
which may involve the question about the control over male children and 
.... 
ultimately lead to divorce and the return of the bride price. That the 
+ 
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amount of bri~price} the stability of marriage and genitricial control 
over male children are all directly dependent on the behavior of women 
underli~es the basic Acholi attitude that female behavior must be 
contrciled by men. In case of girls they should be under the control 
of their brothers~ in case of married women they should be under the 
control of their husbands. While all are agreed that women should be 
controlled by men1 just what kind of behavior is ex_pected of them is not 
quite clear. For as we have seen in the case of bridewealth negotiation 
the same sort of behavio~that is ac~~tion of an illegitimate child -
might lead to opposite consequences. If we add to this the consideration T ~AT 
~ demonstration of fertility by a woman is a good thing by itself and 
the birth of children is appreciated under any circumstances, we see 
clearly the basis of ambivalence of men towards the behavior of women. 
This attitude is well illustrated in the socialization practices which 
combine the demand that parents control and supervise all of the 
activities of their female children with the demand that they take 
fvvw C.+\AP'f'ER , - L!"F& C)-f r L- r;: . 
no notice of her courts-hip activities& I have divided the de~elopment-
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of cycle of girls into thre m in perio s - babyhood end infancy, ate 
c il ood, end oarly dole eence, end the nubi period ju t before 
rri ge. This is not sn arbitrary ivi ion on my pa t but follow 
more or ees the A boli reckoning or maturation in both its physical 
an social sense. From in ancy to about t e ege o six or seven all 
chi en, regard ass of sex, are r rded as children or as the Acholi 
put it, "People who do not know t e world or are sense ss•• - "Dano me 
'!bough 
pud ~ g1ngeJO piny or bangge." smell ta ks can be given to 
these c 1ldren, no respons1b1 ity or t e r action is expected from 
t em . ey are not punished or t eir transgr salons - they re excused 
on the basis of thi understanding. A ter this age, how ver, children 
of both sexes re ex cted to behave wit sense, " 1ang," or " 1nyo, " 
t at is, they e. ~cted to pul their oa in the economy end dis -
charge their duty with full responsibil ty for t eir actions. by ere 
not xcused anymore for the infractions of kins 1p rules an t ir mis-
behavior or sins must be ully atoned or either et the 1 neage council 
or at the ancestors shrine. _ affective eont nt of relationsh ps 
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between children and their parents changes in accordance with these ideas 
on the maturation of children. At first, love and care of the parent 
is the key note of the effective relations 1dhanging to more authori-
tative superviso6y relationship, the love and affectionate care giving 
way to concentration on reciprocal responsibilities between parents and 
children and finally culminating in the self-differentiation of children 
from their parents entailing mutual respect for each other. There is 
nothing violent about the maturation process of Acboli children. It is 
a gradual growth into the adult world of co ration and reciprocal 
responsibilities spurred by the inclusion of children into the adult 
social sphere from birth7as well as the utilization of skills in adult 
manner as soon as they are acquired. The continuity of child training 
is maintained on the emotional and moral plane through the theme of 
obedience to parents, the dominant theme that gives orientation and 
coherence to the seemingly haphazard and permissive methods of Acholi 
child training. For girls obedience to parents is thought to be much 
more important than for boys. Its inculcation is seen as the only method 
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whereby control over the behavior ot a girl can be achieved especially 
in the %»XX third period of her childhood, the nubile period before 
marriage . 
Babyhood and Infancy 
Babies are the most beloved members of the family. Their care 
is the concern of everyone. Grandmothe~ siblings, whether male or 
female, the father, and most important the mother, all take part in the 
cuddling, carrying, playing with the babies. Babies are very rarely 
left alone, and though I have seen a baby sitting under a tree while 
its mother was working in the field, she wauld return to the child every 
five or ten minutes or so. Most often an older sibling or, if she is 
not available, a younger sister or a young maternal relative of the 
mother is imported just for the purpose of tending the child while the 
mother is working and to bring the child to the mother the moment it 
cries. Babies are either naked except for a very small string bound-a 
on their hip or are ~ wrapped in a cloth or a towel. The hip string 
is the traditional clothing and any child or even adult wearing a string 
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is considered fully dressed and cannot be ridiculed for his nakedress. 
If the child is a Jok child or a child born after many ch ldren ave 
died, it will wear a special armlet and anklet wade of cowrie shell 
or a special blue bead called "tiko bur Jok", the pearl of the pit of 
the Jok. In modern homes the babies will wear diapers and will be 
dressed in accordance with their sex, in dresses or little shirts. The 
hair of the baby is shaved at the naming eeremony that occurs at the same7JN£ 
when the mother is brought out from her hu~the first time after con-
finement. This is three days after a boy is born and four days after 
a girl is born. The na1zning ceremony varies with the lineage. Some 
lineag~ make the mother sit in front of her open hut door on a certain 
skin and the members of the homestead and guests, and maternal relatives 
all gather around her each suggesting a name. other lineages have the 
mother, her paternal relatives and co-wives locked into the hu~ and have 
the midwife be the first one to name the child. There are many names 
suggested and each of them is discussed for its aptness. The names 
refer either to the circumstances of the birth to the condition of the 
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mother, or some incident relating to the conception, or they may be names 
of the ancestors. If ancestor names are given they are either suggested 
by the husband, his mother, or the husband's sister. They keep trying 
one name after another until the child cries or urinates after a name 
has been mentioned. This is considered the sign that the ancestor wants 
to give his name to the child and will act as his protector and patron 
throughout life . If it is not an ancestfral name the discussion will go 
on until all present consider the n.ame apt enough and that will be the 
name of the child. After the naming, the head of the child is shaved 
and the hair is made into a necklace to be put around the neck of the 
child there to strengthen it. ~In some lineages after the naming a 
curious ceremony is performed . If the child is a girl it is carried on 
the back of a young girl, if it's a boy, on the back of a young boy into 
the mother's field. When there, the midwife, or the father's sister 
gives the recognized alarm signal of the lineage and the mother and child 
carrying the baby have to run back to the mother ' s hut. While running 
the child carrying the baby, has to fall three times for a boy and four 
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times for a girl. This ceremony according to my informants is performed 
J I 
in order to make sure that the child will escape from any enemies that 
might attack the homestead." (Note: I have not seen this ceremony 
myself but I have checked the information wherever the ceremony is per-
{_ I1'1A'f pogs{B.L't P.cPRESeN'IIJ<E 
formed, the same explanation ix has been given.) The name given at this 
'ff?..o'TCC.T l\1'£' ~SPECT OF 7flt Ll.N7A~i3 1 /3 EI'r.l'- E't<T£~0€~ To f\1'-'E'.I'J f1&1'1f)c ~ 1 'f)J&~MJ]' 1 TIJROU 4H./ 
~ f-\lt..L Me N[l;i; ~ 1\M6 'ccoi.J CHI L0 ~~ WElL At::. 'Tl<-1 € H o 'il-l f: R. NOLv I ~AT S'JHi PAS 8 ~ C{)'11r) £ 
time is called "Nying kwon" or "Dogola", door or bread name. It canA BL.o o o_ ) 
{icLfi?/V£ 
only be used between individuals of the same generation or as a term 
of address to the generation below ones own . It is considered dis-
respectful to use this with the generations above one's own~The Acholi 
recognize the different stages of infancy in acc~dance with the physical 
maturity and habits of the child . The new born babies is called "Lakere" 
(from the verb keero, to be unfinished, have large gaps, to be timid, etc.) 
indicating the complete helplessness of the baby and its needing complete 
care. It is in this stage that the child is thought extremely vulnerable 
to malevolent magic, and for its protection careful regulations are 
instituted. The excreta of the child is saved and put into the calabash 
~v.~, 
Q \t lA... ·" that 
\ f -"'t·\ I\ ~ ~. 
is used to cover the head of the child. The calabash itself, the 
, 
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bathine pot of the child, its carrying sling, i o towel or any other 
clothing 1s separated from all other bouseboJ.d items and only touched 
by the mother or persons so dasigna·ted by her. 1'bis carof1.1l handling 
r 
ot the excreta and other paraphsna.lia o:f' the child provente · y malevolaat. 
person from acquiring enyt.hing intimately conne~ted with tbe child that 
could be used to destroy or lame it vnd all::Ma the mother 1n case any 
of these items disappear to pic In addition, 
no pet~so.a is allO"vted to jurop over the feet ~ the mother anti no manatN-
sting woroen ere l.lowe to ,pick up the child. The intr,ctiQn of these 
rules is 'uppo~ed_to cause the drying up of mother's milk Qr br1ug 
malaria to the child. If, at this time 1 the mother is on bad terms with 
any of her co-wives she will not leave her child with anyone and will 
care for it at all times herself since jealous co-\Tives are considered 
the moat likely sources of malevolent magic. These regulations stay 
in force until the child 1s considered "Opugo", etrong bea\thy, when e 
a!)!ciel feast is held. to remove these restrictions . 'lhere :s no set time 
period. for the p;rformance of this feast. I haw seen it perfoi'lOOd when 
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the baby was about 5 or 6 months old but according to informants it may 
be earlier, or much later depending on the physical condition of the 
child. For/this feast1is a celebration in honor of the child having 
survived this very dangerous period and having become a healthy and 
strong baby. In a wider sense this feast marks the change of status of 
the mother's lineage in relation to that of her husband. F~r the feast, 
I the mother's lineage furnishes the beer and the husbands lineage the 
~ r £.<.,-( '( vJ....o \A-
meat and the bread and a special dish is cooked which the mother-in-law 
;;:::-
tastes but leaves unfinished. Her son-in-law, the father of the child 
finishes this dish, signifying the removal of the formal rules applying 
to in-law relationship and acknowledging blood kinship cemented through 
the survival of the child. This is called "ribo cing ki maro", joining 
the hand with the mother-in-law. After this ceremony the husband is 
allowed to call the mother-in-law "mother," and she will call him "son." 
And the brothers-in-law will be referred to by name. The removal of the 
regulations relating to the child and mother are simply done. The mother 
takes the excreta and the hair and throws them with a few words of 
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of supplication on the rubbish heap. A child in arms that can only 
hold up its head is called "onyo" while further stages of development 
are demarkated by simply stating whether the child crawls, stands, or 
walks. As the child is still suckling during all these stages of 
physical development most often it is referred to as 11 still suckling" 
(pud dote). When a child is said to be sharp toothed (lake gwar) it 
is about 18 months old. This appellation indicates that it does not 
need much assistance anymore and though it's still suckling it already 
eats some solid food. Suckling continues until about the age of 2 or 
3 years old. After weaning children are properly designated as male 
and female children, and are not talked of as if they have no sex. 
The most important person in the life of the baby is its mother. 
She suckles the child whenever it cries, soothes it, cleans it, washes 
and cradles it in her arms whenever she is free. One of the most 
frequent sights in Ach~li is a young mother sitting chatting or sorting 
cotton or doing any kind of job that can be done sitting down with her 
child cradled against her breast, the baby contentedly suckling or 
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nudging the breast. Even standing with the child on the bip a mother 
will be quit~ happy to have the child suckle or play with her breast as 
much as it likes. Usually a baby is carried in a sling of cow bide or 
(oe;; tuo) 
cloth on the back of the mother or a nurse. The child is wrapped in a 
cloth then set into t~e sling with its legs apart. The mother stoops 
and eases the child unto her back so that its legs straddle her back; 
the child's hands are inside the sling but are not tied and the baby 
can play with the nape of the neck of the mother or her back.iofbe four 
courner., of the sling "Obeno", long strips of cowhide or cloth are 
attached. These the mother ties between her breasts in a criss-cross 
fashion in such a secure manner that I hav e never seen any sling 
slipping or falling . Over the sling she pulls the upper edges of her 
dress and so equipped she is able to do any work she pleases. Mothers 
with the children on their back partake even in dances and can walk 
long distances with heavy additional burdens on their bead. If the 
mother is busy, an elder sibling about the age of six will carry about 
the child, play with it, tend it, and may even try to sooth it . However, 
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it is always understood that if the child cries the nurse is to take 
it to its mother at once. If the mother is away, the nurse will take 
the child to the grandmother, i£ she is still alive, or to an elder 
co-wife who has permission to handle the child, who then tries to sooth 
it by shaking, or moving it up and down or even giving it the breast 
if she is on good terms with the mother. If an elder sibling is not 
available, the mother will send for her own younger sister, or a sister's 
child to come and tend the baby. This service among maternal relatives 
is axiomatic and one of the main activities through which matrilineal 
ties become manifest. If no young maternal relatives are available the 
maternal grandmother of the baby will come to act as a nurse. In that 
case she will act as a quasi-mother in every r ·espect and will suckle, 
wash, and sooth the baby. 
~ 
The signs of development such as sitting{ crawling are eagerly 
watched for by the parents, but the baby is never forced to do this. 
It is only helped along once it has shown the ability to do so. Thus 
when a mother notices that the child is able to sit on her lap without 
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being supported too much she might help the child by repeatedly leaving 
it unsupported while in her lap. In one cas~ a mother dug a small bole 
in front of the but to help the baby sit up. If anyone, it is the 
small sibling nurse "lapidi", who tries to force the child in its 
motor development. A little girl of about 8 years old was in charge of 
her half-sister, a baby in the crawling stage. As she wanted to be 
with her companions who were tending slightly older children, she tried 
to make the baby walk by holding it upright and walking it in front of 
her. She tried it so long that the baby became exhausted and began to 
cry bringing the mother to f .ind out what was the trouble. When she 
saw the baby being walked, she snatched the child away from the nurse 
and yelled, "Stupid do you want to kill the child?" It is not exactly 
that the Acboli fea~ over-exertion but they believe that physical growth 
and acquisition of motor skills are closely correlated and should not be 
en disturbed. The idea that children v:.!.tb age are drawn more and more into 
the matrix of social relationship is a basic tenet of Acholi child-
rearing practices and related to the growth of manners, morals, knowledge 
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and skills in the same way as it does to the acquisition of motor skills. 
Thus, the Acholi point of view about babies is that they do not need 
special handling or special instruction, they learn by themselves 
sooner or later. 
Another basic idea is that babies and cbil<. .en under 6 or 7 are 
people who do not know the world or senseless "mingming" and therefore 
cannot be held responsible for their actions. The term does not mean 
that the children and babies are tbfought stupid but they do not have 
insight; they are not aware of the meaning and consequences of their 
actions. A ten year old boy, for examp:.e, used this term when apologizing 
for the behavior of his 5 or 6 year old brother. He said, "Please do 
not be offended that Ocen is sitting with his legs apart, he is still 
a child; he is senseless yet." Or a girl of 13 scornfully said when 
asked why she does not play with boys like her younger sister, "She's 
still senseless; if I were to play now with boys my friends would 
laugh at me." One of the consequences of this of course is that babies 
and toddlers can do no wrong and are not punished for their behavior. 
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and 
Tantrumsq/crying spells are dealt with in a gentle fashion - the mother 
trying to sooth the child by cuddling it, giving it the breast, singing 
to it, or if these ~bods fail, by distracting it through handting 
it to another person. Mild punishment, however, is given to babies in 
order to inculcate ritual and religious restrictions. Though babies 
are not expected to be bouse clean and no measures are taken to enforce 
cleanly habits, playing with excreta is discouraged since it is con-
sidered dirty and it bas magical connotations. When Adyero, a baby 
gj_rl just beginning to walk, played with its own excreta, the mother 
picked up the child and slapped her once and shook h r yelling, not at 
the baby but the nurse, "You stupid one , why do"'l 't you watch her, do 
you not know she shouldn't be doing this dirty thing?" In the same 
way playing with ashes, or being near a fire are also discouraged. The 
former because ashes are a symbol of strife and death, and the latter 
becaus~ of the fear of physical injury to the child. Playing with the 
genitalia is accepted and neither discouraged or (ncouraged. Thumb 
sucking seems to be rare - I have seen very few children or babies doing it. 
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"Then it occurs it is accepted w:ilhout connnent. Toilet habits again are 
not enforced, but each time the child defgcates or urinates the mother 
1 o TH£. ~05il 
rushes with it. This is done if she or the "lapidi'' notice any signs 
of a coming toilet . This is done so often that the child by the time 
its weaned runs by itself to the bush. Once the child has started to 
do this by himself he is expected to keep it up. If an accident occurs 
the mother will say, "Couldn't you have gone outside, you are old enough 
not to do these things in the house." Just as physical development is 
gradual and painless so is weaning. By the time the ch~ is about 
eighteen months old, it is being fed small amounts of solid foods, 
usually thin millett porridge or small pieces of boiled sweet potato, 
and in modern households, boiled eggs start about six mohths old . The 
food is gradually increased until it entirely supplements the breast and 
child is eating the same food as its elders . By this time the child 
is usually three years old . t.fost children after this age consider 
themselves too old for suckling and consider their companions who still 
accept the breast as senseless "mingming". Okema, a six year old boy 
and his half sister Lalam, cca. four years old, explained to me in a 
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very grave manner that Oken~ their mutual half brother ~. J years of' 
age, was really very senseless whom they couldn't consider as a play-
mate be~cause he was still suckling. Lalam, however, explained to me 
in the same way and with the same words as her mother would have done, 
"You see, he can still suckle because his mother is too old to have any 
I 
other children - my mother is not that old and she cantsuckle me any 
more ." This is exactly the crux of the matter. Children after the 
age of three are regarded as "old enough to have brothers and sisters" 
and are encouraged either by their mothers or their siblings to reject 
the breast, and allow their mother to conceive again. For, during the 
lactation period pregnancy must be avoided. The belief is that the 
fetus of a lactating mother generates a harmful heat called "Ngeto", 
from the verb ngeto, to provoke, iritate, disgust, that dries up the 
milk of the mother, or, if not that, communicates disease such as 
malaria, weakness of the body, pains in the joints and may even kill 
the lactating child. Tb avoid pregnancy during lactation abstention 
from all intercourse is advocated and polygynous wives are advised to 
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go back to their paternal home and stay there until the child is weaned. 
This, however, occurs very rarely, and I have known only one case of this 
kind. In monogamous households or even in polygynous households where 
abstention from intercourse with a lactating mother is disagreeable to 
either the father or the mother of the child, the restriction can be 
removed by a ceremony called "Kallo tyen latin, 11 jumping over the foot 
of the child. This ceremony is supposed to remove all harmful affects 
of conception and allows the resumption of intercourse. \'leaning, thus, 
except in case of prematurely pregnant woman is never abrupt but a 
gradual process, and most babies by the time they are weaned are able 
to speak fluently and run about freely with other children. 
Though babies can do no wrong, and are not punished they are not 
the tyrants of the family. They learn from very early age to adjust to 
the demands and to the rhythm of life around them. When a mother or 
a nurse is busy she will not hesitate to put the child down abruptly and 
begin her own work. A child is not allowed to interfere with work or 
the daily routine to a very great extent. One often sees a mother 
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hurrying home from the market, pick up a protesting child and swing it 
on her back without any comment and stride on practically without the 
loss of a moment. On the other hand, if it is a hurt or frightened 
child, the mother will not hesitate to stop any work and cuddle, dandle 
or suckle the child regardless of time or place. Similarly a child is 
made to understand the authority of its parents and older siblings. 
From the time it begins to toddle it is told to go to the nurse, commanded 
not to touch the fire, walk away from the well, by his parents, the 
adults in the homestead as well as elder siblings or visitors. At 
first this is done in play and the child is picked up and cuddled after 
it has successfully accomplished a command. But if it does not respond 
it will be forcibly removed from danger and propelled towards the 
desired direction. 
The rudiments of cooperation and sharing are also beginning to 
be instilled into the baby. One of the play patterns frequently used 
by mothers and nurses is the kind of give and take play in which either 
the nurse or the mother takes and gives to the child a piece of cassawa 
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or a small coin and lets the baby play with it for a while and then 
takes it away from the child. When the child wants it back she gives 
it to him and very soon, after using the same motion as the child, 
she asks back for it with words such as, 11 I give you now you give me 
back such and such . 11 Even if the child does not respond at first by 
the time it's weaned it has learned the meaning of sharing and give 
and take . For example, when distributing candy one day to a group of 
3 or 6 year old children, each of them wai t ed his turn quite patiently 
and several of them asked me for an extra piece to be given either to 
their small charges or uterine baby sisters or brothers . This was not 
a ruse to get more candy from me as I was living in the homestead and 
knew which child did have a baby sibling and could check on their 
actual behavior . ~ 
During babyhood the child has most intensive contact, of course, 
with his mother and the nurse , its grandmother (paternal) and other 
women in the household . The father enters its life only in a ten-
gential manner . He dandles and cuddles the child whenever he is at 
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home, especially during the preparation of the evening meal but taking 
~<t.~'i ( J 
care of the ~needs is not his job. He may sooth a child re-
fusing to sit quietly while the mother is busy but will not himself 
wash or cleanse a child. It is different if the baby is ill. Then 
the father will even carry the child strapped on his back (an unheard 
of behavior pattern in the ordinary way), and \oTalk with it up and down 
to sooth its cries. Thus, though the child is aware of the father at 
this age identification with the mother and the nurse, and generally 
with women, is the normal pattern. Little girls and little boys imitate 
their mother and nurses to a very great extent. For example, a ,3 year 
old girl of a Muganda woman married to an Acholi spoke Acholi with a 
characteristic Bantu intonation and substituted the letter 11 111 for the 
letter 11 r 11 in the same way as her mother , aml ubea !'layi:ag with he-r 
the nurse and her little charge. Babies cling to their nurses when 
'tJ~'I 
frightened in the same as*the mother and will run to her for comfort 
and solace whenever the mother is not present. The grandmother also 
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stands out in the life of the child, even at this age. She keeps 
tidbits for the child and will buy her or make her a little decorative 
necklaces out (f~ cowrie shells or store-bought beads. 'The relationship 
with the grandmother is encouraged since alternate generations are 
considered equals and a joking relationship exists between them. 
Acholi babies on the _whole are very much interested in everything 
that is happening around them. Though their world is sma 11 vrhile they 
are unweaned, it does include the play group of the nurse and of course 
all the daily activities of the mother and the siblings living in the 
house. The baby follows their movements and occasionally tries to 
imitate them - an act that is greeted with laughter if observed and 
also encouraged. When the mother, at a dance, noticed that her just 
weaned little daughter was imitating the dance steps of the elder girls 
around her she was delighted and clapped her hands to encourage her. 
The babies are not barred from any occasion. Mothers will take them to 
ceremonies, to dances, at night they will sit with the half sleeping 
child around a fire. The fact that the babies are included in the 
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normal daily life and have to learn to respond to authority as well as 
are shown freely every aspect of life~has important implications. For, 
it focuses the attention of children from babyhood up on real life 
situations and supplies the psychological motivAtion for the eagerness 
which 
and readiness with/children in later life are willing to ass e adult 
responsibilities. This attitude is reinforced by the expectations of 
normal behavior of children after a certain amount of practice since 
it promises gradual growth into real life activities. 
Childhood 3 to 6 years old 
The freest and happiest period of the child's life begins after 
he's weaned and begins to run around freely in the hamestead and in the 
neighborhood. Though before this age it has already been included into 
the play groups of elder childre~those of their nurses most frequently, 
the child was not very active in the play and couldn't follow the 
children in their romings around the homestead and in the field. Now 
he's able to join in all games and play more active roles than before. 
At this age play of the children is very active and exuberant. They run 
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around the homestead with no purpose in mind~ investigate every 
activity in the home as well as in the garden, and acquire thereby 
a thorough knowledge of all the adult skills. But when tired or 
frightened the young children of this age group still r to their 
mother for comfort. Theyrclutch at her skirt, bide between her legs 
or climb up onto the mother's lap and lean against her breast. Fateer~ 
are not usually considered as protectors at this age, and if the mother 
is not present the nurse or the grandmother will comfort the child. 
Once however, the mother is pregnant, more independence is required of I 
the littlest child. She will prevent the child from leaning against 
fears 
or touching her breasts since she ~ the harmful beat of the fetus. 
She will encourage the child to independence by making light of its 
burt or chiding it for its fear or if she sees no reason for her child's 
clinging she will just ignore it. I{ the child is hungry the mother 
will not produce a special meal for her. The abild will have to wait 
until the meal is prepared for everyone. It is here that the grandmother-
grandchild relationship really begins to flourish. A child will often 
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run to its srandmothcr'n hut for it • ure to r ccive a s~ci l me l 
or som_ leftover or the neces~ary cuddli and comforting. s o 
encouraged and one can often c e a~ gran atb r or gr~n,~r•T ting 
dmm to ·eel surrounded on every 1 by cbildr n. F od is y 
important element in Acboli life, not only in con ic rms b lso 
in term~ of the ocial system. It is in ter o of food t in, n age , 
ritual, nd litic 1 relat ons b co man fe t nd in ~rm it 
riches, ge rosity and ' ~!--" ~ 1soc1 l st tu are v ... ry ft n j dge • 
It i no wonder then that tbe dominant int rest o cb dren is in food. 
Boys, ven at this a e, '.Jill ry t m kc 
end arrOtls f r th ... ms lvc" to kill bi ds ro while gir will 
souur the vicinity of the hom ... ~tead for edible herbc nd f Both 
boys and irls o~ill ri£Jk ~r.a~ injury t luck ri ... fr it 
figa rom th<.; tre s a d though tbe.r ri · he vy n y will 
even steal for it. Indeed th ttacllment of childr n to other 
at t is ge and. at cny other .e cb li 1 
of fo d. She feeds them o i" , sbe h s Just let tb m go 
from the breas~s, she neve~ refuses tb~m ozzy food s h~y als go 
to her, are the exiJla tions given. 'lliis attitude to the m ther is 
n t Ol11' ttributed to childran of th1 age but adultt; leo think Of 
their m ther in these terms nd make it an additional r son fo.r love 
and res ~ct they alwayo display twarde her. She'n ietured ae the 
per~on wh ~ill not only undergo t~~ orde l of ch ldbirtb for her 
children, but also a rson vho •11111 not s pOt.r-e. any Wlork or effort 
to :feed her ehildren. Illegal beer breving and occasion l a rest for 
ille l eer lJr ii'illB raises 13I'e t indit;uati n for it is lray~ x lained 
as th other being pt!tvl S!J c..D for in& t o do her best to f'e d, 
clotb a d ed c- te her chil n . '!he breast of tb mother i said to 
be a s cial symbol of her relation to ber children. The u e f t 
mother' o bre Dt in the curse of moth r "1 m m " in ff •ct evere 
the r lat1onship betwe n her nd, her cblldren . This is t..l}e most terrible 
of ell ~choli curses . It consist~ simply of th moth·r r ising ber 
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breasts aad saying, "Peidoto man?" Did you not suckle these?/nd can 
only be removed with the most expensive ceremonies participated by the 
whole maximal lineage. Its significance can be seen from the simple 
fact that even in war if an enemy woman, unknown to the Acboli warrior, 
~Uko ;.-. 
should lift her breasts to an Acboli warrior~intent on killing her 
d. 
be must ~esist at once. Should he kill her he turns the spirit of the 
woman into the most malevolent spirit that will destroy the whole 
lineage. The threat of the mother's curse is known even at this age, 
however it is not used except when tensions rise at the time of 
adolescence in connection with courtship matters and bridewealth 
negotiations. I have never seen the actual usuage of the curs~ however 
the threat of it bas been observed twice - once in connection with 
a recalcitrant concubine who refused to allow her parents to negotiate 
for bridewealth, and once in connection with a boy whose father refused 
* to start bridewealth negotiations for him with his sweethearts lineage. 
On both these occasions young children of all ages could observe the 
behavior of their elders without any restraint. In fact the children 
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drew the conclusion themselves that such matters were highly dangerous 
and should be avoided by both parents and children. 
In terms of' the daily round children are eager to join in to 
the activities compatible with their sex. Little girls will accompany 
their mother to the field and carry back small bundles of' sweet potatoes 
beans. They are given small water pots and are proud to carry small 
bundles of' twigs to help with the cooking. These tasks are not forced 
on the children and a child herself wants to do all these things. If' 
she's denied the ability to help then she feels frustrated. For example, 
one little girl Atero, about 4 years old cried for about two hours 
because her mother refused to take her into the far bush to collect 
fire wood. To pa~if'y her, her 10 year old sister who was in charge 
of' her, took her out into the nearby bush and collected with her a 
small bundle of' twigs. She made the child a head-carrying pad of' grass 
and let her take the bundie to her mother. ~en the mother gravely 
thanked her and duddling her praised her for her excellent behavior. 
Boys on the other hand will try to follow their father to the field or 
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help in bouse-building as well as accompany their older brother in herding 
goats and sheep or scaring birds from tbe garden. Nonetheless, at this 
age they will most often still be playing with their sisters and also 
help their Jaotbers. As the age advances toward 6, 7, 8 gradually tbe 
older ~tbers allow their y~unger brothers to take their place among 
them rather than staying with their sisters. Every activity of tbe 
') household is reflected tn the cbildrens play. For example, when bouse-
building was going on at the home of PoT OI-l A TO I found :tkb tbe children 
of about this age group together with some older ones about 9 and 10 
playing at bousebuilding. A girl of about 9 was in charge and sbe 
directed her younger brothers and sisters in tbe work. 'lbe girls were 
sent to collect grass for tbe roof while tbe boys dug away earnestly 
at an anthill to get tbe clay necessary for building. The house never 
vP 
got built because just as everybody turned with tbe necessary materials 
the mother of one of them appeared bringin g the beer for the feast 
that follows tbe building of tbe bouse. This putl tbe children in 
mind of dancing and they right away began ._ practicing. The other 
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girl who was the leader in house-building however lett and went back 
to help her mother in the kitchen. The younger on-es kept dancing for 
a while but they were soon stopped by a call from the adults to come and 
kKzK help with the softening and carrying of clay. Tbe children ran with 
A LAC~!If 
~at~ig~- the boys doing the jumping and kne3ding of the clay while 
the girls carried the clay very zealously in small quantities. their 
contribution was very small but was a real one and the adults praised the 
children for their efforts.~ As they pass from three to six through the 
0f playing games and helping their parents) children slowly acquire the 
knowledge of the tasks appropriate to their sex. By the time they are 
six they are performing such tasks as sweeping the bouse and the compound, 
helping and cooking activities or in beer brewing by spreading the grain 
for drying, doing the climbing involved in getting the grain out of the 
gra~~ for their mother, bringing water in their small water ,pots, and 
collecting wild herbs and mushrooms. Lastly but most importantly they 
take over the nursing of the younger siblings. Boys at this age join 
in these activities to a great extent but they have their own separate 
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' tasks 1 male tasks of scaring the birds from the garden, ·"Yc:>u N cA 1 Vt~ up the 
goats and sheep and bringing them in at night as well as collecting twigs 
~or the Wang-o, the communal hearth. At the beginning of this age group 
all these activities are enly play activities and the children are not 
entirely responsible, an adult, a co-wife cooking in a but, a grandmother 
who is at home is asked to mind the children and oversee any of the 
activities assigned to these children. Thus when a little boy of this 
little 
age or a/girl is asked to act as a nurse it is the co-wife or the grand-
mother who is the supervisor who carries the main responsibility and 
sees to it that the nurses do not neglect their duties or do not over 
tire their charges. Punishment is very light in cases of disobedience 
and it is the supervisor who is berated rather than the child. Once 
however the cb!aren reach the upper limit of this age group though the 
element of play is still present in these duties, they become fully 
established as the responsibility of the child and parental autborit1y 
begins to assert itself directly to the child. The play group ~1 not 
only serves as a laboratory where the children can practice their 
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developing skills and acquiref new ones by imitating their elders but 
also manners and morals are learned here as well as the main cultural 
orientations are &bodied in their lllay. As the main aim of all Acholi 
men and women is marriage and family it is not surprising that the main 
game played by boys and girls at this age is called house play. "Tuku ot". 
This is not an organized game aDd has no set rules. Girls together with 
their charges collect strips of bark to make the walls of the hut and 
set up grinding stones made up of small pebbles to grind seeds of grain 
and make food. 'lbeir charges are taken as their own children and if 
boys join the play they are addressed as husbands. I am told that in 
this age grou,p boys and girls play hou&e in the bush near by the house 
where o.rcfv ~1 sex relations are attempted. I have not seen this 
ever and I am inclined to disbelieve it as children of this age are 
already aware of the meaning of kinship terminology. In fact one 10 year 
old boy was considered insane
7 
"lapoya"1 by his play group because he did 
attempt to sleep on the mat of his sister one night. Playing house is 
an earnest business - the little girls grind grain and cook meals and 
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ask their husbands to bring them meat by sending them on little errands 
called "the hunt" or ask them to contribute a shilling or two towards 
buying the necessary to make beer just as their mothers would ask their 
fathers. The girls pretend to hoe their garden and weed them and the 
boys are asked to provide the necessary labor for making little gra1neries 
just as in the adult world. They pretend to conduct bridewealth negotia-
tions and dances associated with ceremonies of marriage. The elder girls 
put little woven grass bracelets and necklaces around the necks of their 
little charges pretending tb send them to dances where they can meet 
lovers. Little boys pick up sticks and pretend to fight for a girl or 
show off their abilities in front of girls and are greeted by laughter 
. 
f'Air, 
or praise depending on their performance. Boys and girls do ~off 
and disappear pretending to go in the bush as they do at dances and they 
have observed it at dances. However, when asked what they were doing 
they said, "they are sweethearts "meya' who will get married though 
no specific activities were given. '!bus that courtship leads to marriage 
is understood, though the activities involved in courtship may not be 
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entirely clear at this age. 
Usually all the children of the homestead or a group of homesteads ~ 
a village play together. This is not a fixed play group or gang and the 
division by age group is not designated by os um. Tbis division is 
rather due to the fact that the children of the same age group share 
the same ability to get around, the same interests, have the same 
~~ 
responsibilities, and aee.-tend to cluster together. Tbe authority 
of the elder children in the play groups as leaders and teachers forms 
an important part of the socialization process. From the point of view 
of the younger children who are told what role to play, bow to play 
it, and shown what to do, this is an important learning situation. For 
the leader it is a teaching situation which ~ at the same time re-
~d inforces their own learnings supplies added intentive for more learning 
and more knowledge. That seniority carries with it privileges and 
authority is clearly understodd even by children of this age due to 
the early habituation to the authority of their mother and nurse. Sex 
at this ~ age level or even later up to the age of 9 and 10 makes no 
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difference and an elder sister will not hesitate to administer slaps 
to any of her younger brothers • Such punishment occurs most often 
be 
when moral~ questions must/settled. If an elder sister or a mother 
finds out that the children have stolen fruit or trampled on growing 
food plants, even if by mistake, she or the elder girl will not hesitate 
to administer a beatin g. On the other hand these two failings are 
different kinds of ae- \I'd-~. '.lbe first 1 stealing a fruit) is a moral 
~ 
failing. Stealing is a sin especially if it is t0 your own relatives. 
If it's not so, i{it's done to members of a different lineage or to 
Europeans, then it's not a sin. In this manner the children learn the 
relativity of values involved in the lineage structure. The second is 
not a sin. Trampling on growing food plants is something that is not 
~ tl done "pelne Yl, not seen. The value of food again obtrudes here and 
children must be taught it. 
is /J 
Iqing receive~scorn and so~ great 
exaggeration. The Acholi children even at this age have been taught 
the saying "l.agoba pe genne" liers are not trustworthy. And members 
of an age group will keep on chanting it to a culprit for such a long 
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that he will have to retire to hide his shame. ~ing is considered 
such a sure sign of personal instability that to call an adult an out-
right li~ is to imply his complete worthlessness and insult him in the 
gravest manner~ Tb find out just what categories of kin childen of 
this age group could differentiate I have repeatedly asked children 
to tell me who the people in the homestead were and what relation they 
stood to them. All the children I asked could promptly identify their 
own mother. One little girl however, about 3 who happened to be an 
illegitimate daughter being brought up by its maternal grandmother 
thought her mother was her grandmother. Although her mother was also 
~\,-e.. . ' .J ~c-t>rec:\ 
living at the homestead, the care, the cuddling, the loving and the 
feeding sa& •eeeiQ&a from her maternal grandmothe~~er own mother 
\ J 
being young and strong spent most of her time in the gara+n1takp~the 
burden of heavy work from her own mother. Thus the little girl, when 
I asked her to tell me who her mother was, pointed to her grandmother 
although her own mother was standing next to her. When pointing to 
her own mother I asked who this person is, she said, "Tbdls is Ioma, 
my sister - she is my nurse." She identified all her grandmother's 
cb!ldr""n vr1tb uterine siblings in the s.erne wey as leg1tiln ate children 
identify their o siblings by pointing out t the bec!ttning of this 
ace grou that they eat and sleep together. By tbe timt th~y re six 
they oan explain nwe come rom the ame atom eh." Based on thes~ ttfo 
actors ll e 1 dren e n d.1st1ngu s uteri e siblings t'1~om half-s blings 
within their mm homestead. Al tbe otb .... r ehi dren ~itb1n the bemestead 
ao well s in th surrounding homest~ads ~her the children play are 
usually identified as brothers and &isterG. An a ·ult ~m - lee as motbet-s 
and grandmothers; atb r•sisters ere only dif' et-entiated. ·:Ltl'lin th(t 
homestead 1 there is one 11 ing there. otherwise within the village 
or otber bomeste dS th y re not re · 1 y 1 entif'ie - and referred to as 
mothers. On the male side though the f ther is readily distinguished 
f'rom othe!" mal .... re atives in moet eases, but younger- ehtld.r n, esj:eeiall.y 
szitl$ seem to have so-me trou avlrcvr • In two cases ~ three-year old girls 
ave to d ma that they could only i .;..nti:f'y their tether r'beeaase be comes 
to slee~ in my mothers house." Others eonfutse elder b'.IJ'otbers with the1r 
ather}~netheless by the time t ey ar 6 they are eble to give such 
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explanation "be's my father, be t begot me," or, "be's the owner of 
our homestead." mhildren learn the categories of kin the same way as 
they learn motor skills and other social habits. They listen, they 
imitate, and participate in the every day situation and begin to show 
the a~propriate behavior or start using a new skill by themselves. 
When the parents or other adults and also elder siblings notice this 
they encourage the child to adhere to and perfect the new mode of be~or 
in 
or skill. Children are not considered to live/a separate small world 
of children - they are part of the adult world are are expected to 
learn adult norms and adult behavior from the stari1, aaa itcts. It is 
assumed that they want to learn adult norms so as to be able to parti-
cipate in and penetrate into social relatioasbips. When children begin 
to talk no one thinks of talking bab~y talk to them. On the contrary 
I have observed often bow the nurses or the mother would sit and 
correct any pronunciation or speech defect in their charges or children. 
In the same way no one would think to inhibit their actions, words, or 
behavior just because the ch:ildren are present. Even sexual activity 
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of the parents is not entirely hidden from the children. They sleep 
wtth their mother in the same hut until they are six, and with her on 
the same mat until they have been weaned. And even though the parents 
usually wait until they think the children are asleep they cannot 
sure. No one is surprised that a 6 year old has perfect 
~l)rJl 
knowledge ~f the procreative activities of his elders. They are expected 
to know it. As one mother said to me when I explained that a European 
children at the age of 6 are not supposed to know anything about inter-
course she said, "Why don't you want the children to know'l" "Isn't 
coitus done in your country? 11 
From 6 to 12 - late childhood 
Once children begin regularly to perform the tasks learned earlier 
in play they are held responsible for them just as they have been held 
responsible for toilet habits or eating habitts in the earlier period. 
Again, just as in babyhood children are eager to perform these tasks 
since this is the way they can achieve full participation in adult life 
an aim that has been held before them since their birth. However, while 
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CouNTER£..!/ 
up to the age of six a lapse from the ]erformance of tasks is alte ~ 
only ~an expression of mild displeasure on the basis that they are 
senseless "mingming" or children who do not know the world. At this 
age full sense is attributed to the children and the nonperformance of 
dutifes results in punishment. That the children have reached the age 
of knowing the world "mngeyo ,piny" is not marked by any ceremonies but 
they are made to leave their mothers hut. The girls sleep in the hut 
.J.. ,· " !.-(} ... ...>t ~- t 
IM-i!,~-1). 
of their grandmother or a ~- that is not being visited by her 
()IJl 
husband, or if there ~ .ery many of them in a village they are maybe 
given a separate house presided over by one of the grandmothers. Boys 
do the same but more often than iXK not they will have a house for 
themselves presided over by one of the elder brothers. In addition 
boys at this time begin to eat with their elder brothers and fathers at 
mm the central fireplace "wang-o" and can be referred to as "Lakwat dyel" 
goat herds. The main duties of girls at the beginning of this age group 
is the care and nursing of their younger siblings. Tbis is now their 
r full responsibility and they must see that the paraphenalia of the baby 
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is kept clean. One of the most stri¢king features of Acholi socialization 
processes is how the young girls of this age have already ide~ified 
with their mothers. Not only have they taken over some of her duties 
since in addition to child care the you~rs are now required to grind 
grain, bring water regularly, as well as help the mother in the garden, 
but also her mannerisms and motor movements. When young girls wash 
clothes or handle a child they use exactly the same hand movement as 
their mothers to sprinkle the water over the child, to rub it with soa.P 
or a loorDLh as their mother. 'nlough these movements are in general 
very similar all over Acholi small idiosyncratic movements of mother 
are discernible in their daughters movements. For example, the mother 
of Anying had the trick of throwing back her head and holding it to one 
side whenever listening to any one talking. Her daughter, about 8 years 
old did exactly as her mother. When I remarked on this the mother said 
"Jubi onyono obot tyen minne" the young buffalo walks in the footprints 
of his mother, an axiom that lies very much at the basis of the social-
,,..... 
ization process. It is expected that youngers follow their mothers and 
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learn ber tasks and boys follow their fathers and learn bis duties 
and responsibilities. 'lhe girls respond to tbis expectation. When I 
asked a 7 year old girl grinding millet if sbe would not rather play 
than do tbis bard work sbe replied, ".lm I not a woman, do I not bave to 
do tbe woman's work?" Boys are the same - they want to herd cattle 
to be with tbe men and work in tbe fields and bring bome more food 
just like their fathers. Identification does not stop here. Girls 
talk of our baby, our gardens, our new wives, showing off their 
identification with tbe family. They take tbe woman's point of 
view already and respond to tbe situations in terms of female attitude. 
When the elder brother of Akwera abducted bis sweetheart and brotusbt. 
ber to tbe paternalJlomestead, a girl about 10 years old remarked to me, 
"1llis is a very good thing "deyo" decoration1bono:e for us," and added 
"Now we shall see bow well sbe 's able to work," in tbe same confidential 
tone as ber a:tk mother did not long before that. In terms of tbe internal 
affairs girls identify themselves with uterine household in every way. 
Young girls will criticize and praise their mother's co-wife tbe same 
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ways that their mother and interpret their relationship with their father 
in terms of his attitudes to their mother. For example, AK.o(, the 
daughter of a second wife past childbearing age and not very well 
liked by her husband told me that she bad to tremble when she talked 
to her father while the daughter of the youngest wife, the most beloved 
one, never bad to worry about talking to her father , She pointed out, 
"He doesn't like me, be dislikes my mother, so be dislikes us all. 
I am always annoying him but the other one /IIJ f'1 A can do no wrong." 
Boys also take their mother's point of view. One young man explained 
to me, "Do not think that I can get any money out of my father for my 
education, it is all from my own work and my mother's effort that I am 
able to pay because my father bates my mother and would not look at her 
children or care for them tj in any way." 'Ibis however is an exceptional' 
case as male children usually have no trouble in identifying with their 
father. 
As they reach the age of about 8 or 9 boys begin to take part in 
cattle herding activities and spend a lot of time with their elder 
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siblings in the pastures. During the dry season boys stay with the 
cattle without returning to the parental homestead for several weeks. 
Here they acquire the skills of bunting, fighting, and herding and are 
encouraged to regard themselves as self-reliant young men. 'Ibis process 
of separation of boys from their mother at the age of six of seven and 
the inclusion of boys in the predominantly male activity of cattle herding 
serves to sever the ties of identification with the mother and at the 
same time encourages correct identification with the male sex. At first 
the elder siblings and the elder herd boys that serve as role models to 
the child but by the time be is 14 years old, through cooperation in 
male household tasks such clearing the fields, hoeing, bouse and grainery 
building, be begins to identify with his own rather who usually does 
these rtlasks for his mother. By about 12 or 111 14 the father has given 
him a spare and be can accompany him on the bunt. Just like the girls, 
by this age a boy acquires the motor movements of his father and regards 
the world in terms of male attitudes. His interests, like that of girls, 
begins to focus on courtship and marriage through which lis ultimate aim 
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the establishment of his own household and family can be achieved. 
Strong identification with the mother, coupled with the expect-
ation of responsible behavior from the parents serve as strong motivating 
factors for girls to take on full participation in the household. This 
is evidenced in the gradual lessening of play as the girl passes from 
the beginning of this age group to the end and the growth of interestt,ii in 
courtship. Playing at this age is more a learning situation than tim an 
exuberant expression of energy shown in the earlier stages. If the mother 
or any other wife in the household is a potter then at this age the girl 
learned 
will begin to learn this art. By this age they have already lufpll/to 
recognize the right kind of clay and know its location from exploratory 
walks around the homestead. Now however they begin to do their own pats. 
The teaching of the skill will illustrate the method and nature of the 
Acholi education. Alba, a 9 year old girl was the daughter of Auma a 
fairly famous potter, She bas repeatedly told me that vhe wanted to be 
as good a potter as her mother was and that she was very eager to learn. 
Her mother began the instructions by telling her daughter to soften the 
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clay with a wooden malet. 'nle girl began to work and the mother stood 
by supervising. Once in a while she would take the hammer :from her 
daughter and give a :few taps herself as she told me, "'Ibis is very bard 
work and her arm is not strong enough yet." When the clay was ready 
she took two lumps and began to make two pots - one for herself and one 
for her daughter. She explained, "If I do mine she can imitate better 
'poro mabe~"(this expression means to imitate, to try to imitate, to 
understand, and to compete). She made the coils and waited until her 
daughter had done the same and then began to attach them to the base. 
Her dauglter watched for a while then she attempted hers. '!be mother did 
not interfere until the pot was about a quarter of the way done. '!hen 
she looked at her daughter's work and began to laugh. The pot was 
definitely going to be lopsided and uneven, she told her daughter and 
that should be corrected. She did the correction herself showing the 
child every step she made explaining that correction to the right shape 
was just as important as the correct way of coiling the pot. '!ben she 
returned to her own work and the child to hers. This process was 
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repeated quite often as the child was rather clumsy but each time the 
mother patiently and willingly showed her bow to correct her mistakes 
and bow to avoid making these mistakes. There was a lot of laughter at 
the clumsiness of the girl as co-wives and other girls collected to see 
what was happening. '!be laughter did not emgarrass the child. On the 
contrary she joined in the laughter herself explaining that this was her 
first attempt and contending that her next effort would be better and 
daring her sisters to do well as she when they started. In fact several 
of the little girls were given small bits of clay and the competition 
began. Alba 1 s mother helping here and there while those looking on 
judging the efforts of the children. There was no blame ever if the 
child was clumsy only good natured laughter and correction by Alba's 
mother. She explained, "This child does not have sharp eyes 1 " when 
one of the girl's attempt was a complete failure but still encouraged 
that girl to try again. In actuality Alba's pot was judged the best 
;i 
and she took happily to be dried and fired. It is clear that education, 
learning of skills is thus considered a joint enterprise between mother 
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and daughter or parent and children. Tbe mother wants to transmit her 
skills to her children and the children are eager to learn. This 
attitude coupled with a recognition of a differential ability in 
learning of skills is the basis of the tolerance and good will and 
patience that both parents and children exhibit in the learning situation. 
In terms of the child his attitude removes any fear of ridicule or 
J censp~for inability to learn fast or making repeated mistakes and 
e~phasizes the positive value of practice. At the same time this 
enables the child to take correction gracefully and to expect it 
even in public. The method of teaching is that of imitation while 
the use of friendly competition is a deliberate attempt to hasten the 
process of learning XX. through holding out the main aim of all children -
recognition in the adult world as the reward. Tb learn fast and do 
well does not only bold a reward for the child but also for her mother. 
? 
A well thought child who is able to perform her duties and can pull her 
full weight in the household economy is a credit to her mother who 
receive~the esteem and praise of her community for the achievement of 
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her child. But the willingness of the mother to teach is not only 
based on possible reward she may recieve in terms of status, but also 
on her sense of moral obligation to her abildren. For education is 
conceived as a sacred duty to the ancestors that must be carried out 
by each man and woman in relation to his or her children. Just as a 
man feels more a compulsion to pass on to his son his possessions, his 
craft, his knowledge, so does a mother feel that she must teach her 
daughter all the knowledge and skill that she possesses. Viewing 
education from this point of view throws light on the value placed 
on obedience of elders in the socialization process as well as explains 
why adults find it perfectly satisfact tory to explain their actions 
by saying, "It's the law of the ancestors." And children are content 
to say, "Our parents, our elders told us so." That obedience is con-
sidered the basis of learning is embodied in both proverbs and fables. 
~wong dyel, the command or message is a female goat, or "latek mwodo 
w'ogwang mutw~ the disobedient ataK eats the dried up bead of the wild 
cat, say the Acboli to remind their children that obedience and 
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listening to elders is a duty that brings its own rewards. When the 
Acholi are asked to give the meaning of these proverbs they say, if 
a child obeys his elders then the elders will trust him with im~oraant 
errands. When he ~rforms duties assigned to him he will be res~cted 
d 
and given lots of food. If he refuses to do the elders biding he will 
not be trusted with duties and he will go hungry. A fable embodying 
this ~roverb also shows how a boy sent on an important errand was 
feasted by the recipient of the message and ~he one who refused to 
take on the job was chased away. The moral held out to children in 
these proverbs and fables is that r lqk*5 to food, protection, and 
care are measured in terms of responsibilities and contributions to 
the economy and society. This is substantiated in the treatment of 
children in this age group. Girls, as they pass from the age of six 
ovwards have gradua~increasing responsibilities and duties. By the 
age of 12 a girl is completely capable of all household activities and 
knows the method of tending crops. She takes over from the mother all 
these duties except the cooking for her father though she's capable of 
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doing this also, this is considered exclusively the domain of the 
mother. ller rights to be fe'i~ to be clothed increase proportionatel>f 
and by the time she's 12 she's considered fully mature with complete 
rights to devote herself to the earnest business of courtship and 
marriage. 1bat rigb~ and responsibilities are fully correlated is 
best illustrated in terms of the methods of punishment employed. At 
the early age, in this period, when the girls are still under 10 the 
play element still enters into the performance of duties and neglect 
~ or refusals of duties is punished without inquiring why it 
occurred. The punishment is never vindictive or vicious but consists 
of a few well aimed slaps on the tiwttew buttocks or back that sends 
the recalcitrant girl on her way to her duty. In fact I have only 
seen three times a mother beating her daughter. It usually suffices 
to promise a good beating for the recurrence of the offense or to 
call the girl troublesome "ayela". 1bis d;NoiQ._D implies laziness, 
disobedience, inability to perform good work on the part of the child, 
and expresses in its active form the difficulties of child rearing. 
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One very intelligent woman told me, "We trouble our children yelot1·1 
so that they learn that work is not play." Whi le an elderly man 
explained, "You must trouble your children ~ to make them good 
people. If you don't how will they know what to do when they are older~" 
·~ It is thus ~be process whereby a child is induced to become a fully 
responsible individual that tbe Rjrpliiy the word t roublesome ~'fE. L.; \~ f\ P f> L; E.!) 
This term Ov~t-l~ cam be applied to children of both sexes but it 
bas differential significance for boys than for girls. If you are 
r r 11 people A '1G L A one girl said to me your husband/will look twice before 
they pay over your bridewealtb . Folj she meaet, she implied, all 
characteristics meant by this word . are exactly the ones 
ct . a ~..,_e: 
that marriag~~ o youngman dislikes. For a boy; this term implies 
more of a quarrelsome nature or a meddlesome nature. But unlike its 
application to girls it does not necessarily have any bad connotations. 
In this context it may well be to remark that thef use of this termi-
nology is in accordance with a differential expectations of the sexes. 
Girls must be obedient more so than the boys and mothers in general 
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trouble themselves "yelogi" more with the inculcation of obedience into 
girls than into poys. As the responsibilities of children increase 
their rights to be fed and clothed and taken care of comef to the fore-
front. Now they cannot be punished without ascertaining the reason 
behind the failure in these responsibilities. Thus when Auma a 12 
year old girl refused to help her mother in planting sweet potatoes and 
later that night just simply forgot to bring the water for her father's 
evening bath she was berated but she was not beaten. She had the right 
said her mother - her father did not give her money to buy herself/, 
new clothes for the dance at which she was one of the leaders so she 
just went on strike. The father grudgi~ contributed a couple of 
shillings and instructed the mother to make up the rest from illegal 
beer money whereupon Auma brought water and the .tza order was restored. 
Nonetheless not all fathers seem to be a reasonable as that of Auma : 
When Anyodo, 12 or 13 year old girl, the only daughter of a widower 
some 75 or 80 years old informed her .xB mother that she will not harvest 
... 
her father's cotton plot because she wanted to get her own tobaco garden 
" 
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going, to have her own money to b~ her own things, her father became 
so i~ensed that it was only the intervention of the mother that prevented 
her from beating her. In this case the mother's diplomacy broght a 
happy ending - she persuaded her husband to send for his daughter-in-laws 
who hellf~odo with the cotton harvesting leaving enough time for her 
to get her own garden prepared. Other girls run away from home if they 
think they have been unjustly treated in matters of food or dothing 
and lately in matters of education. Upon asling Iatigi, a 13 year old 
girl why she was livin g with her mother's brothem rather than at her 
own home which being near ~ ~lu offered a better opportunity :Cor 
education, she told me, "My father refused to send me to school when 
I had already made enough money with illegal beer "varagi" to pay for 
my own fees. He used my money for himself. My "nera" mother's brother 
does not take away all my money and next year I can go to school here." 
Tbat such quasi independent behavior is allowed and indeed condoned is 
not only due to the growth of rights in relation to the contribution of 
girls to the economic system but also a recognition of the right of 
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self differentiation as well as the right to demand what they have earned 
and are entitled to. At the same time this re¢presents first attempt 
to train the girls for the kind of behavior required of them as semi-
independent housewives ¥ in a polygynous household. For 1in the husband's 
bousebold 1envisaged as a polygynous homestead Ja woman is expected to 
behave in an independent manner and must insist on her rights and demand 
semi-
considerations for her children and herself. Insofar as each/independent 
household is also a potential unit of segmentation within the lineage 
system{ ~is sort of training ensures the continual segmentation of 
the lineage at exactly this point. In other word~ to maintain segmentation 
at this level obedience training of girls must be tempted wi tb inde.pend-
ence training as well. On the other band submission to the father, 
the main representative of the male sex and lineage autborit~, ..- is 
also clear. Girls cannot override their father's wishes unless they 
leave, removing themselves entirely from the jurisdiction of their father. 
Tbat they can and do leave, however, is immensely significant for their 
JUE:ttx marital relationships as well as divorce. That girls of this age 
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already are recognized as individuaJ.fenbibio&- wttsh m 8'! i:efits is 
embodied in ceremonial. It is at this age that the girl s first receive 
separate kalabashes of food and separate pots of beer in recognition 
of their contribution as daughters and sisters of the l,ineage. This 
is of course also recognition of their contribution as wat~r carriers, 
I 
tovr 
grinders of millot 1-l.owe-r 1 and pre parers of beer. However 1 that they 
have a moral right to be recognized as separate individuals is also 
embodied in ceremonial. When I asked " AToo 12 to 13 years old why 
she was wearing the sign of heavy mourning, a tightly tied headband 
and a waistband, she pfreplied1 "Sbe l the dead Olle J is my sister and I 
got a whole dish of "malakwang" (a vegetable of the cotton family) 1 
to myself." Similarly another 12 or 13 year old girl showed up at the 
funeral o~friend's classificatory father bearing a large pot of beer. 
She explained, "She bought us one when we bad a death in our family 
so now I bring it back." 1llese instances as well as others, that could 
d be cited, illustrate that moral rights are awared on the basis of the 
principle of reciprocity, namely, one who does ~ something for you 
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deserves end is entitled to receive recognition from you. 
Friendship Patterns 
'lbou_gh the uterine household and especial.ly tbe mother represent 
foeel ,POint of effective relationship for girls, as they grow older 
fr1endeh1ps, reel emotional ties, can 'be discerned among peers . Girls 
by the end of this. age group have m.ostly given up playing, have tak4n 
over household duties to a very large extent, nd consider girla as 
proper members of their peer gx-oup. 1bus they only chose girlfriends. 
Giirltriends ere usually half-sisters, ptt.k.v-~cousins1 or tn 4 f..enl\.a.lcous1ns 
rather than uterine sisters be-
cause s one girl told me, "She c n witness wh tever I do. She tells 
her mother and her mother can talk to mine • " 'Ibis is very important 
sinee respect demands that s girl does not me~t1on courtshig or sexual 
matter to her mother directly. '!bus tn order to reaeb her mother she 
must haw someone who can communicate and act as an tntermediaey betweem 
her mother and herself in tbese matters. Girls who choose each other 
es girlfl:"iends are practically insepar ble. ~Y will do their work 
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together, grind millet in each others houses, go to the well together, 
and sleep next to each other on the same mat. 'nley are "jonga" :friends 
(this is a kinship term also used between parents-in-law regardless o:f 
------
sex). In o:f:f periods they walk with their arms around each other and 
whisper together and when asked the nature of their whispers they giggle 
together. Giggles and whispering are recognized signs o:f adolescenCE. 
Mothers say that their daughters have become marriageable when they 
begin to giggle and whisper together since they are sure ~ to be 
talking about boys. Together with the interest in the opposite sllx 
goes the interest in beauty and bodily :ftzU care. Cleanliness is 
not a great virtue among the Acholi but becomes an important requirement 
at this age as it involves the virtues required of marriageable maidens. 
From birth children have been bathed at least once a day. Until they 
are old enough to run around freely about the age of 3 or ~~ they ~'~ 
either bathed by their nurse or by their mother in hot water. After 
that age it's in lukewarm water or in cold water in the river or at 
the well. Younger children go with the older ones who act as supervisors 
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for them. As they pass from the beginning of this age group to the end, 
girls become more and more particular about their own cleanliness as 
well as their hair and clothes. '!bey will wash twice daily, wash their 
clothes regularly and make sure that ~ they will only use cold water. 
Cold water is an important requirement at this age as it is an indication 
of strength and courage, both virtues necessary for a girl approaching 
marriageable age. Girls using bot water are ridiculed as scared ones 
"lalworo" by tbEiir companions who will not be strong enough to work or 
to bear children. Neatness and beauty are also important requirements. 
Tb be neat girls will pluck all their pubic hairs, cut toes and fingernails, 
and wear very clean and very well made clothes. Interestingly -torn 
clothes are just as appreciated as whole ones and do not detract from 
the neatness of the girl. $ndeed some informants expressed the attitude 
that it is better to go around in torn clothes than in carefully patched 
ones because the latter one clearly implies that the wearer is unable 
to afford new clothes while the former may show a devi l-may-care attitude. 
To make themselves beautiful girls will smear their bodies witb 5~'3~ N.c oil. 
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to make it shiny and nice and will spend hours fixing each others hair. 
They comb and plait their hair in tiny longitudinal or lateral plaits 
making erie-cross geomettical patterns or lateral lines all over the 
scalp. There are no special designs but eccasionally at ceremonies 
11\-t>/ld 
and big dances tuffs of hair will be combed out all over the ~in 
a halo affect. One of the main signs of beauty of girls is to have 
a large gap between the two front teeth "lakerfi'. Some girls will 
try to force their teeth appart with small twigs or small stones xttk 
in addition to rubbing them with very fine sand. In former times ~ 
' Cte.fl.'r"RI _I2.A T /O(\) and the removal of the two lower ilmll incisors was 
a sign of beauty as well as the wearing of jwwelry in the shape of 
' iron wrist and neck ~bands • Today c I c A R,l s Al:l'""t ~nd remova 1 of 
teeth is very sporadic and bangles, store-bought beads or thin bands 
have taken the place of iron hoops. bands and ostrich 
egg shell necklaces are however still worn but only on important 
occasions. Lip plugs and ear plugs can only be seen on women long past 
childbearing age thus this custom must have seen stopped at least 30 
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to 4o years ago. ~~ Girls are proud of their bodf and those with nice 
breasts are sometimes the envy of their companions. 1be growth of 
breasts is the sign of maidenhood and the larger the breast the more 
the girl is eligible for marriage. As the girls are eager to marry 
some girls will try to hasten the growth of breasts by pinching and 
rubbing while others will even go to the medicine woman to get advice. 
Girls are closely watched by their companions and those who show signs 
of too much vanity or exceptionally proud of their bodies will get 
nicknames "mying twat" in accordance with their behavior. Nicknames 
are given not only for vanity but also for any particular action of a 
girl¢ or her general behavior or her appearance that takes the fancy 
of her companions. Some girls are called "lacere" swaggerer 1 others 
"laliya" beauty, literally a name of a tree apprecia~ ~ for its fiber, 
or "ling" quiet. Still others are given a name of a town such as Gulu 
I 
or !4ra where they have been. 'Ibese names are important because they 
are a sign of ap,proaching a4ulthood and express the lot esteem and regard 
of the age group for each other. They serve as spurs to inculcate the 
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necessary virtues required of marriageable girls and we shall see in the 
following ~ pages these names coupled with gossip actually affect 
the cha~s of the girl's marriage. Boys nicknames also exist but they 
are not as important as those of girls and they have personal drum 
names, cries indicating some brave or extraordinary action, flute names 
and bull names to indicate their achievement and status. Names are 
l.;fVI,ESS 
personal property and they cannot be inherited~ the individual wills 
his or her name to a definite person. T.hefy also have magical associa-
tions and to use a person's name in vain or to take on the name of a 
person without his express permission to do so, ~~_!ormal announce-
/ 
ment , implies ill will and a possible accusation of witchcraft may result. 
'---' 
Conversely all people named at birth with the same name can claim kin-
ship relations even though they may never have met before. Upon meeting 
such people exchange small gifts and then are then bound by customary 
behavior among kin~At this age the peer group as well as the mother 
constantly emphasize the nearness of marriage and the necessity of having 
the right virtues of the marriageable girl. For example, mothers use 
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the following phrasesf lY instill the three 
modesty, diligence, and ~ness r~her than using pb~eieal p~Bishment 
if a girLdaes a~ her dUtieS. For example 1 "You should know 
I t 
better, your sweethearts will despise you,or, "Your husband will beat 
you for this, or, "You're stupid, you will not be married, " are enough 
to send a girl scurrying to her tasks. In fact, girls are very eager 
to perform all the tasks of grown women and thus chiding and occasional 
humiliation in front of the companions will suffice. In fact girls 
try to outdo each other in most aspects of life but especially those 
concerned with courtship. 1bis become5quite acute in dancing where 
girls vie with each other to be accepted in regular groups or become 
leaders of a new group. 1bese regular groups are compesed of the best 
dancers of a homestead or a village and represent their segments at 
a competition. These competition are asually organized to honor some 
great achievement either by an indivillual or by a group and serve as a 
meeting place for the young¥f marriageable section of the population. 
For a girl to become a member of this group is a great achievement 
as it will bring her prestige and appreciation from among a mush larger 
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grou,p of people than that provided by the homestead or the village. 
,, ,, 
't llt"l( 
They become famous say the Acholi, and many me~n will come to bring 
r>.. ,k.l£R~PS ll 
Of 1 ~ say, I[~ become the leader Of this group, the bridewealth. 
t( il t. o t5' E f-o-l 
or, go form your own group, is what mothers ~~their young daughters. 
Girls will practice whenever they have time and organize their "jonga" 
and younger uterine siblings against the other peer groups into small 
competition which easily come to blows if there is no adult to make 
any judgment. I've frequently been asked to aijudicate in such competition 
as well as treated cuts and bites arising out of this competition. 
As gi!r.ls grow) their interests, duties, as well as close association 
with their mothers and girl companions absorb them more and more into 
the social sphere of women. They are full of women's gossip, speak 
of women's matters such as childbirth, pregnancies and marriages and 
occupy themselves exclusively with the task of women. ~is alm absor~d-l..ON 
~ into the women's sphere carries with it a differentiation from the 
male sex. Girls grow away from their fathers and brothers and identify 
themselves with their mothers and sisters. By the end of this age 
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riod girls wbo have always 'been on easy end familiar terms with their 
fathers and r n up to him and snugsled to him freely begin to be quite 
forD18l with him. They approach their father with the s me crouch and 
stoop their mother and band him food or other things on bended knees. 
They retrain from talktng 1n his presence unles asked to do so and 
drop the intimate term ot address "wore" my :fatber, for the more :formal 
appelatton "ladit" l<ler . 'lbts :formality and behavior is d1rectly 
correlated wttb tbe inere sing authority of the father over bis claughter . 
1\lougb trom birth girls have b een formally under the uthority ot tbeir 
father they bawn•t felt very mueb except intermittent basis When he 
a a fin l arbitrator was ealled in. Now, hOWever 1 as daughters become 
rriageable tbe authority O'f the father becomes more manifest .• 
'lbeoretically he bas full rights to dispose o:f the bend of his daughter, 
arrange marriage tor her, end force her to accept hi& decisions re .. 
gardle s of her own choice. Any conflicts 'between father and &lugbter 
ere veey likely to occur on these ttera. . 'lhus formality erves to 
alleviate the tensions between them. I:n addition to being a reflection 
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of the di~ent interest between men and women, this should not be 
understood as a lack of love and affection between fathers and .daugbters 
IX.. 
and we shall see fathers do take account of the~daughte;$ wishes aad 
see to it that if possible, her own choice of husband prevails. On the 
other hand however, there's an undeniable cooling of warm relationshi~ 
between daughters and fathers. Girls begin to stress obedience and 
duty in their behavior to their fathers and together with their brothers 
I interpret the fathers attitude towards them in terms of su~.posed interest 
in their own love affairs as well as the interest he has for their own 
mother. In this res~ct the concept of "won piny" is -.,uite illuminating. 
~ 
"Won piny" ia an honorary title of the chief and literally means "the 
owner of the world", or "land." It is applied either to one child 
or two children - one from either ~ sex-who are thought to be the best 
loved by their father. It implies that due to the love of the father 
have 
this child or children will/~ an o,pportunity to acquire 
anything and will have all their wishes fulfilled. In case of a son of 
a chief this child is considered to be tee unofficial crown prince and 
'71- 'PlN't _ fN. (.11;\.M' ..w.A~-e. _ 1\. c~;l'o av 'lf-~4 ~ 111o1..~ovt•:t N-e,li q~oV-G c~"fc:.e'tt-t or--;~ wk.le-~ e.r-~esel'l+s li'JG)<eD"'ct-\rl-e. 1 ,.,.....el~~ t-e-ss c~q~ ~~~~'a 
' ·tti'JCol\-t-Y \\c)l),r~, \"'- ta:u..1 c-l...~~iL ~1 k-w~~"'-6 (J.AN£,t-~gs . I~ ~it 
eB 1\.,.-\~ . ~0 WON P!JV't I'- ck.\1\.0WI\.I +c J,.t C\., ~1""""-ik-~ +d·1~ + 
.~;-a_ <:...'IA.~'-e,~ *-e-.. c~~~~ol~t~veK~~ ~tlM''V\.CL.i.r{-e... ~ ~~k-e.v£ ~ 
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is given special training in all matters of state. ~is title is 
~ntirely unofficial and to call a child "won piny" is considered to 
be bad manners as it implies an open recognition of jealousy and strife 
in the homestead. It is always the son or daughter of the best loved 
wife who is considered to be the "won piny" and this child is treated 
with deference by everyone in the household. In the homestead of O Wl 'NY 
the 9 year old daugheer of the seventh and youngest wife was considered 
to be "won piny". of sexual favors 
and received a larger share of any meat or other distributed food items 
and had her fields worked and her house and graineries prepared before 
any of those of the other wives. In consequence of this she had very 
bad relations with the other wives. Nonetheless her child, the J 9 year 
old girl was spoiled in every household. Whenever she appeared in 
any of the other wives houses¢ she would be given anything her heart 
desired and received no punishment for any misdemeanor. "Only her own 
mother could punish that one," said one of her half-sisters, a 17 year 
old girl. "If I punish her or my mother does;' she continued, "her father 
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would hear about it from her mother and he would be very eagry. Be 
loves lam very much because of her mother he eouldtl•t believe that 
not ny her anythtng. •• Another girl .xplained, "You s e her she h s 
sot au the clothes' she has no troables. i-l "Look at her ststam ~ 
A D'U R.O 
her halt-si ter~ber de tne s bas not been re ·· ired but this om has 
got everything abe wants." Nonetheless this little girls lite was not 
very happy as ebe explained to me he didn't h ve any "Jonsa'' nd b d 
to ask her mother to bring one of her uterine sister's children to be 
be her t• Jonga" bee u e nobody in tbe household wanted t~ be her friend . 
In tbe ame way as girls} boys are also identified with their mother. 
not lose their strong ties with tb ir mothers. 1bey still look to her 
for f'ood and help her in tbe gardens s well as rel\'f on her help to 
harvest their own :fields nd eeU the produce. 'lb~ tbey also interpret 
their relationships with their fathers in terms of his affection for 
their mother and exjllain the inability to go to school or to receive 
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shoes, clothes, or other paraphernalia in these terms. They also rely 
on their own sisters to wash their clothes and to generally take care 
of their own bodily needs and therefore~tionshi/between uterine 
siblings of the opposite sex are still quite close. However, its 
nature is changing. Instead of the common play relationships 1n which 
authority was based on age rather than sex/ girls no longer order their 
brothers around as they like but exact services from them in accordance 
with the rules of sexual division of labor. ~us if a ~irl cooks 
and washes for her brother, he will be asked to bring firewood or 
a-ct as a guardian for her fields. In addition1 as marriage and court-
ship begin to loom large in the lives of the girls at the end of this 
age group, authority relationships favor the uterine brother. He is 
considered the guardian of his sister as the Acboli explain, "Because 
she is his "lim" bridewealth and any boy or man would be foolish to 
leave his "lim" unguarded." It becomes his right, ined.eed his du~ty 
to accom,pany his sisters to dances, to guard their morals and to scout 
around among his friends for a suitable husband for them. From the 
jn terc;u;; gf ca~eoaeo&l!'ft, toleza!lee aue1 patience to tliieir fatfifrr===mh-is ~es 
~"li::--7 o t::?'Qi·~ . elfi ra zJ A e-o cn=-Lathlo:-._._ ThtrS 
~nd of this age group brother-sister relationships are interpreted and under-
stood in terms of their common interest in marriage. 
From the point of view of sexual relationships and the field of understanding 
the limitations imposed by ·f l ~. 1 ~ o--s t: exogamy the most significant development is 
the separation of girls from their mother at night. When girls move into the 
unmarried girls house they are together with their elder sisters who are actually 
courting and learn from them the appropriate behaviors. They have to run errands 
for their elder sisters the same way as for adults and may even be asked to carry 
messages by themselves or through their young charges to the sweethearts (meya) 
of their sisters. In addition, the grandmothers, or the elder wife who is in charge, 
is there and can be asked to provide information. Also, married daughters of the 
lineage who return for visits sleep in this house and discuss quite freely both 
sexual and day-to-day behavior of their husband. The boys who are courting the 
girls and the husbands of the married sisters are always identified by their 
lineage and the conditions existing in his homestead are carefully discussed. The 
presence of the mother's inlaws, co-wives, fathers-in-law, brothers-in-law, etc., 
as well as the presence of other women · from their own lineage already living there, 
possible reports they could get from these women, etc., etc., form the topic of 
conversations. Degrees of kinship are explicitly discussed especially by the 
grandmother and the married daughters and stories are told of suicide and heart-
break where these matters were discovered too late. From these discussions explicit 
and detailed normative behavior patterns emerge. In the first place, the young 
girls learn how to handle courting boys and the courting girls learn about married 
life. Both groups learn the limits of exogamy . The younger ones are aided in this 
by the separation of their play group from those of the boys and by the laughter 
and ridicule of their sisters if they happen to mention the name of a boy who is 
1~ 
related to them as a possible sweetheart for themselves. Also any behavior, such 
as going to the bush to play with related boys is actually discouraged in the later 
age range of this group by slaps especially from the older girls. Adults as well 
will yell at a girl to stop going out and the grandmother usually will explain to 
the girl how insanity and death follow directly on intercourse between relatives 
(wat). 
From the content of the discussions in the girls house it seems wuite clear 
that the preferred wife status is to be the first wife of any male, even if the 
male is a chief. To be the first wife is to have exclusive attention of the husband, 
have a say in acquiring another wife and be the arbiter of behavior, the standard 
setter for any new wives, and be the one helped by a new wife, rather than having 
to do the work by oneself. Nowadays debate ranges over whether one should or 
should not have co-wives, girls in school are more or less against this on the 
grounds that it is degrading to any educated woman to have co-wives--it is "bush 
behavior", and an~~ay they will marry only educated men who know this and who 
are aware of the expenses involved in educating children and who will not want 
to have too many whom they cannot support. (Too many children is anything above 
5 or 6 children, very few educated girls went down to 4 but not below that). To 
these girls having co-wives in the sense of sharing a man sexually did not seem 
bad per sej what they did not like was the fact that the existence of a duly 
' 
married co-wife would make this public and legal and that this would reflect on 
thier own educational standard--they thought educated girls should not want to 
share a man sexually. They also hoped to marry legally--by European laws, in church 
if possible and to a man who had a job in the European occupational structure, 
such as a teacher or a clerk. But teachers were preferred because they are prevented 
by their job from marrying more than one wife. High status men--doctors, high 
civil servants--were ideal, because in their case material benefits and their 
inability to marry more wives coincide~~Gne of the main arguments against 
having co-wives and this was shared by the uneducated girls was that a new wife 
may, by magic or otherwise, distract the husband's attention from themselves, lessen 
his support materially, and sexually abandon them completely. Furthermore co-wives 
could injure them in other ways, they could kill or bring sickness to their children, 
could bring barrenness and sickness to themselves and could put medicine in the 
husband's food which would make him impotent whenever he came to sleep with them. 
On the positive side, even some educated girls admitted that having co-wives was 
not bad provided one was the first wife and that was clearly recognized by the 
husband. In that case, the helpfulness of a co-wife as co-worker especially in 
doing the housework and agricultural work was emphasized. Common child rearing 
extended to supervision of each other's children only . Feeding them communally 
was not considered right even by the educated girls because of possible injury to 
the child--through magical or actual poisoning of food and because of jealousy 
due to health or number of children, but most important because food should be 
given by the mother only--she knows what the child needs just by looking at him 
or her, no one else knows that as well as a mother who has had the pains of child-
birth. Being a second or later wife even to educated men was not desirable because 
of the problems involving the first wife and because marrying in this way the man 
is showing that he is fickle, he may just marry a third, fourth, etc., wife and 
then, of course, their problems and their childrens' problems will multiply. 
The fickleness, instability, especially in the sexual sense seemed to be 
the root of all problems, pre and post-marital as well . Men, the girls say and 
even the grandmothers agree, have an eye out all the time for new girls, they are 
never satisfied with what they have, and they will squander everything they have 
on a moments notice just because they like-love (matro) a girl. They are most 
independable, especially the educated ones, because they know they are the most 
·; T desirable husbands 6 ~herefore A ~ ~c li women or girls must continually be on guard 
and . especially married women with children must always be prepared to take care 
of themselves and their children alone, without the husband's help. Brothers of 
the husband may help it is true, but they cannot be relied upon, as their wives 
will object and/or the brother will want sexaul intercourse in return for his 
help - which would create trouble. Thus women have to be very careful in the 
first place with sweethearts and even after marriage with their husbands. They 
cannot feel themselves secure . Carefulness includes not only proving to be a 
satisfactory and hard-working wife, which would bring the censure of his own 
lineage on the husband if he misbehaved, but also always having some reserves 
strictly private that can be used for themselves and their children. In addition 
if all else fails there are magical substances, such as Oloko Mere - he/she turns 
to sweetheart/ ~~pire Mit~ the thing that makes for yearning,OJgko Wangef he/she 
turns the eyes/ which can be used to keep a fickle sweetheart or husband. But 
again caution is needed because if found out by the husband he can turn the magic 
back on the girl or wife and leave her helpless. 
Specifically, for girls, cautious behavior means in the first place making 
exhaustive inquiries about the boy before · accepting him as a sweetheart. Secondly 
a fairly long courtship after acceptance. This can be achieved by refusing to 
agree to intercourse as long as possible and once started on that by testing the 
boy's patience by being unavailable for all assignations the boy wants. His 
reliability can be tested by giving him errands to do and his generosity by asking 
for small presents and seeing his reaction . Further, girls can protect themselves 
by entertaining more than one boy so that they learn about different kinds of 
boys. But in all these efforts they must be very circumspect because if they 
acquire a reputation of a girl who. plays tuku with boys or worse one who is a 
prostitute malaya - their chances of marrying as first wives of rich and educated 
men were lost. Indeed, their chances of getting a good bride wealth for them-
selves would be impaired . What girls should do in actual situations is discussed 
night after night. Girls usually approve and admire girls who succeed in charming 
a boy by talk alone and advise as protection for the girl to take along on 
11~ 
assignations one of her jonga or to make friends with the sister of the boy 
and ask her for advice in handling her brother. Here reciprocal services are 
offered. It is said that in earlier days help from sisters already married 
into a lineage were very much appreciated - although the marriage of sisters to 
the same man is not considered marriage to classificatory brothers of the hus-
band were a very good possibility. The boys lineage was already known, the 
sister was there, she could protect the reputation of her sister, report on the 
~ boy, f~ i / of the circumstances of the homestead. Know of any trouble kop mung 
that is secret and could act as a go-between . She could also act as go-between 
for her brother in case he was interested in a girl from her husband's lineage. 
Again, sisters of classificatory husband brothers were considered ~ acceptable. 
We will consider this again when we look at married women. Here it should 
suffice to state that according to our data on the pro~~ce of married women 
' 
the proportion of classificatory sisters married into one lineage in one of the 
villages ~s as high as 30% but it was less so for younger wives than for older 
married women. One reason as stated by the girls themselves is that they want to 
make their own choices. This especially is true of educated girls - but it is 
also very much preferred by uneducated ones. 
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Nubile Period As! 13 to 17 
'lb t girls ve reac:b d the nubile tage and are ready for marriage 
1 recognized by the whole community. While, before the full developnent 
of her brea ta, a girl as called Just girl nov she's designated "Anyir 
mupong" (girl that has filled out), As euoh girl 1 entitled ¥ to 
choose a new name for herself. She calls l!ll her girltrt nd together 
and announces her new name which is ually th t of a famous ebief or 
her 
a famous men fr0111 sa lineage or the chiefdom. 'lhi is done, aceording 
to th Acbol1, because it 1 "deyo" embellishment, adornment tbat 
indicates the girl's pride in herself and at the sa t like jewelry 
or bodily decoration serves to attr ct the attention of the opposite 
sex. (Deyo is very important concept. It indicate befitting, praise-
worthy behavior or ome et1on Ktd which adds to the person 1 worth of 
the individual and serves as an incentive and well s a r v rd to the 
culuur lly sanctioned behavior.) For boys it is lso befitting to have 
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a new nam... t tbis time. 'lheir is called "n;ying to " a pere 
name, nd a such t ey cannot just simply cho s it. '1l1 y must per-
form 
,A<::r 
brave or cour geous or extr -ordinary to cquire it. In former 
times killing h n being was the ost a,P_propri te w y to ac uire 8 
s ar name although they were given for kUling 8 ferocious beast such 
as a lion or le perd. Today due to '7 A X Bri nnica most spear 
n mes are given for nimal killing but occasionally the incentive to 
equire a spear name has been attribut d to murder. For having a 
spa r n 1 not only a confirmation of bravery, prowess, nd thus 
manhood but also great It yo" that enables the holder to receive 
great a in tion and dulation from the opposit ex. Though the 
Acboli cle rly recognize th t the basi of the "Nying deyo" for 
girls that of physical turation while for boy it' aehieve nt_; 
tAoneth s th y the elves point out th t there is some element of 
rit in the equisition of this name. For without befittl.ng idenly 
virtue no girl would dare to ado,pt the na of a famoua person. With .. 
out suob v ue the magie 1 pro rties of using •notber ~rsons name 
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would impair her health or may even kill her. Nonetheless the dif .. 
ferential significance of this for boys and for girls is recognized by 
tbe f'act that the· "nying tong" for boys, the spear name, is given tn e 
public ceremony attended by the whole lineage while the girls nome taking 
is a pr1wte ceremony attended only by the minimal lineage or the family 
plus the uterine minimal lineage. 
~e main interest of girls st this age is courtship. 'lhis is a 
legituaate interest expected by the ROrents and the whole community. 
-I--!Wl 't-
As it involves lots of tension end et the sarne~has very important conse• 
quences, courtship follows formal rules. '!be guiding prineiple under· 
l.y1ng ell formal rules is that courtship leeds to merriage. Courtship 
outside of marriage is not understood. And thus the first rule is that 
if either a boy ar a girl do not consider each other as likely marriage 
partners they must indiaate it at once. Flirting is d0ne et dances or 
O{L 
et seeul.arnreligious ceremonies. However, in every dey context it 
1 usually occurs along the road to the market or to the artesian ptmlP• 
'!be boys watch for the girls coming along the road and address them in 
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II 
tu~A PA hi\RA 
a loud voice, "Ri,ipi~ (this part is a formal exllamation used only in 
preliminary address of courtship) and(~~mara" means the daughter of 
my mother-in-law)indicating exactly the kind of relationship they have 
in mind. 1lle girl must not answer at least three times. After that if 
she doesn't like the boy or she definitely doesn't want to have anything 
to do with him, she must answer "\fipkipi omera". '1 Q:nera~.sthe word for 
brother thus thereby indicating to him that her only interest in him is 
that of a sister for her brother. If she really is entirely not interested 
she may insult him by saying, "Go away you are not a man yet, your mouth 
is too large for your head." On the other hand, if she likes him, she 
must say, "I do not want to talk to you, I have other things on my 
mind. Whoever heard of carrying on courtship dm the road," thereby 
indicating that she is willing to see the boy but she is not so anxious 
to do so. 1llis is a very important point and all girls and women 
emphasize that the girl must not seem to be anxious to accept a man. For, 
as one of the girls put it, "If she shows that she's eager to accept 
the boy then the boy will have thoughts about why the girl is so anxious 
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to leave her father's house. Is she a quarrelsome person "ayela" and 
does her father want to get rid of her. Is there trouble "kop", 
( referring to magical or malevolent ancenstors) in her home? And another 
mother explained, "Girls are shy, if they are not shy their sweethearts 
will not be anxious to bring the bridewealth because he knows that he 
can get the girl for nothing. She will run away with him." She meant 
the girl will elope and thus bring in a reduced bridewtaltb or even be 
rejected by her in-laws. Once the girl had made a favorable reply the 
boy, if he doesn't know where the girl lives, will ask one of her 
friends and then appear formally. This appearance is called "lwongo" 
to call upon. The appropriate time for "lwongo" is between five and 
six P.M. when the girl has already returned from the garden but has 
J 
not yet beg~n· the preparations for the evening meal. The boy comes 
with his "Jal" (the equivalent of the girl's "jonga") who is either 
his best friend or bas been especially asked to act as one for this 
occasion. In the latter event the boy is either a distant relative of 
the girl or a friend of the girl's brother who has free right to enter 
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the homestead. Tbe boys enter the homestead without greeting. If the 
girl's brother is in the courtyard and is of the same age as the suitors, 
then be may greeted. But the father of the girl or any male or female 
o f his generation must pretend that they are not seeing the¢ visitors. 
"llelo" Eny member o:f a marriageable group,is is done to :fo~tall 
any conflict. ~e Acboli are very explicit about this. If they greet 
each other, say the Acboli, and the girl or her father later refuses 
the boy or the boy refuses to bring the bridewealtb, then they have 
insulted each other and the lineages will have to ti%11 fight. Like 
this the father or mother does not know that the boy is there and what-
ever happens is only between the children. The visitors "welo" g<>Eff 
straight to the girl's mother's bu,t and ask permission to enter. If 
the mother is inside she must leave at once without taking any notice 
II 
of the boys because, as the Acboli put it, she might become your mother-
11 
in-law in front of whom you cannot talk of these matters. Once admitted 
the boys do not sit down though the girls ask them to do so. T.be suitor 
makes more or less formal speech saying that be ~as come for the girl 
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and wants her while the friend will make a request formally and say, 
"Will you accompany us?" 'lbe girl must accede to this request re-
gardless of her feelings, to refuse would be the grossest breech of 
manners which if known would incur the ridicule of all. The 
boys leave the hut and go outside the compound, just outside where they 
can be seen but ¥not heard. The girl, either alone but usually with her 
"jonga" follows them. Once outside she or they join the boys and move 
on a few yards. They must stay within sight of her mother's bouse. 
1his is a cardinal rule of decorous behavior. The girl's JQ1X parents 
explained, "We must see that the boy does not carry her off and leave 
us to go after bridewealth." And an old woman clarified, "Boys might 
have their brothers hidden in the bush and they jump the girl, tie 
her up and take her away without paying brid.ewealth." "And in the 
old days 1 " she said, "when this happened we could only go cry for our 
brid.ewealth beca¢'use without war we couldn't get her back." If this 
is the first visit of the boy, the girl will refuse him flatf1Y. He 
must come at least :t!bree or four times to visit her. This is lbaDI done 
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again to impress the boy with the fact that the girl is not anxious 
to leave her father's homestead and at the same that she is a virtuous 
girl who is hard to attain. If the girl is really ~interested she 
may send a message to the boy %D through his "jal" or through her 
brother telling him not to appear anymore. Or if he still comes she 
asks her "jonga" to speak for her once they are outside the cou:tyard. 
'lbe "jonga" will explain that the girl really is not interested, a 
declaration which when made in front of witnesses such as "jal" is 
considered absolutely final. On the other hand if the girl is interested 
in the boy, after several refusals, when the boy repeats· again his wish 
to marry her, she ~ agrees. As a sign of agreement she will give him 
a comb or a handkerchief or beads and in former times she gave him one 
of her iron or copper bangles or part of her bead bag from her waist. 
'Ibis is called "cuna" (from the verb cuno; to persuade, talk over, or 
talk into in a secret manner). To legalize the pledge the "jonga" on 
the girl's side and the "jal" on the boy's side will formally interrogate 
the princi~s.'fhe "jonga" asks the suitor, 11 Do you want to marry this 
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girl?" "Do you have bridewealtb to pay for this girl?" He must answer 
in the affirmative to both of these questions and tell bow much he 
already has in bridewealtb and how much still bas to be collected. 
Then the "jonga" asks the last question, 11Will you take care of this 
girl?" Receiving an JODI answer in the affirmative she then finishes 
by saying, 11 I have beard the words you have spoken, the gifts I have 
seen, this is all." 1.ben the "jal11 takes over. He asks the girl if 
she's willing to marry the boy and then makes the announcement, "iben 
tell your father that be should prepare for a visitor because this 
boy will come soon . " I have heard you and I have seen your gift, 
this is my word." Before they :*"- leave they either announce or 
promise to announce the actual day of bringing the bridewealtb. 'lhe 
necessity for witnesses at this transaction is really stressed by the 
Acholi. For it is they who can verify the facts of a case should tension 
and conflict arise and thus open the way for negotiation an peaceful 
settlement on any issue. Without witnesses litigation is impossible 
and any conflict might result in a feud or if the lineages are of 
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different chiefdoms in war. That "cuna" is a transaction fraught with 
~t 
potential conflict is underlined by the 'bs•trt that the gift given by 
object 
the girl is an intimate/that can be used by the boy for magical purposes. 
It is because of this that adherence to the formal questioning by the 
"jonge" is insisted upon and a fromal declaration by the "jal" is 
equally necessary. 1hrough her questions a 11 jonge11 establishes the 
essential goodwill and the sincer;'ity of the boy and receives assurance 
of his good intentions . !be immediate significance of the 11 cuna 11 for 
the partners is that it opens the way to sexual intercourse. 9le 
friends, the 11 jal11 and the "jonge" move away and leave the two sweet-
hearts 11meya" ,L my sweetheartjapplies to both males and females,\ to talk. 
This talk is an assignation for taking the girl to the homestead of the 
boy where sexual intercourse takes place. 'Ibis again is a cardinal 
rule that sexual intercourse must take place in the boy's homestead 
tor intercourse leads to conception and pregnancy and it must done in 
the homestead of the genitor in orde~ to acquire the blessing of his 
ancestors. Decorum requires that the girl be taken to the homestead of 
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her lover after everyone bas gone to sleep and that she must be returned 
to her own homestead before anyone wakes up. This is done in order to 
prevent the g parents and especially the brother of the girl from 
knowing about her absence. 'Ibis is the cardinal rule of pre-marital 
. ' 
intercourse and its formulation in this manner implies it S +-act l 
acceptance. That pre-marital intercourse can onzy be accepted tacitly 
is a reflection of the ambivalent attitudes that are associated with 
sexual activities of unmarried women. For, on the one hand, it is. 
desirable to encourage pre-marital intercourse for women as it is 
e•••l&w consistent with the basic aim of furthering and increasing 
the lineage and may be predictive of economic gain either as compensation 
for pre-marital intercourse or increased bridewealth. On the other 
hand it is unde1sirable to encourage ~ pre-marital intercourse as 
it is an insult to the lineage and is a direct infringement of the 
authority of the father over the sexual access to his daughter. The 
value of this decorum rule can realzy be seen best when it is broken. 
If the young couple is discovered either leaving or reentering the 
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girl's homestead the members of her family have an absolute right to 
beat the young man within an inch of his life and in addition to exact 
com_pensation in cattle or money 11 luk" from him. 'lbe boy bas no redress 
for any of tbisxax injury done to bim since such a beating is bis 
fault and his lineage elders will not help him. If tbe young couple 
over-Sleep and the girl is discovered in tbe boy's compound then decorum 
demands that sbe declare an elopnent "poro11 in order to save her own 
lineage and herself from ridicule. Were sbe to return freely she would 
not only lose any compensation that 4 ber parents may get but also 
impair their bargaining position when negotiating actual bridewealtb. 
show 
Her return would violate tbe shyness rule as well as/such an eagerness 
to marry this boy that her parents would refuse to proffer any great 
amount of bridewealth for ber. It is because of this that a girl caught 
in ff O..,f1rv0\ V\ ~ with a boy or one who bas been forced to elo,pe is 
considered to have greatly shamed herself and ber lineage and is allowed 
to be beaten by her g brother to ~ wbom her irresponsible action is tbe 
IS 70 
greatest ila1a loss. How important discretion ~1\tbe bargaining position 
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of the lineages r/ f can be shown by the fact that an elo.pement of a 
If 
girl and even the payment of a necessary fine is considered deyo" 
adornment for the boy's lineage a~ elopement is celebrated by a big 
dance for over a week. How far ~ pre-marital intercourse of the girls 
is considered immoral is hard to establisbJ 6ts moral principles are 
framed in the terms of the kinship idiom and become manifest 1n terms 
of economic activities within that grOUJl. '!bus if ••""~ 
intercourse occurs within the kin group it is immoral and if it has 
adverse affects on the kin group it is also so regarded. But if the 
adverse affects are altered by good ones it is not so considered. '!bus 
\t> tt 0 
if a girl sleeps with her sister's husband~ stands to her in the 
relation of a classi-fc~tory husband, she is berated and called a bad 
woman who bas brought great trouble "ko~adit" and so is the one who 
ultimately impairs her chances of receiving the maximum amount of bride-
wealth. But, when the daughter of a poor man was caught in flagrante 
with three different boys, three times, the verdict of the community 
was, "She bas arranged this with her father, be probably needs the "luk11 
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money end no one considered the girl immorel. 
Jl (I ~ 
Once a girl has begun to court and men CoN 51o t...wcry o " an 
~.u pen her relationship with her family changes. She is no longer 
treated as a child but as an adult and as such must take on responsibi-
lities in the economic activities of the household. She asks for, and 
gets from her mother her own garden plot or plots, the produce of which 
she either uses for herself if it is cash crop, or, for her mother's 
household if it is a f~ crop. She can no longer 9Ml> depend on her 
mother to furnish her with clothes but she must either make her own, 
buy the clothes from the money she bas earned through selling her cash 
crop or from making illegal beer "varagi". However, she is not entirely 
her own master. She must contribute to the household of her mother 
and now that she is an adult bas to bear the burden of the expenses 
of ceremonies and rituals affecting the whole homestead. For example, 
Atwol, about 14 year old girl, bad made circa 7 shillings from her 
own cotton plot and about three shillings from her illegal beer sale. 
· (This occurred in January when the cotton bad just been sold and the 
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millet was still plentiful. Girls' earnings decline with the scarcity 
of millet and once the cotton earnings have been spent.) She spent 
it in the following manner: her father received 3 shillings in 
addition to free drinks from the brew amounting to another shilling 
or so1while her mother was given 2 shillings worth of sugar to enable 
her to make a large amount of illicit beer and a large profit. T.be 
rest of the money was reinvested for sugar for more beer making and 
she bought herself new clothes with that money. 'nle reason for the 
father receiving such a large proportion of her money was that the 
household was poor, the father being a td"'"vwb'~ rz..~ who refused to woRK 
~a large plot and there was a ceremony to give thanks for a 
successful hunting expedition of her father.~anuary however, is an 
exceptional month and during the rest of the year with the exception 
of the hungry months lasting from March to the beginning of June 
when the new rn lll·~dt crop is not yet ripe and the old crop bas been 
(,J 
exhausted2( ~g±r.l does not earn more than 1 or 2 shillings a month~ 
Of this, the father receives nothing and the mother receives either 
'> ~· ~Co-'(~(~~ ,v~·;( 
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goods such as parapbine or soa.P or sugar in addition to her labor and 
food contributions. What is left is reinvested to continue illicit ..YW-
beer making operation. 
(.) 
In her mother's bouse s 
) 
tV\ 
takes over all the 
heavy duties such as carrying water, bringing in firewood, grinding 
. 
the millet, and c. o o 1< 1 f1 q as well as supervision of the younger 
siblings in addition to helping her mother in the garden. She cannot 
neglect her mother's garden in favor of her own nor can she use her 
own food crops for beer if her mother doesn't have enough to feed 
her own siblings and herself. In return the mother helps her with 
her own plot and givew her millet for beer brewing if she needs it. 
In addition the mother is there to intercede with the father in case 
be demands too much of her profits or1if she's not earning, to give 
her what she needs. She also tries to soften him if ,be wants to 
vt<L~ 
n;eet out too harsh a punishment. Acen, :fxm for example, departed to 
visit her sweetheart without the permission of either her mother or 
her father, an act that was considered by both parents as most un-
wwtj 
seemly. The father declared that be w;;a curse her in addition to 
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e) 
beating her when she return~.f Acen bad left a message with her "jonga" 
that she was returning. X.X When she actually returned, the :father, 
without listening to explanation ran :for his stick to beat her, the 
mother intervened on her knees asking him to talk to her before beating. 
· As it turned out Acen bad received a letter from her sweetheart who 
was an agricultural trainee in Kampala that be was visiting in a near-
by town and wanted to talk to ber as be was on business and couldn't 
come to see her, so that's why she went. When she got this far the 
:father, who disliked the boy, gave a few blows to her yelling that 
be didn't want tb bear anymore. However the mother began to shout 
that be was killing her daughter without liatening and thus commiting 
a great~ injury and great injustice, so be stopped. And 
Acen produced a written note from the boy's :father that they were 
coming to talk about marriage. Tbis, of course, bad an immediate 
~ 
ff:fect and though the father insisted be would refuse to see them, that 
be ba~ been insulted, that they ~trying to belittle him by sending 
him such a message with his own daughter, etc. be put away his stick 
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and retired to another wife's house. Such incidents illustrate not 
only the mitigating influence of the mother but also the right of 
the girl. She, an adult now, bas complete right to be beard and not 
be punished without being beard. Her contributions to the household 
entitles her to this just as they entitle her to certain amount of 
self -determination. This is the BJIBD operation of the principle of 
reciprocity in action and at the same time a confirmation of the 
lineage principle that conflicts must be submitted to arbitration 
in which all sides must be beard. Nonetheless the position of the 
father in the family as the final arbitor of all conflicts and super-
visor of all behavior would have entitled him to disregard tbise 
princi.ples despite the interference of the mother. That be did not 
do so represents basically the conflicting roles mf a father must 
~ play wi tb rearing his daughter. On the one band be wishes to 
enforce his authority and on the other hand be doesn't w~isb to~ 
forego the potential wealth that such behavior will bring him. It 
is clear, therefore, that he is obliged to condone activities as 
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a potential recipient of wealth which he cannot formally condone 
as a father and lineage head. ~is is the basis of the ambivalence 
of all males towards their female lineage members. On the :::J v -e ..r-t- level 
this ambivalence and the aTrErvDAIV-tensions are eliminated by stri~ 
formal relationships between the father and daughters. T.be girl, i n 
the presence of her father, must sit in a most respectful position 
with her legs tucked under her, her hands in her lap1 and her head 
bent slightly forward and down. She cannot talk to him unless he 
asks her in which case she must answer in a very low voice and with 
eyes downcast. Under no circumstances can She mention any matters 
connected with sex or courtship and if the father hears her talking 
about these matters he must pretend to be deaf just as he must pretend 
not to see her sweethearts. ~ese prohibitions and show of respect 
to the father are aiix only partially a function of the general male 
and female behavior patterns. Tbey are also the acknowledgement of 
the conflict and antagonism they may arise between father and his 
aa--.. al daughters. Tbe girl's mind is set on marriage and so is the 
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father's but the girl's interest in marriage may not coincide with 
the wishes of her father. -.z Her father bas complete authority 
in theory to dis pose of the band of his daughter or even coerce her 
with physical punishment to follow his wishes and thus may act entirely 
contrary to the wishes of his daughter . She, on the other band, 
may forestall all her father's plans by elopement and the refusal to 
return to the paternal homestead. In addition it is probably recognized 
that once a woman gets married her aims may coincide with her husband's 
lineage rather than with her father's which may lead to open conflict 
between them. This latter may apply to the mother as well but I have 
never seen or beard~ of a daughter who bas completely severed all her 
relationship with her mother even though she may not see her father 
at all. The relationship with the mother is somewhat different. 
\ . _1~\\. ..\Q 
'lbougb a girl is forbr:(~ ~ speak~ directly to her mother about 
sexual matters she can inform her indirectly through the mother of her 
"jonga" or her grandmother. The mother does not admit of any knowledge 
of this kind about her daughter and must remain neutral until she 
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is asked indirectly of course to state her opinion or to inform the 
once 
father. Nonetheless *BU the mother is informed she will let remarks 
fall about her 09inion and will make it her business, together with the 
grandmother, to find out about the boy's family. If there are no great 
objections such as no bridewealth and rumors of cruelty and irresponsi-
bility or laziness, she gives tacit support to the activities of her 
daughter and when time comes for bridewealth payments will intercede 
with her husband if necessary. If she finds the boy's behavior or 
financial ftatus unsatisfactory, she will communicate with her grand-
mother or tbe mother of the "jonga" and let ber objections be known 
to their daughter. Her influence with her daughter in these matters 
however is not very great. As one mother whose daughter returned 
after her husband refused to pay the bridewealth for ber told me, 
"I let her know be was just a show-off "lawakke" that be didn't want 
her as a wife but she wouldn't listen to me. No, girls always follow 
their hearts in these matters - they are stupid." Thus, even if' the 
mother objects she never tries to binder ber daughter or inform against 
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her to ber 'brothers or to her tether. It is exactly to tbe contrary 
with the g.t'and.mother. Sbe and be:r srandilaughter can fr,~el;r talk about 
sexual tnatters and thus she will fr-eely ta1te sideo and voice her 
opinions about the behavior of the girl or the character of th~ boy. 
\Vhen investigating the boy's family., together '11ith the mother, tba 
grandmother eonce:t'ne hersel:f with such matters as trac1l'1C the geneologies. 
o_ the boy and girl to aee if there i s any prohibitive degree ot 
kinship or finding out if there is any ma evolent magic or unsavory 
deed in the family of the boy in addition of course the concerning 
herself abOut the availability :to the 'br1dewealth. If ~he diseovera 
any obJections she immediately communicates " i tb the girl and if 
necessary tries to force her to give up her sweetheart. he is in 
a very good position to do this as she can not only tell tbe tether 
a nd the brother but also actually arrange for catching the boy and 
the girl in f'ra§ante. She usually superv1$es sleeping errangell'l:ents 
of girls axtd ean ~ upon hearing a boy rrive give the alarm that 
. ' 
will brine both father end broth r to the seene who may give sueh 
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a beating to the boy that he refuses ever to come back. Without such 
drastic action the grandmother can simply refuse to bribed by an 
objectionable young man and thus prevent inteccourse between the 
sweethearts. Her objections are usually so weighty that even though 
both parents may agree on the choice of their daughter, marriage will 
a 
not take place. For example, a Makerere educated young man, (highly 
desirable san-in-law) was courting Atwol and both her parents approved. 
It came to the actual bridewealth negotiations and the grandmother 
of Atwol voiced her opinion that the two were distant kin, the boy 
A rxot~ ~pOt~' -
being~the grandmother's mother's mabassa l ~·-- · s-lineage, she said 
he could not marry the girl. The whole family objected and pointed 
out that this was so far away that no one even went to the funeral 
other 
or attended/ceremonies at the boy's lineage nor (id they come and claim 
any rights.in this lineage thus there was no reason to maintain that 
kinship existed. The grandmother, however, insisted that this was 
undeniable kinship and would result in dire co II\ 'j~v..'Q c: ~s for 
the pair let alone if they bad any children. Sbe insisted on calling 
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the maximal lineage head who 0.. ++ ,· r M 'e 4er o,pinion and the negotiations 
were called off .q 1be fact that the girl can communicate with ~er 
grandlnother on sexual matters and she in turn can either aid or 
obstruct her granddaughter, reely the Abholi explain on the basis that 
grandparents are free to eat, talk, and laugh with their granddaughters 
~ ) . 
lw F(!C-r 5lu. lAth l)f'\O H-i c.c~l r~<:.~4--~ . ~lu. supe.Wr<;e-9 1k o,rV-vls s(-e:e,.-..t~ 
/i I C..'"\>'1..01 1'\.'?"t' 'll-1'e lA +~ 
and grandsons •11 But why a girl does not talk with her parents or at ~ ·,.s. n;....-....e +o ~ ~,·ce...t 
least with her mother on these matters the Acholi do not explain. 
They just say, "she is her mother," and shake their heads. In my 
t ,\11 
opinion the Achol\ a.tl.,. people in other societies1 conceive relationships 
between adjacen~ generations 
rr~t 
generationsJ to be cordial. 
to be tense while those between alternate 
In terms of these conceptions mothers and 
daughters and fathers and sons are visualized as rivals while grand-
parents and grandchildren are 
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!lbe equaUty between alt rnate ge11erations as we have seen is clearly 
verbalized vhile the tension between succeeding ncr tion is not. I 
think th1 is due to tbe fact that verbalization of this tension would 
render the family very vulnerable to strife and dissention. However, 
from the funtional goint of v1ev these tensions ar recognized nd 
institutionalized end means of handling th m are p1r0vided through the 
formality end respectful behavior between ascending generations. 'lbe 
:r 
concept utilized in this context is called "kir... It ref'ers to any 
infringement of intimate social relations between mbers of an extended 
family nd as such require§ atonement. Fro the point of view of mother 
and adult daughter relationship the possible frictions arising from 
rivalry ere regulated in a ry explicit nner. An adolescent girl is 
not allowed to spe k to her mother about sexual matters. She is not 
allowed to lift the lid or her grainery or uncover her mother's dorage 
pots unless she is given express permission to do so. 1be mother usually 
de ignates om greinery end one tor ge _pot to which the girl has free 
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to this. For example, in one case where the mother stayed away on a visit 
longer than she expected so that her daugher ran out of millet from the 
to b r- e. vt 
grainery she was allowed, she borrowed from her mother's co-wife rather 
than open the other grainery without permission. Tb have opened the grainery 
without permission would have been "kir" requiring a sacrifice of a 
chicken and sprinkling a water over the grainery to eliminate the possilbe 
dissen,ion and fighting which might folihow from unatoned "kir" behavior. 
In addition she is not allowed to beat her mother or to spoil her gardens 
ot e.- /- '.OJ l1 c e. 
willfully and generally show through such acts as throwing 
food raw or cooked on the floor or in the courtyard. In return a mother 
cannot beat her daughter without reason, withhold food from her, or spoil 
or use for her own purposes any goods or personal property of her daughter. 
These latter rules also apply between fathers and daughters as well as 
between mothers and sons. In addition sons in the same way as daughters 
·to i"Pt.-1'-
to their mothers are not allowedAwith their father directly about sexual 
matters but must approach him through their father's brothers, their 
mother's or their father's sisters. They cannot use his weapons or any 
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of his personal paraphernalia for dancing and must not participate in 
the same courtship dances as their father. They cannot shout, beat 
or burl any object at their father and mustShow respect by eating from 
a separate dish or eating the leftovers from his dish. Tbey must abide 
by his wishes in economic matters such as what shall be planted and how 
much and must not defy him or try to take his place in ceremonial matters. 
In return the father must respect the courtship affairs of his son and 
must not refuse to take legal and ritual responsibility for his actions. 
The responsibility of the father, of course, also a,p,plies to the actions 
of his daughter. However, "kir" between father and son and father and 
daughter is considered a much more serious matter than "kir" between 
a dqugbter and parents of either sex. This, of course, is due to the 
differential position of girls and boys in the family. A daughter is 
never in a position to supplant either of her .parents. She either gets 
married, in which case she is entirely removed from any conflict with 
her parents, or stays at home in which case her social role and duties 
never endanger either the position of the ~other or the father. She 
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bas no real motive or interest to usurp the position of her parents and 
the fact that "kir" applied between herself and her parents can be put 
..JL down to temporary tensions between them. The position offbel son is 
different. He remains in the family forever and is trained to take over 
the position and roles of his father and is expected to inherit his property. 
In fact, it is only through the death of his father that he acquires 
independent status and property. Thus be bas real motive and interest 
to hasten this process. 
. ~ 
Thus, if her commits "kir" such as tri~sub-
stitute for his father at the ceremony or a counsel, or using his personal 
dancing or bunting paraphernalia without express permission, his actions 
are at once construed as anticipation of the death of his father and are 
viewed as the highest degree of moral failure requiring the sacrifice of 
sheep and a formal blessing of the village elder. The Acboli explained 
this quite candidly and point to rivalry o~er bridewealth capital between 
father and son as the mainspring of this attitude. 
however, are drawn ~ mostly from actual behavior 
Their illustration; 
I 
•• _J.._:. .. 
'It {i v 
between) quasi-fathers, 
NIJN..--· 
that is, ~ who have acquired custody over their dead brotberJ sons 
r ~- lt'"t olo..~qk~ Oi'I Yl.- ~ -e t l\M il"'o.I-~Lol ~-tlu. ".:1 ~C... V1 ' r·u , c... e.lM <>~ b-tff-t~ 
~ ~ ~~£. a l wQ.~ !, f'rJLfl(v\ ·"'--ef:, .tit /l,.~ C.. tjo ev+-~ a_. )-og,S~ ~r~¢~1 1H 0.. q,kQ-e.fl-
- ~ o.. s~e...~ ~-Q. . 
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aea tfieir eeas as it is tw«ww•wt in these relationships that the tension 
between them are most often openly manifested. . ' Contrary to the girls 
relation with their father, boys can communicate with their mother on 
sexual matters if they need her help. In one case where the boy was 
teaching among the Sudan~se Acholi and wanted to make sure his sweetheart 
in Southern Acholi was waiting for him, he wrote directly to his mother 
to make a journey and .~ with his girlfriend. In other cases 
where boys do not have sisters to help arrange meeting with girls, they 
can ask their mother to act as a messenger for them. In the same way as 
for a daughter, the mother and the grandmother will investigate the girl's 
family and will inform the boy of any gossipBbout the character of the 
girl. The behavior of the mother as helper in the courtship of her son 
however, is strictly restricted to cases of help and no iJ!Other can 
intervene in her son's love affair unless she is specifically asked to 
do so. It should be obvious from the above that tensions between fathers 
and sons are much more likely to occur than between father; and daughter 
or mother and son. I have five cases of "kir" recorded between father 
-143 .. 
nd son 8 d only ODe case between mother nd daughter. !Lbe father and 
son "k1r" ref r to courtship activity bile the mother and daughter "kir" 
occurred because of economic matters. The most .famous " ir11 between 
f ther and son uri my stay occurred vhen the father who did not like 
the cbo n sweetheart o his son included into th bridawe ltb cattle a 
lame nd rtially blind ow which was interpreted as 8 definite insult 
by th rl ' s linea and r sulted in t rejection of the young n's 
suit. The young man feeling himself shamed, and angry at his f"atber's 
d.Glib rete inclusion of this cw, took an ax and ran into his father's 
' 
~ c 6-A 'n-1 6 R l ~\.16-
bo se to hurt hi • This required of an emergency lineage 
counsel end the elimination of the "kir" between them on the level of the 
total linea · group. It is clear that the concept o "kir'' in Aebol1 is 
definitely ormulated in recognition of serious nd potential destructive 
tensions of f mily life. 
/ 
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"Ki~r" is then a ceremonial integrative pattern specifically designed 
for the family, and is definitely formulated in recognition of serious 
and potentially disruptive tensions of family life. 
From the structural point of view it is a mechanism through 
which an independent segment is enabled to call in consultation ~ 
segments of the same order about matters that are normally handled by 
itself and should not require consultation. From the kinshi.P point of 
view it draws attention to nonperformance of nomative obligations and 
serves thus both as a sanction and a spur to correct performance. 
In terms of the individual it provides a means to relieve frustra-
tion, anger or shame and a mode to eliminate and settle an existing 
problem. "Ki'Et'" applies only within the extended family or at the most 
within a corporate 3 generation group1beyond this, the generally accepted 
mechanisms of a segmentary lineage are available and the concept of "kiir" 
• is not invoked. 
CHAPTER III 
Part 2 
In eboli m rriage is tbe normal state of life for every adult. 
' 
'lbey can not think of anyone voluntarily re:freird.ng from marriage throughout 
life and consider voluntary bachelorhood or s ,pinsterhood wrong. lfhey find 
it unbelievable that this }lappens f irly often in Europe n society and 
suspect th t there is something very wrong with aueh indi'lr:lduels. To be 
unmarried in adulthood, according t~ tbe Acholi, is a pityable st te end 
they refer to unmarried man as C(tn, ,poor man, or "Lalor", 1m portent 
men indicating the two main reasons tbet might debar a n from marrying. 
'!'here ere no words for apinsters as such state for women is ·ineoneeiveble. 
I have heard of no woman who bas never rr1ed and have not met any who 
did not have t least one brief period of JD8rriage . Deformities, barrenness, 
blindness, or uglyness are no bars to merri ge. If such indiViduals are 
able bodied otherwise and can make some contributions to e bousebold, 
they wiU be ble to find spouses. Unmarried _lee are also very few. 
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been rri d and who according to th Acholi would never rry. Of 
these tbre , one was a II casuality, n obvious mental ca e Wbo Just 
before I left killed woman in a mani cal rage, and two were inverts who 
were considered to have been made that w y by the very powerful Joks they 
were serving. Women according to the Acholi, can not be inverts, because 
this is caused by Jok only in adulthood in order to make an individual 
a powert'ul practitioner. As all powerful pr etitioners must be dults, 
and women unlike men, can not attain adulthood without rriage they cannot 
be inverts t any time • It 1 t is pointed out to them that women praeti-
tioners often le ve their husbands, nd take in other women to be their 
helpers, the Acholi Just shrug their shoulders and ref'u to accept it 
as evidence of ho osexuality. 'lbey assert that while Jok can ke vo n 
leave their husbands, ke them refuse to have intercourse with them, Jok 
can never ke them homosexuals because they must be married before they 
could be so infected. 
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The Acholi consider marriage all~ important not only because it 
is the only way in which they can achieve their ultimate aim of having 
legitimate children, but also because no normal individual can lead a 
full life and achieve full status in the community without it. Though 
males upon the death of their father become adults, they can not achieve 
full status and have a voice in the lineage councils until they have wives 
and children. Women, cannot achieve adulthood, or receive any kind of 
recognition from the community at large until they are married and have 
a bouse. Tbus looking for a spouse is the most important preoccupation 
of all unmarried men and women and it is the most important topic of 
conversation for all ages and sexes. Males, are of course concerned with 
bridewealth and securing as many wives as _possible while women discuss 
the relative merit of a~ prospective husband and consider the advantages 
and disadvantages that accrue from being or becoming wives and mothers in 
From the point of view of men, wives and cattle have very much in 
common. Tbey are both under the jurisdiction of the lineage, they stand 
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for the common interests of the lineage and in individual terms, form 
the basis of status and wealth. In fact Acholi men often point out the 
connection between cattle and wives. "What is the use of having cattle" 
'' II they say, without having wives?" If you have cattle and no wives you are 
useless, you will have no one to harvest your gardens, to cook your food, 
and you will have no children to remember you and take care of your soul 
when you die." The other uses of cattle, such as in sacrifices, at 
ancestral or other religious ceremonies, in discharging kinship obligation 
at funerals, and in the case of chiefs, in maintaining political relations, 
are considered very important but secondary.to the use of cattle in marriage 
as their effect in terms of prestige, status and power are not as 
important as that of marriage. Indeed, Acholi men, regardless of their 
leyel of education .never evaluate their own standing or that of others in 
terms of cattle alone or the uses of cattle in ceremonial or titual 
occasions but always think of becoming rich, powerful, famous, important, 
etc., in terms of having wives and children together with cattle. 
Because wives are a measure of cattle wealth and an indication of 
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status, as well as contribute not only to the every day economy but 
enable men to attain their most cherished wish--the perpetuation of 
their name and lineage, competition for them is intense and they are the 
(JP!J.-
mai.:;Jf strife and bloodshed between individuals and groups. Tbeir 
abduction, elopement, adultery, etc., are now and have been the most 
L' Nt:AU 0 k I r:P 0011 
prolific sources of strife. Acholi inter-eii.Ml and inter-t;;~al wars, 
if put down in writing would read like the Illiad with the place of 
Helen of Troy taken either by the wife of a chief or just the wife of a 
mommoner. As the effect of these wars are not yet forgotten even today 
the old injuries are still ripe sources of disputes and quarrels. In 
courts today, and-according to informants and court records~ in the past, 
90~ of cases brought before a chief are concerned with women, usually wives 
involved in a triangle with two men competing for her and demanding 
adjudication on bridewealth. other cases deal with elopement, abduction, 
and all involve compensatory payments of cattle or today money. In addition 
there are of course cases of illegitimate intercourse with unmarried women 
and fines for illegitimate children or paternity cases with two men 
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usually clai ing tbe r ghts to child. In mur r cases, out of 149 
bas d on court recor 13~ f ccus d were convicted of ill g their 
wives' romcur, while 7.4 illed thair wive i'or adultery or refus 1 
to return after abduction. 
Competition for wives is, of course, ex rated by the strong de ire 
for po ily. To be Acholi poly ., nous f ily is the ide 1 fo 
of fa 'ly nd e ry man bo •c t It is ssoc~ ted ith tealth, 
social ition and influence in ity and reflects e mast cherished 
norm nd values of Acholi cultm·e. 'nlus, t has 1m · r • ance U ut of 
pro rtion t to frc ..'~ncy and the desire fer 1 t, 1n te s of the scarcity 
value of wo n can not b discounted. 
If w l k t the chart belO"w1 w c n see t, considered on the 
over ll sis only 4a,£ of t . lie re ~ nous and t averag n iber 
of wive r n is 1.4~. H r, it we consider the freq cy or 
poly ny in re ti n to the ages of n ve notice a dr stic change. While 
in the two yo t age grou s, from 15-24 ye rs, 9" of the f mi ies re 
monogamo nly 8p er ly no , 1n the xt ge grou , from 35-54 
~~i: : I:T G <;I 6-IV iFf c.IH,; I 1}1 fl T IN P 0'1 D f;z- A C.. L C •1 S: cos; 1 1Y v I!;L (,· /;v 6 cLoP n eN I ~'I 
' • • ~ I ('1 PRR f(;[) ;!LJ;: rv Mf:N, fJDi (.. 77;-a. y 0/?. pe Tl rr ON 8 y /l Pf'J/E/<., FOI< PJV()IU: E _.. flJJ/<../~ 1 e-0 
~ . ~ ~~~ . I . 
wtf\1 N w M6- f:'Ovfll 0 AT FPv~~ /Ni/IJI:UA fJ. '-Y R6 'rVI?N6- 0 Tb lffc FIR~T 
NtJSf!>IJ!V(J f!"C- 6-fJ R..D L C {).S.f)...F C-i!U.i. l'-1>1><1iv < ~5 # frt!vt--IHEL t::S.$
1 
F~oft -rfJe (l!t/l'f 13cR.. 
6-fCpS ..i 7R"/ING- 6'-#d;t.vPf/t:/Vr~ CFw/7VJE!V f)S.t-vcLL fl.i IQCVflllL €,cfJIJ,nCR. t-r--wt.."1'1~N p/1-fiT 
A 17'3'R IN E CO fiR r {;((;Vlf£fVf70 77.Jif/'t t-o mF iR iJ j ( .:>~H _1 .- ' ,. I c. r j E /.J D ·rf.J 11 J r/.1 E 
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years, only 25~ are monogamous and 75~ are polygybous and in the age 
groups above 55 years we find no monogamy at all. Viewing the facts 
this way, we can not only see that Acboli men are justified in hoping 
to attain polygynous families some time in their lives, but also that 
this form of marriage is frequent enough to account for the intense 
for 
competition fxK women. At the same time, the fact that Acboli men seem to 
attain polygyny only relatively late in life may throw some light on the 
demogra.phic .Problem of the way in which pologyny is possible with an almost 
even sex ratio and without a large number of unmarried males. (Note: The 
sex ratio in the above village is 105 females to 100 males, slightly 
higher than the almost unity of 101 females to 100 males indicated by 
the 1948 Census Unpublished.) In connection with this problem t he Acholi 
maintain that~ today wives are much scarcer than before the coming of the 
white men. They maintain that at that time men were able to have a larger 
number of wives at an earlier age, and many more men could have plural wives 
than today. Their veracity, as to the larger number of polygynous families 
c 
is born out by gene~logies, which however also show that there was a much 
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higher rate of male mortality and a more frequent acquisition of wives 
by inheritance. Informants admit that wars not only reduced the male 
population but also augmented the number of available women and add that 
they could acquire women through direct purchase from neighboring tribes. 
They complain that due to Christianity and ~ducation, the age at which girls 
marry has been raised and account for the lateness of acquiring more than 
one wife through the increase in the amount of bridewealth. They blame 
the conversion of cattle into money, and the availability of large amounts 
of cash by WW I and II veterans and chiefs for this increase. Men¥ blame 
these veterans and chiefs of robbing them of wives by making large presents 
to the girls family who then force their daughters to marry these men. 
While the inflation of bridewealtb is a just com,plaint, these veterans and 
chiefs do not seem to have an excessive number of wives. Indeed the three 
richest WW II veterans have 3 wives a~iece and the 6 most important 
chiefs can claim only about 7-17 wives each. The number of wives thus, 
is not enough to reduce greatly the chances of young men to marry, but the 
I uU t ~ w.t<l . .{) 
payment of bridewealth does create extra hardships in the acquisition of 
polygynous households. ~\,bung men, unless they have an excessive number 
l~~ -, 
of sisters or exceptionally rich fathers must work for a long time to acquire 
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the necessary money or cattle. Young men have calculated for me that at 
the present wage rate for unskilled labor they would have to work for 
10 years before acquiring a second xi1 wife and much longer if they have 
to work for a first wife as they can not count on a large farm income 
xtk without wives. 
-154- ' 
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(See later under heading Bridewealth Negotiations.) While it is true ·::Ia- ). o 
c t:) IA.I s 
that the inflation of bridewealth occurred just after return of the 
~Novq'-.~ ~"'- • 
World War II veterans for the army who large sums of bonCJs money) ~ 
maintenance up to this time cannot be atttibuted to this cause alone • 
. r: (f,{, (4 ~,~.-, ·;.)('a).tt.,_ 
This is largely due to the point of view~~f the girl and the girl's 
lineage G-~~. From the point of view of the ~irl's lineage 
it is an XBKi insult and a great loss of prestige if they do not receive 
the going rate and they fear they are being treated with contem,pt if 
the young man haggles too much or promises to pay only after a long 
wait. Tb girls it is absolutely essential that they discharge their 
obligation to their own lineage by providing bridewealth for their 
brothers because without this they cannot attain any kind of status in 
the community. Indeed, without bridewealth they have no opportunity 
~ ()(()..~ 
to marry to have a household of their own ~ marriage without the 
) 
passage of bridewealth is not understood in Acholi. Small bridewealth-
even though only slightly below the going rate-implies that there is 
something wrong with the girl, her character, physique, or that her 
~~' 
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family is not quite respectable. As a corrollary a girl raises her own 
standing and increases the chances of her brother if she gets even a 
.rj 
small amount above the going rate and every girl and her parents tries 
to achieve just this. One girl who received 40 bead of cattle as her 
bridewealth, 20 head more than usual, was V·fr[O'vli\.-d,t>~and admired by her 
sisters and friends and her parents performed extra ceremonies for her 
fertility as well as provided one of the most lavish wedding feast. The 
girl herself received a large number of giifts and was referred to 
always as "twon nyako" a big wonderful girl who made :s:k sure that her 
mother and father were full before she left them. 
Despite their scarcity value girls in theory are supposed to remain 
passive in matters of marriage. Marriage is not a woman's business. It 
is a matter for the lineage members, the males who arrange about the 
bridewealtb. 
/eqC< (I I I I nc16 fA.V>d Wte 
Girls are / upp sed to submit to their father and follow the 
wishes of their ,parents because . they are considered passive agents taken 
to wife by someone who pays marriage wealth for them. This is reflected 
I in the language. Women cannot use the active of the xm: verb to marry, "nyo,.mo" 
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They cannot say, I am marrying, or I have married--they can only say 
I have been married by, or I have been taken to wife by such-and-such. 
It always causeJendless hilarity among ~ men and women when told 
that Euro,pean women do use the active form. And very often the question 
would be asked, "Do women pay the bridewealtb among Europeans for men?" 
Is it because you must ,pay for your husband, like the Indians, that you 
say, that women marry? Though this is the tbeory; in actuality girls 
so long as bridewealtb is paid for tbmm ave a very wide range of choice. 
'--- - -fll~ 
They know tbat~will never lack in suitors and thus they ex~ercise a 
great deal of discretion in selecting their own mates • Beside filiWII-
wealth 1girls when selecting a husband consider kK his age, his character, 
whether t be is already married, bow far his village is from their own, 
as well as the advantages that might accrue from marrying into a dominant 
or oommoner lineage. Most of these factors are also important for men 
in making their choice but far less so than for women who upon marriage 
ac 
become the member of their husband's lineages and x.quiret new status 
in terms of it. ~ many cases the choice of girls will coincide with 
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their parents wishes but, as we have seen, in the courtship pattern 
girls can choose their own sweetheart and parents find it difficult 
to force their daughter to marry a man she dislikes. She can stand 
up against family pressures by running away to her mother's brothers 
and threatening never to return or she can elope with her own sweetheart. 
If she is forced to marry, she may involve her disliked husband inf o 
~ 
many litigation~ quarrel~ and commit adultery so often that she's 
either rejected by the man's lineage or they will demand the bride-
wealth back. Only if kinship is discoverd between sweethearts or the 
man lacks cattle completely, sx can a father make his daughter abandon~ 
her own choice in favor of that of her parents. The fact that a strong 
minded girl can, and does take advantage of her scarcity value exaggerates 
the tension between her and her father to such an extent that after 
sU- ~ . .-r ~ 
marriage~ may sever their contacts with t~ father and visit~ 
mother only if he is away. However, such action is so drastic and 
conflicts so much with the unbreakable bond established at birth that 
both parties ~ f.o 1.-( fe e.t" reconciliation usually after the birth of the 
1~ 
first child 
That women defy their parents concerning their choice 
of a husband much more often than before is the charge made 
both by men and old people of both sexes. They blame British 
law that forbids bodily coercion of girls into unwanted marriages 
and gives rights to women to be litigants in courts and to 
bring cases against overbearing fathers and husbands. They 
emphasize the effect of peace that allows free movement not 
only between Acholi but in the whole of Uganda and thus allows 
unmarried girls and women to escpae with their lovers or to flee 
alone to other parts of Uganda and avoid the wrath of their 
husbands and parents lineages. The elders of Patiko Kal, for 
example, acting for the whole lineage were so disturbed by the 
behavior of women that they submitted a proposal to the Acholi 
district council in January 1956 asking for a pass law for women. 
Specifically they asked that women should not be allowed to tra-
vel on buses unless they have passes signed by a husband or a 
father permitting them to travel and any women found away from 
her lineage territory without such a pass should be arrested for 
vagrancy and assigned to hard labor in prison for at least a 
year or so. The bill did not come up to vote in the Acholi 
district council and the council mem~rs were of the opinion 
that it was a bill which was not a matter for council legislation. 
Such a law would make Acholi men the laughing stock of the whole 
of Uganda. First, because the law was unprogressive and would 
make Acholi men look like backward, uneducated peasants who 
wanted not wives but slaves. They would be considered incompetent, 
unable to keep order in their homes, men who couldn't control 
their wives and children and were perhaps impotent to boot. 
People would laugh saying it was no wonder that such men were 
dtserted by their wives and daughters. Aside from this, such 
law would be an insult to women. They would feel publicilly 
shamed and would become so angry that they would indeed leave 
their husbands and fathers. Even if they stayed, women would 
certainly not accept such legislation peacefully and any man 
who voted for such legislation could expect big trouble f~om 
his wives. When the elders became convinced that they couldn't 
expect legislative action they came to me and asked to have the 
bill translated into English and sent directly to the governor 
of Uganda G.U. together with a request for Protectorate police 
enforcement. They came to me because none of the English speak-
ing younger men would translate for them or the ones who agreed 
to translate could not be trusted to do it faithfully. They 
felt sure that should the governor see theirproposal , he would 
instantly agree with it and bring about the law despite the 
objections of the council. From their conversation it became 
clear that they regarded the behavior o~ women as a consequence 
of the encouragement they received from the younger men. The 
responsibility for the behavior of women lay with these younger 
men who with their money enticed married women from their 
husbands and married them by "law" and with the unmarried men 
who connived with their sisters enlopements and thereby gave great 
impetus to the traditionally known tendencies of women to marry 
younger men in accordance with their own wishes. It became 
evidant that though they were worried by the behavior of women 
they regarded it as a symptom of the disregard of traditional 
values and attitudes by the younger generation of men and w.hat 
worried them was not so much the behavior of women as the loss 
of control, the loss of pa'tria potestas _· over their own 
wives and children of both sexes. They saw their whole status 
endangered by the inability to exercise control over their wives, 
their inability to re tsin the allocation of bride wealth of their 
daughters, to use the bride wealth for themselves if they saw fit 
or to enforce alliances that they thought were auspicious for their 
sons and daughters. They felt the refusal of the council to act 
and the refusal of the young men to help them to prep~re this bill 
for transmission to the governor was evidence of a deliberate chal-
lenge to their authority on exactly these matters. It was for 
this reason that they asked for Protectorate police to enforce 
the law and they falt angry and bitter that they had to do so. 
When informed by me that their chances of success in accomplishing 
their aims through the governor was practically nil as he had no 
authority to legislate in these matters they sti ll insisted that 
we send a letter to him. They felt this was their only recourse 
in face of the objection of the council and felt that it may even 
have results perhaps a letter to the D. C. which may result in 
an open inquiry·.-
We have given a detailed account of this case as we~l 
as the various other charges about the defiant behavior of women 
in order to indicate tha t complaints about women do not simply 
represent public censure of their i~oral behavior but stand as 
a means through which a multitude of problems, both intra and 
inner lineage 1 revolving around the competition for women 
can be expressed. Seen in this context, the proposal of the 
elders and their view of the councils objections can be under-
stood partially as an attempt to stop the younger men from 
shifting the locus of control and dispersment of lineage pro-
perty, i.e., women and their bride wealth away from themselves. 
Their action can be linked on the one hand, to- tlre intenstfiea-
tion of the perennial tensions between adjacent generations 
due to the conflict between kinship rules regulating father-son 
relationships and pragmatic behavior in the modern situationJ 
and, on the other hand, to increased intra-generational conflict 
where the tensions center around the differentiation of the socio-
of brother's 
economic statusvhouses . All these highly divisive conflicts between 
fathers and sons and brothers, and brothers cannot be publiqally 
expressed much less legislated against in a society where the 
cohesion and unity of the patrilineal lineage is culturally 
highly valued, but they can be expressed in a law ttaown as 
pass laws for women. For~uch a bill draws attention not to 
the divisive aspects of the increased violations of kinship 
rules but to the consequences of this behavior which goes as a 
common problem for all males, namely the weakening of lineage 
control over women and offers in the interest of unity a common 
It 
modern by-law in solution to this problem...... It was because the 
elders saw the law as a socially and culturally · approved way 
int\7 and 
of expressing and handling highly disruptive intra-lineage con-
flicts that they considered the objections of the Councilors as 
irrelevant and as evidence to the deliberate challenge of their 
authority. The women, however, recognized the -latent of the 
law. Some women were quite clear about this and pointed out 
how since time immemorrial laws or any other inter or intra 
lineage disputes for whatever reason have been usually expressed 
as being over women. Others recognized the law as part of what 
they call the hardness of life of wives, .tek me · bedo mon who 
always had to accept being trouble-makers, poisoners and whores. 
Moat women reacting to the pass law proposal simply said 
"giyetowa pi nono . jui~' ~' they always abuse us for nothing. Most 
of these comments were given in a mater of fact, sightly dis-
dainful manner, combined with an attitude of calm competence of 
those who have handled this kind of problem before. Accordingly, 
rather than protesting against the law, the majority of women 
drew attention to it loudly. They took every opportunity to 
refer to themselves as the ··malaya, the whore, the prostitute, 
the mother of so-and-so, or wife of so-and-so, and suggesting 
that their new-born daughters should be named this way. The 
resulting embarrassment of their men folk was extremely effective 
in demonstratiag the ridiculou~spects of the law .and very often 
lead to the discussion of particular cases that prompted this 
law proposal.As such concrete discussion suited all parties of 
the dispute very well, very soon the whole idea of this law 
proposal was abandoned. 
The Processes of Marriage 
Now that we have examined the meaning and significance of 
marriage in the panoramic context of Acholi society and indicated 
some of the factors underlying the~il!lportance of the : control~ of 
women we can turn to the more detailed examination of the processes 
of marriage in the context of the kinship structure. 
Marriage in Acholi is a union of kin groups brought 
about by the payment of bride wealth by the bride gr oom and 
his kin 't9' the bride and her kin. There are several stages 
in this ;process. From the betrothal to the completion of 
the process each s t age involves a payment of cattle or at 
present money as well as presents and services to the parents 
of the bride culminatingJwith the full or at least substantial 
payment of bride wealth 1in the full ceremonial blessing of 
the marriage that transfers the procreative powers of the 
bride to her husband ' s lineage and gives him control over the 
children born of the marriage. This proc, ss of bride wealth 
payment provides the legal basis of the elementary family 
that most important group for inheritance and succession 
and provides the husband with a house,ot, which enables him 
to found his own segment dogola within his lineage. 
That every man as far as possible should have at least one 
wife is a basic te~et of Acholi society but all men desire 
more than one wife. Each man want s more than one house 
with 'innumerable progeny for each wife to secure him sur-
vival after death and riches and fame in this world. As 
the bride wealth does not go to the girl but to her father 
and is usually ear-marked for the marriage of her uterine 
brother bride wealth secures not only the house of a husband 
in his lineage but also the uterine house of the wife. 
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~JLt satisfies the requirements of the sister-daughter role 
for which she has been trained. 
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The basic type of marriage grows out of the courtship pro-
cess described in the previous chapter and is called keny a penya 
or cuna literally aski ng .. ma:rri ?.ge or engagement marriage indica-
ting that the boy has the ~ gift as proof of the full con-
sent of the girl before the marriage process is initiated. In 
contrast with this marriage, arranged marriages are designated 
as keny atonga, cut marriage, or kenyjonga, friend marriage . to indi-
cate that the consent of either or both partners to the marriage 
was not secured before the process started. Such marriages are 
usually arranged between the fathers of the bride ~~ and groom 
who are either good friends, sister's sons, or distant clansmen. 
It also occurrs if the father of the groom is a chief or nowadays if 
he is a rich man who has a son who is either a s chool boy or one 
who is already located in the modern sector of the economy. In 
these marriages the process is shortened in that the 
the first part of the marriage process is very informal and 
consists mainly i n informing t he girl that she is being married. 
If she agrees immediate preparation for the kolo. ~ to bring 
the bride wealth can begin. In case of a rich man or a chief 
the full bride wealth is handed over but if it is a friend or 
another relative a minimal amount is paid and the pledge of the 
groom's sister bride wealth or a daughter or a future daughter 
born to the marrie9 couple is accepted. This kind of arranged 
marriage i s keny j onga . If the girl objects -_.she may run away to 
her mother's brother or with another man in which case the marriage 
may not proceed at all or if the whole bride wealth is available 
it may go ahead without her. In this latter event the mother's 
brother is honor bound to hand over the girl to the husband and 
the lover is taken to court which will order him to return the 
girl and also to pay a fine, luk, of a married women which is a 
very heavy one. This kind of arranged marriage is the keny atonga 
variety. In the past,I am informed,if the girl objected she was 
immediately seized by her brothers and forcibly taken to her 
husband. Her family could not afford the risk of her running 
away to her lover who may live or may take her to live in 
I 
another chiefdom from whence only a raid could get her back. 
According to my records kenyjonga occurrs in all age groups of 
married women but I have no cases in which violence was involved. 
Kenybanya, debt marriage occurrs when a father has either bor-
rowed on the bride wealth of his daughter or has to repay a bride 
wealth that he has inherited from his father. In this case bride 
wealth less the debt is handed over and the ceremonial part of 
the marriage is _performed.. The girl may or may not be married 
by the actual lender . I f he is a relative of the prohibited degree, 
he will use her bride wealth. If he is not a relative he may 
give her to his sons or uterine brother or may even repay his 
own debts with her. In these cases, if the girl objects violently 
she is sometimes allowed to marry according to her own wishes 
with the lender taking the bride wealth. If her own choice is 
a poor man, this is out of the question, however, for these debts 
are nqt called in ~ess immediate bride wealth is needed by the 
lender, or enmity has developed between the debtor and the lender. 
In both cases the lender cannot or will not countenance any delay 
and she must submit. Achata marriage occurrs only in 
case there is extreme hunger and the girl has to be given to 
buy the food. I am told that during the great famine at the 
beginning of the century many girls were sold into slavery or 
exchanged for chattels or just simply for a basket of mil-
let flour. TodaY, to tell someone that your mother or you have 
been bought for a basket of millet is an insult and will lead 
to fighting. I have no records ofacha t a and I have only 
spoken to two women who have married this way. Except 
for these latter two marriage types, arranged marriages are not 
usually resented by the girls. They realize that they are 
under the authority and the property of their fathers ,who usually 
have their own ' best interests in mind, and they will make every 
effort to comply. If, however, arrangements are being made for 
them not by the father but his heir,unless that heir is a uterine 
brother,any kind of arrangements are deeply resented. The women 
do not question the legal right of the heir to make arrangements 
for them but they say they cannot be trusted, respected or obeyed 
the same way as the father. Men never resent or or never seem 
to resent at least verbally the arranged marriages made by their 
fathers. Even the educated modern young men do not object. Sev-
eral secondary school boys, and in one case, a Makerere college 
graduate have found upon returning for summer holidays that in 
their absence without even notifying them in any way th&~ fathers 
had married a wife for them. All without exception praised the 
father for his generousity and good will and pointed out the impor-
tance of being able to have children even though they continued 
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with their education. That marriage makes so little change in 
the life of these men contrasts sharply with the changes a 
woman will have to cope with when she marries. As viri-- local 
marriage implies1women upon marriage move into their husband's 
father's homestead and henceforward will live among his kin. 
A very different ~ype of arrangement done by the girl herself . 
This is elopement, porokeny. She and the boy agree to run 
away to his home during t he night and let themselves be dis-
covered in the morning by his parents. Well thought out arrange-
ments of this kind include : a witness , . a girlfriend1who goes 
along with the girl and the probable connivance of the grand-
mother of the girl. On t he boy's part, he must always have the 
support of at least one brother or an uncle who will conduct .a-
negotiation and placate the parents. The elopement is made 
public the following evening after the arrival of the girl. The 
boy calls a courtship dance called the la moko wang, the four 
has burned, where the girl has to show off her s kill and be~uty 
The dancing continues every night for a whole week. Not only 
arrangement but accident and force may result in elopement. 
Accidental elopement occurs as indicated in the last chapter 
when the courting couple oversleep and the girl is discovered 
in the boys home. Force, may be used by the boy and his com-
panions when they grab the girl away when she is walking by 
herself. If she doesn't scream it is assumed that some kind of 
arrangement existed beforehand, but if she does scream and no 
help is given by her brothersor anyone within earshot, it is 
assumed her father or brothers made the arrangement without 
-1~ 
her knowledge. In the past, abduction was a great risk and 
girls were not allowed to walk outside the homes alone. I 
have no records of abduction now. Culturally, elopement is 
disapproved in that the girl's sexuality is taken without the 
proper process, but it is so well institutionalized that it 
is regarded a customary strategy either to set in motion or 
to modify the negiotiation process of marriage. This function 
is confirmed by the fact that the eloped couple are referred to 
as husband and wife. As a strategy it is mainly used for first 
marriages in the same way as all other arranged varieties of 
marriage, but it can also be employed to revitalize flagging 
negiotiations or put a stop to them at least temporally. In 
terms of the negiotiating process, elopement favors the groom's 
family in that they have the girl but the procedure of returning 
the girl involves the same payments that accompany the begin-
ning of regular marriage negiotiat~ons and the added expense of 
luk, fornication fine, not only for the girl but for her companion 
as well and possibly a good beating for both the boy and the girl 
from the girls brothers. Regular marriage negiotiations can only 
start when all the formalities of return have been completed and 
the girl is back home. If the father of the girl still refuses 
then the boy's family have lost all their investment. Repeated 
elopement especially with the same boy may result in a refusal to 
conduct the formal return process in which case the girl is sup-
posed to remain in her husband's homestead, but as there is no 
legal bond between the couple and the girl is under the risk of 
paternal curse· which may affect all the members of her hus-
band's homestead, the return process will have to be done 
sometime and the marriage legalized especially if there are 
already children. The longest elopement to my knowledge lasted 
for three years. Elopement occurs in all age groups and women 
are proud of having eloped with their sweethearts and started 
their married life in this way. 
The process of marriage, ;~o maintain the women's point of 
• view of marriage, we shall first ~·ve an analysis of the basic 
type, kenya penya, asking marriage, a form of marriage that grows 
out of the courtship process. The first stage of this process is 
called, yabo dogola. to open the door. When a girl through 
her jonga informs her family that guests are coming,wel~ino, 
on a designated day the whole homestead knows that the boy comes 
with the previous consent of the girl and his proof of this 
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agreement~cuna gift. The boy comes with his jal who has helped 
him through the courtship accompanied perhaps by the father of 
the jal acting as go-between lakwena and one elder from his own 
lineage. They are met by the father and the paternal uncles of 
the girl and are taken to the girl's mother's hut for questioning, 
penyo. Careful protocol is observed. The boy and his kin, if 
they are in the presence of possible mother-in-laws, ~' must 
enter the hut on their hands and knees and must not sit any 
higher than their in-laws. They have to make sure that their 
genitals are covered and thus they sit with legs close together 
and drawn under them in the same manner as women. They sit on 
the side away from the f ireplace , while the girl's kin sit 
opposite them. Of women only the mother and the girl in ques-
tion are present. The father of the girl must not participate 
in the bargaining as as "a man cannot insult his guests" in his 
home and must let one of his brother's speak for him. Thus the 
girl's paternal uncle starts the proceeding by asking the girl 
if she has really invited these people. She answers in the 
affirmative whereupon her uncle asks if the boy would like to 
speak. The jal or his father will answer. He will say they 
have come with the consent of the girl to ask the consent of her 
parents. The father will then ask if she has met the boy who 
has come. To this question the girl even though she may be 
pregnant by the boy must answer in the negative. This is so 
because to answer in the affirmative would bring out in the 
open the sexual intercourse for which the boy and his kin would 
be berated and would have to pay an extra fine. Once this is 
over the uncle turns to the visitors and tells them that they 
are prepared to marry their daughter if the visitors can provide 
the bride wealth and with this he names the amount. If the 
girl's family object to the boy they say so at this time and 
give their reasons for opposing the match. In the old days, 
according to informants, the suitors were always rejected at 
first regardless of the intentions of the girl's family. This 
was done as one very intelligent informant told me "if later 
on trouble occurs the girl's family could justify themselves. 
They could say that they originally refused this marriage as if 
they had known what was to come. They say "as if the nose has smelled 
excreta." Today, however, the girl's family can accept the 
boy's suit provisionally and instruct him to appear only 
when they have the bride wealth. The guest's leave without 
receiving any refreshment in the homestead but they receive 
a good meal and beer at the home of the jal who is reimbursed 
for this expenditure. To show his earnestness and create a 
good impression on his parents-in-law, the suitor must 
leave a goat for the mother-in-law. This is called the goat 
of the opening of the door. After this, the boy can come to 
the homestead openly and he is supposed to come frequently to 
help his mother-in-law in her garden. Before the next stage 
can occur, much informal discussion will take place through 
the good offices of the go-between so that when the formal and 
definite discussion designated as a l ok me lim, cattle talk , 
occurs the approximate number of cattle or at present the 
amount of money are almost agreed on. Here all the brothers 
of the boy, his father, his father's brother all appear at the 
home of the go-between, the lakwfena, usually the father of the 
jal who departs to the bride's home to announce the guests. 
The guests usually arrive in the morning bringing two goats to 
yabodogola, open the door, but they are made to wait until the 
evening not only to impress them by their reluctance of the 
girl's family but also to allow the women to finish their pre-
parations and the men to finish their daily work . This meet-
ing has been pre-arranged like the f irst one was but this time 
not through the girl and the boy but through the mediator, the 
lakwdena, between the fathers and the lineages of those parties. 
I 
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This meeting must be arranged extremely carefully because if 
the talks are successful the next day the event turns into the 
kolo~eny bringing the bride wealth to the bride's homestead. 
This requires a feast for which careful preparations have to 
be made. 
The mother of the bride with the help of her own patri-
lineage provides most of the staples necessary for the feast 
and prepares it with the help of he r co-wives and the grown-up 
girls in her husband's homestead. The co-wives within the hus-
band's homestead are not required to contribute any of the raw 
materials the most important of which is millet but if they are 
amicably disposed toward the mother of the bride they add some 
of their reserves when helping with the preparations. The father 
of the bride provides the chief attraction for the feast, the 
meat,daek, which is either a goat or a cow. The preparations 
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start from three to seven days in advance of the talks depending 
on the kind of beer, Kongo, the women serve, but the making of 
the bread and the finishing of the beer must be done on the very 
last day. As these preparations must be made in advance and 
involve the use of great quantities of food they serve as a 
great deterrant to break up the negotiations between the parties. 
If negotiations break down and the food has to be wasted the 
bride's family will consider themselves to be greatly insulted 
and will demand compensation if the talks are to be resumed again. 
In order to avoid these complications, the lakwena has been 
active in conveying the wishes of both parties to each other 
before the actual lo1IDe~im is fixed. When the guests arrive 
they are again taken to the bride's mother's hut and the talks 
turn right away to the bride wealth discussions. The girl's 
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spokesman asks what wealth the suitors have brought. They 
brought anywhere from a quarter to a third of the amount 
mentioned previously and begin to plead for the lowering of 
the amount. The bride's side pretend to be insulted and the 
brother's of the bride threaten the suitors with a beating. 
Sometimes the suitors actually leave and have to send the 
lakwaena again to renew negiotiations. The bride's people 
inelude every expense they can think of under the bride 
wealth and demand wealth for the cuna present given by the 
-
girl for the amount that will have to be paid for the lakwiena 
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for the trouble of the girl's maternal patri-lineage in pro-
viding food, etc. They demand more if the girl is a daughter 
of a chief or the boy is the son of a chief or if it is known 
that the boy has a rich family. The boy's family pays compen-
sation for any illegitimate children already born. If the 
girl is pregnant they must pay not only for the child but for 
illegitimate intercourse, luk. In case of a pregnant bride 
the negiotiations can only be provisional. The girl must 
give birth before the arrangements are finished as her death 
in childbirth or the death of the child may so alter the 
situation that marriage becomes impossible. Again, if the 
girl is pregnant, the sex of the child will add to the bride 
wealth a considerable amount. Other factors such as the 
age of the girl and the standing of the boy also come under 
consideration. If the girl is young, not fully nubile, and the 
boy's family not very rich the girl's family may agree to a 
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small down-payment of the bride wealth 
If, however, she is fully nubile, they cannot betroth her for 
long years. Her brothers need the bride wealth for their own 
marriage and couldn't afford a great delay. Also, they would 
be afraid to wait because she may become pregnant by another 
man or she may chose to elope with another one. 




~ determination to marry the man of her choice. In case it 
is found that the girl is entirely obstinate the family will 
be forced to accept any sort of small down-payment in order 
to avoid her elopement. Though both sides may hold long winded 
acrimonious · sppeches at this time, they are both very anxious 
to conclude marriage as speedily as possible. The boys lineages 
want their wives to come to them and the girl's lineages want 
the bride wealth so that they may marry and acquire wives for 
themselves. Thus, a comprimise is reached and the exact amount 
of bride wealth is designated together with the fixed amount . 
for the different categories of kin. When the talks reach this 
stage both stides announce that the cattle talks have finished, 
lok me lim otum. In actuality they are not finished until all the 
bride wealth is paid over and there will be more talks and more 
argument but girls people are satisfied and have accepted the 
bride groom. From now on, he is called the husband of our 
daughter,~ nyawa · ' and the boy and the girl are referred to 
as husband and wife, cwar and dako. As soon as the elders fin-
ish the talk the children who stand outside peeking in announce 
it in the courtyard and all the women shout kijira, a shout of joy 
using a praise name of their own and their husband's lineages. 
The men emerge and the women at once begin singing and ~ancing. 
The bride does a special dance called teke while the other women 
clap and sing. The women then bring out the beer and at once 
singing and dancing start. The groom cannot eat or drink in the 
home of his in-laws so he's fed in · a - nearby home or in that of 
the ill· The bride serves him and the dancing and merry making 
goes on till down. This a great opportunity for the friends and 
brothers of the groom to get acquainted and start new courtships 
with the friends and relatives of the bride. 
In the morning the bride wealth is brought to the homestead. 
If it is cattle, the lakwaena drives it into the courtyard, if 
it is money the groom's uncle or father brings it. The brothers 
of the bride fefuse to let the cattle enter the kraal and shout 
their praise names and make menacing motions with their spears or 
sticks. The groom's brothers do likewise. This is done to test 
the courage of the boy's lineage. An old man explained: "If the 
men of the bride are cowardly we us~to turn them away all to8ether. 
It is for this reason that children are not sent on taking wealth. 
It is nota plaything . " Finally, an elder from the girl's lineage 
will take a white chicken and sacrifice it at the entrance of the 
' kraal a a king the ancestors to let the cattle prosper there. Then 
as the cattle enter the girl's and the women shout kijira again. 
With money no such ceremonies are done. The money is handed over 
to the uncle, that is the father's brother, of the girlwho conducted 
the negotiations in the presence of the girl's uterine brother, 
the bride, and the mother of the bride inside the mother's 
house. There is no sacrifice but as they return to the court-
yard all women shout again. The handing over of the bride wealth 
is done and the singing begins again. 
The symbolic significance of the fighting that occurs at 
the entrance of the bride wealth cattle is many-sided. We 
shall consider first the expressive aspect of this act and we 
will then consider the functional side. In the first place, it 
expresses in unequitable terms the hostility and the strain 
between the two lineages party to the marriage. For both 
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parties~to use the term of the old man, this is not a play thing. 
It is the tenuous acceptance, the first step of a many-sided 
relationship aimed at establishing bonds between the two lineages. 
This is what the entrance of the cattle stands for and the white 
chicken sacrifice asking for the blessing and the prosperity of 
the cattle expresses the hope that the whole relationship will 
indeed be blessed and prosper just as the cattle will. But there is 
no assurance that it will be so. There are too many intervening 
factors, too many chance variables that may turn this relation-
ship into a hostile one. The cattle themselves entering the 
courtyard cause some of the possible problems that preceded the 
whole marriage negotiation. If the father of the groom dis-
• 
approves of this marriage he may ~end sick cows, skinny heifers, 
J.,JI$ 
too many bulls to show ~~~~~~~~&e~e opinion of the bride and 
tv is possibly express taeir contempt for her mother. On the other 
n -1 
-~-
hand, sleek animals express happy expectations and their color 
such as red, or brown, or pari- c olored express generally 
good luck, pleasure and health while black cows or bulls carry 
connotations of displeasure, ugliness, and sickness. The women 
of the girls lineage closely scrutinize the entering cattle .. a nd 
assign certain aeanings to them regardless of the intentions of 
the boys father. In one case, where some of the women insisted 
that the inclusion of the lame cow meant great contempt. I asked 
the groom wby _ the animal was included and he laughingly told me 
it was because it was an animal received from the bride wealth 
'I~ is A fo-} i H 11 L 
of his sister~ a'Bd As it was his own ~ uae uhat had to come 
here. It should be noted it is the visiting women that make 
these kinds of remaras. The bride for whom this is a very proud 
day is very busy with the preparation of food and drink, but she 
counts the cattle carefully and notices every aspect of them. 
These are her cattle, her lim, and her reputation, her value to 
her house and to her family is embodied in them. The expression, 
my lim used by the bride signals the completion of her duties 
and obligations as a daughter-sister, and expresses her rights 
to property as a full-fledged female member of her lineage. 
Upon being asked why she said this was her l im, not a gift of her 
husband, a· bride put the matter this way: "Yes, it was my husband who 
gave this, but he brought the cattle here for me. No one else. 
So it is my lim. In Ac~oli they respect a person who gives you 
not my brother, 
<lim. If my sons wouldVhave any lim to marry withVO.k ot, nera-MB-
would provide for them because his wife was married with my lim." 
Women are thus very clear that their property rights and through 
show 
them the rights of their sons rests on reciprocal obligations 
between equivalent uterine siblings, not 'as if they had been 
a man'. Their equivalence will be further ~emonstrated bel~w where we will 
how women also exercise their pDoperty rights although not to such a great 
extent as their brothers._ 
From the practical point of view the public display of 
cattle enables the uterine brothers of the bride to earmark 
the property of the uterine house ,. Should their father disperse 
the cattle or allocate it to another house or use it for himself 
there will be no dispute about how much and what is owed the 
uterine house after such a display. In addition, of course, 
such display of cattle demonstrates unequivocably the wealth 
and power of the participants in the marriage negiotiations and 
coupled with a good feast and generosity it can enhance the 
status of the girl's father to a very great extent. 
The fighting between the young men not only tests the 
courage of the lineage of the boy but is also effected by the 
symbolic language of the cattle -- which all know • as well as 
by more immediate facCors. The girl is very afraid to leave 
her relatives who she lmows and who accept and care for her. 
Fighting provides her with, on the one hand, the assurance that 
she is not about to be completely abandone4, that indeed her 
brothers will fight for her even with her husbands relatives 
and, on the other hand, gives her brothers a chance to express 
the loss they and : her , whole family feel at her leaving 
them. On the groom's side, the fighting demonstrates to · the 
girl and her lineage the ability of the groom's lineage to 
protect the girl; their value as possible allies in a fight or 
as in the past in a cattle raid or blood feud. At the same time 
it expresses the hostility they feel toward having been insulted, 
constrained to be polite during the lc~ and the troubles 
they may have had in collecting together the bride wealth. Both 
sides, have some ambivalent feelings about the outcome of the 
relationship and the fighting 8ives them an apportunity to relieve 
these feelings. It is significant also that the fighting occurs 
at this time and not when the girl actually departs because it 
is with the payment of bride wealth that the legitmacy of the 
marriage . is sanctioned. The payment of lim tranfers exclusive 
authority over the girl to her husband and her lineage. The 
husband now has exclusive sexual rights over his wife and all 
her children If he is their genitor may be belong to 
him and his lineage. At the same time the husband also becomes 
responsible for his wife's conduct in the legal sense and he 
acquires the right of receiving 1uk for adultery. 
This transference of complete legal and sexual rights over the 
girl is resented by the lineage and the reluctance with which 
it is given is expressed in the fighting. As one informant put 
it: "Marriage is the most common and desired state in Acholi, 
bu~ even when both parents of the young people approve of the 
marriage the process of getting married is like going to war 
with them." 
If mutual rights to sexual access defines the marriage 
then rights and obligations pertaining to socially responsible 
reproduction is the aim of the whole transactio~---~ Acholi 
proceed to test out this proposition in the next stage in the 
process of getting married. Between four Co six weeks after 
the completion of the briae wealth talks , the girl, together with 
her sisters (half and classificatory • ) go to the husband's home-
stead. They bring with them one or two large baskets of millet 
flour, for the purpose of making beer. They bring meat even 
on the hoof such as a goat or a chicken or game in dried form. 
The are received by the husband and his brothers and are officially 
guests of his mother. The bride sleeps in the otogo, the unmar-
ried men's house with her husband, but her sisters are officially 
allocated to his mother's house. They sleep, or are supposed to 
sleep with the unmarried girls but informants say they spend most 
of the night courting with _husband's brothers. Sexual intercourse 
on this night though not actually permitted is more or less expected 
between them, but prounced pai~ during the whole length of the 
visit is not desired. These , however, occur especially at the 
dances held every night of the visit. The dance is called la mwoko wang 
the . f l our· has burned, (referring to the girl's forgetting their 
duties when dancing) and affords great opportunity for the girls 
to meet eligible young men not just from the lineage of their sis-
\ 
ters husband but also other lineages in the area who , attend these 
dances. The bride and groom always dance. She leads the girls 
and he leads the boys but it is understood that no one but the 
husband can pair off with her. She will have to do several solo 
performances to prove her ability to dance and will be judged both 
by her husband' s sisters who run to her and shout their praise names 
or give her a penny and by the married women of the homestead 
who stand around and watch. In terms of prestige this is an 
important occassiom for the girl. A good dancer is a valuable 
a ddition to the women's dancing team, "she will bring fame to 
her husband's lineage" -- and they deplore a bad dancer for 
the same reason. If she is good at dancing her husband is 
also praised. It is proof of his ability to attract a de sire a ble 
gir l.-. 
The visit lasts about two to three weeks , During this 
time the bride and her sisters must do all the work required by 
them by the women of the homestead. The bride is specifically 
assigned to her mother-in-laws house and must do all her bidding. 
She must make bread, kwon, b~ew beer, lacoi, and work in the 
gardens of her mother-in-law. She also has to prepare one full 
meal that will be eaten by her father-in-law. Thus, this period 
is a test of the conditions underlying a successful marriage. For 
the girl · t he sexu~ . potency of her fiance or husband is the most 
important factor closely followed by her opinion and impression 
of the nature of her mother-in-law who will be her mentor for 
some time to c·ome after the . marriage. en ·· the groom's side -and these 
are the reasons the Acholi mention, she is there so that "her 
diligence, industry, and stamina" can be established and her 
"good nature, ability to get along with her husbands family and 
used 
her willingness" can be judged. ( *Note, the Acholi concepts" actually 
in this con t ex t are s t r eng t h , t e k , and behav i or kit qua 1 i tie s of 
··-
p~rsonality. ) The sis te rs aid the bride both emotionally and 
physically with the work and as their behavior reflects back 
on the bride they try to behave as well as possible. They also 
r 
act as ~tnesses of the bride's behavior and can be called 
upon as such. When the visit ends the husband and the brothers 
bring the girls back but they do not stay. After this visit 
the husband has free sexual access to the gtrl but must bring her 
back before dawn. The girl's life is not easy at this time. Though 
she knows her mother-in-law now, jealous co-wives or sisters 
will tell her frightening stories about her in-laws or talk dis-
paragingly of her husband. Others may try to get at her through 
her mother, who will be reminded that she is losi~g a daughter, 
and with her all the help with cooking, gardening, child tending 
ect. 
Her deportment as a guest will be discussed minutely. 
She will be instructed especially by her mother on how to talk 
to the women, how to b e have with her mother-in-law, how to 
address her in-laws, what avoidances there are, etc. At night 
if her husband doesn't come regularly to take her she will be 
teased. One girl told me she was so fed up she wanted to elope 
rather than to stay amid all this chaffing. 
How soon a girl can go to live in her husband's homestead 
depends on several factors. The most important here is one or 
more installments on the bride wealth. At least half should be 
paid off before she leaves. The second factor is the behavior 
of her husband -- is the man courteous to his in- laws? Does he 
go ' to work in the garden of his· mother-in-law when needed? 
Other factors that may delay or hasten the final ceremony 
' 
is .the time of ·the year and the amount of food in the household and the 
need for the labor of the girl. 
The final wedding ceremony is tae responsiblity of the 
girl's father~ s lineage. They must provide all fooq, beer, 
and well as at least one oxen depending on how many people will 
be present. The groom's lineage, his mother's 
lineage, as vell as the girl's matri-lateral relatives are 
present on this occassion called nyom, the marriage. The girl's 
matri-lateral relatives especially ·her own mother's brothers 
and the uterine mothers' sisters will contribute beer and some 
smaller livestock and chickens while her father's married sisters, her 
lineage 
own married sister 1.~provide .. a goat or a chicken particularly for the 
father of the groom or the elders of his lineage. The groom's 
family provide one chicken or goat in return for the gifts of 
the girls lineage. This wedding feast is a very heavy economic 
burden on the girl's lineage and requires a lot of preparation and 
coopeation among both the maternal as well as the paternal 
relatives nontheless it is essential according to the Acholi 
because it gives a good name, as the Acholi put it, to the girl's 
lineage and displays its power as well as provides recompensat,on 
for the groom's lineage for all the insults, hardships suffered 
during the bride wealth negotiations. Lastly, but not unimpor-
tantly, this feast actually returns some of the bride wealth as 
the oxen and smaller livestock eaten during the ceremony comes 
from the bride wealtb. 
The nature of the proceedings illustrates this point 
well. While during the negiotiations the groom's lr~~~~e 
have to show excessive respect and circumspection especially 
to the mother-in-law, at this feast the groom and his brother's 
b t th . ·~~ b t th . b th . and og~ er and s1ng der1 songs a ou e1r ro ers-1n-
law and occassionally go so far as to actually make remarks 
uncomplementary to the mother-in-law. The girls of the groom's 
lineage find fault with the cooking and beer, make uncomple-
mentary remarks about the amount of food, . and generally tease 
and confuse the young men at dancing. The groom's lineage elders 
/ 
and the groom himself are fed the specially prepared food;a#i£ 
by the girl's father's sister and are waited upon at every 
moment by the bride. The groom's mother is also specially 
feted. She gets meat from the girl's mother's house and has 
it served specially by her new daughter-in-law. Though she 
sits separately at the beginning of the feast with the elder 
women of her husband's lineage, by the end of the feast (which 
may last for two days) she mingles with the elders whether male 
or female of the girl's lineage. 
The feast is ended with a special ceremony for the girl. 
She is taken to the hut of ther grandmother (father's mother) 
where all the elder women both of her matri-lateral and patri-
lineal lineages are present. She is then a$ked if her husband 
is potent, how she likes the family of her groom, and is given 
advice about how to behave with her husband. He r rights in 
the household of her own are explained to her as well as her 
responsibilities to her husband are .ex.;!f£££<F- to her. She 
is informed that she cannot refuse sexual access to her husband, 
she must do the bidding of her mother-in-law, and must provide 
bathing water for her father-in-law if he so wishes. She is 
warned to behave with circumspection at all occasions, be dili-
/Jrv£. s-'1 
gent i n all her activities. However, she is instructed to -~
T~ATher husband ~build a house for her as soon as she is pregnant. 
That he should have her gardens ready for her at the beginning 
of the rains and they tell her not to tolerate any beating or 
any ·bad language from husbands. Should she f ind that her com-
plaints are ignored by her husband's lineage she should send a 
message or come herself back to her home where her brothers can 
help her and if necessary demand compensation from her husbands 
lineage • Their final words are "you are not alone. You 
need not fear, your brothers will always will always help you. 
-r 
or send for us in trouble." "Jhen the ~er of her Come home 
A ~if'i lineage, a male is called in he holds her by the 
hand and anoints her with sesame ( ~ L.tJI.§~i 'r" E oil) taken 'from the 
grandmother's house on the forehead and chest and takes her out 
to the ancestral shrine abila. Then after giving a few morsels 
of food and blowing some water on the ancestral shrine, the 
elder asks the ancestors to bless the girl and make her fertile. 
Then the elder takes a branch of the Kitoba tree that shades the 
shrine and after dipping it in the simsim oil or sesame oil 
hands it to the girl with these words& "Take this and use it 
for yourself and for your children when you are ill and when 
you are in trouble. your ancestors will bless you and your 
children." The participants of the ceremony are, aside from 
the elder, all women of the generation 
grandmother of the bride. The main members ·•of her 
(2J!){fP 
~~age stand a bit further away and do not participate at 
all. The women then take the girl and take her back into her 
grandmother's hut where her sisters are already lined up wait-
ing for the dance called apiti, the women's dance. The bride 
stands at the head of the line and they move out from the hut 
dancing to the shelter, muoich (lineage praise names or person-
al praise names of agmatic lineage members). Once the dance is 
-r 
finished the bride does the ~ke, the bride's dance, she does 
it all by herself and after awhile she is joined by the brother 
of her new husband. After this dance is finished general dancing 
follows. The only other significant event that occurs at the 
ceremony is the formal entrance of the groom, the new husband, 
into the mother-in-laws house. This is simply done. The new 
bride prepares a dish and puts it on a piece of skin especially 
reserved for very important vis~tors. The mother-in-la~, her 
mother, stays in the back of ~ of her hut near the 
hearth with her back to the door. Then the bride calls her 
new husband and he comes to the hut, goes on his hands and 
knees and enters the hut this way. He sits down not on the 
skin but on the floor in women's fashion, that is with his feet 
tucked under him, one hand resting on the floor and eats the 
food in complete silence without looking up. After he washes 
his hands he leaves the hut again on his hands and knees, leaving 
-n._ 
behind a shilling or two. This is the first official com~er 
between mother-in-law and son-in-law. In recognition of his new 
status as son-in-law at the distribution of beer he is· given a 
T . full ~all to h1.mself. After this/ everyone comes to greet him 
I tl 
calling him by his new appropriate kinship term and they 
exchange a drink. General festivities usually last at least 
one day and night. If it is a big wedding it may go on for 
two or three days. 
I have described this special:. ceremony fo.r the girl in 
great detail in order to illustrate the nature of the trans-
0~ ference ~a woman from one lineage to anothesas is understood 
by the Acholi. It is clear that the ceremony is a ri:te of pas-
sage ~into adult woman status and at the same time a ceremonial 
recognition of the implications of this status. It is separated 
into two parts. The first part •evolves around the rights ·and 
responsibilities of wifehood, the responsibilities connected 
with marriage, sexual life and child bearing. The second part, 
which is the ceremonial blessing to insure the fertility of 
women and the health of their children. We have already discus-
sed the first part where we noted the quest!ons asked of the 
girl and the instruction given to her regarding the normative 
requirements of husband and wife relationships. .Here we should 
only note that while social norms can be transmitted by women 
to women, ancestral blessings cannot be so conveyed. The ability 
to concieve is in the hand's of the patri linea~ ancestors of 
the woman and can only be transmitted by a man who himself car-
ries the active ancest~~ L r~ 5 c f'ICE lukiro. Women can only 
transmit the blood of the lineage, take it elsewhere, but never 
a life-giving principle that is the essense of lineage member-
ship. As this blessing represents the ancestral acceptance of 
the bride wealth provided by the girl, it is regarded both as a 
proof that she has discharged her obligations to her ancestors 
and as a permission:: .' 'b!!:etiNwr: to take the blood of the lineage 
elsewhere. Should a girl elope without permission, without the 
blessing, she will be barren or should she give birth her children 
will sicken and die and if her husband persists in not paying 
bride wealth his lineage will also be e£fected and he himself 
will become impotent. This is why Acholi men say that they p~~ 
w&Nc# <l 
bride wealth for the blessing and AcholiAinsist that all poro 
marriages must be converted into marri~ges with bride wealth. 
The belief in the efficacy of this penalty is so strong that 
I know of ·11 0 women who have never provided bride wealth 
for their families. Only in arranged marriages is it possible 
to delay with the payment of bride wealth for a long time 
because here the father's consent has been previously obtained 
and the blessing can be given prior to the payment itself. We 
shall return to the consideration of these cases when we dis-
c~~ irregular marrigges. We only mention it here to indicate 
that ancestral blessing and cursing is strictly tied to ~ 
parental authority and depends very much on whether the marriage 
has been contracted with the consent of the father or in defiance 
of his wishes~It should be clear that a women has to obtain 
the blessing only once during her life-time. It is a ceremony 
that affirms that she has completed the essential ~:obligation of 
being daughter-sister and directs her at the same time to ful-
fill the raison d' ~ tre of adult womanhood--child bearing for 
other lineages. Thus it is a real rite of passage which makes 
sense of the requirement of all Acholi women to provide bride 
wealth for their own brothers and children for their husband's 
lineages. This is perhaps t he mos t profound ,neaning eJodied 
in both the more informal and formal aspects of the blessing 
ceremony. "You're not alone, you need not fear, your brothers 
will help you" say the women inside the hut and the meaning is 
confirmed by the presense of the sacred kitoba~B~f~- a gift 
that all lineage members who move away from their ancestors ' 
homestead carry with them. It will be planted in the new home-
stead of the man and will provide shade for his new ancestor's 
shrine and protection for the whole homestead. In the women's 
case it will not be planted in the soil in the physical sense 
but will be embodied in each of her chiYen whose "blood comes 
from the mother," and will provide blessing and protection 
not for the homestead but for her special segment of it, her 
house. A women like her brother goes forth as a representative 
of her family and lineage taking with her the ancesters and 
their blessing but she goes not to found a homestead physically 
but to carry on the lineage in an alien homestead. Her brothers 
regard her as the ambassador of their own lineage and her house 
as a material extension of their own. It is this meaning that 
is affirmed by the mother's brother when he begins his funeral 
oration for his sister's children with the sentencea "My child 
is dead." And it is in this sense that the permanent alliance 
between the two lineages is understood when it is said that 
the first child of any marriage belongs to his mother's brother• 
That the ties of common siblingship and continuity of interest 
in the common bride wealth of the maternal house are maintained 
even after marriage are embodied in the rights of a woman to 
bride wealth from her brother for whom she provided bride 
wealth and services from his wife ho was married by her 
bride wealth while their brothers find it natural to explain 
their own residenc~ away from their own lineage by; -saying 
"w~ fo l lowed our sisters." A woman's right to protection 
from her nat·tve lineage and her right in vivo and the residual 
rights of her children after her death are all jeopr'idized 
if she does not obtain the blessing from her father • No 
women will risk that. 
Once the ceremony is finished a feast is se r ved and 
fl:t\i?'ENT5-in-laws are recognized formally. As we pointed out 
the son-in-law occupies a special position and with the beer 
becomes intr~duced to the whole lineage as well as all the 
guests attending the wedding. In addition there is either a 
goat or a t\ ox -killed i n honor of the~~. the in-
laws, and one for the maternal patrilineage of the bride,~ 
~· When we say given we mean that most of the meat is 
not eaten at the wedding feast but it is taken home by the 
two different lineages. lf this '' A 0\11: D.IJ I N-6- of a member of 
a dominant clan, either the bride or the groom being of the 
dominant clan 1then at this point they dance the royal dance 
called the bwola. The principal dancers and the drummers are 
always from the lineage which has the royal drum but all good 
dancers from any lineage C~~- and do join in. Except for 
more generous feasting and ~ot more people and the wedding 
lasting for three or four days, the wedding of the royal clan 
or the dominant clan is just exactly the same as··- that of the 
commoners~The ~does not conclude the marriage. At the 
end of the feast the girl still stays behind because s';.e 
has to be taken ceremonially to her husband's home. There 
is no special name for this taking of the girl, it is simply 
called accompanying the girl, lwoko nyako. It~ the mother 
of the bride who fixes . the day of departure and and through 
the lakw£ena informs the mother of the groom which day 
I 
she is going to send her daughter. This is necessary as 
presents have to be given and a small feast has to be held 
when the party of the girl arrives. A~hile before the day 
fixed the mother and the bride select the people who will 
accompany her. It varies from area to area but the follow-
ing people are always included& uterine sisters, classicatory 
sisters, one younger brother of the father at least, and one 
~ matidi , small mother-in-law, that is, a woman marrie 
into a girl's lineage about her age. On the day appointed, 
the parties set out carrying the following things& cooking 
utensils · ~ for the girl, a basket for winnowing, and an 
olot kwon, the bread stirring lad ,! which must be included. 
---- -
The olot is the symbol of married womanhood just as the spear 
is that of the man. It is a symbol and stands for the fact 
the Acholi say that she is a rearer of children, 
She can take an oath on the olot kwon and if she lifts the 
olot in anger that is a curse that requires a very great 
sacrifice in atonement. The things she brings are all for 
her own house when it will be set up for her. In some lineages 
she is not allowed to briAg a knife or a spear with her as 
they show implications of death and murder whiCh are inappropri-
ate at this time. In addition to all. the equipment, large 
amounts of food are also taken along. These include millet 
0-AgS·A,Vtl flour, kasal!a, beer making ingredients, as well as meat either 
dried or on the ~oof such as a goat. At the entrance of the 
homestead of the groom, they are greeted by all the women of 
the groom's lineage who shout kijira. Then the elders come 
forward, that .is the father ~ the father's brother and present 
the ~ matidi, the little mother-in-law with a goat or two 
chickens. This is to open the door for the in-laws, yab~dogola­
pikaro, The women are immediately put to work and depending 
I 
what the season of the year is they do the work that is in pro-
gress. In the rainy season they weed or hoe, in the dry season 
they may harvest or if the dry season is all set then they col-
lect wood or cut cut grass for thatching. In addition they 
have to cook the food and in the evening have to bring water 
for the mother-in- l aws and father-in-laws of the bride. The 
~ matidi works along with the mother of the groom and the 
girls stay in the unmarried girl's house while the~ matidi 
stays in with the mother-in-law. The next day all the women 
help again, this time in the mother-in-laws garden if the 
season is right and then the elder women leaves immediately 
after having a meal again prepared by the bride. The girls 
follow soon after. All the gu~ have to be given ~ ayal, 
a token, a gift as a sign that social relationships have been 
established. 
The final act that ends the formal exchange of goods and 
services occurs usually at the beginning of the first rains 
after the wedding. Then the girl's mother sends for her new 
son-in-law who with his brothers comes and prepares a garden 
for her and for which service he and his brother's receive .ay~~ 
,--goat and be-er. In some lineages this service must be performed 
by the father of the son-in-law, not the son-in-law himself and 
the invitation is directly sent to the father of the boy rather 
than to the boy himself. In this case, it is the mother-in-law 
who prepares the feast for the father-in-law and at the end of 
the work he, in return may give her a goat. After this, the 
official exchanges are over but the mother-in-law has rights of 
periodic services over her son-in-law for at least the next two 
or three years especially when hard labor such as building a 
house is required. This last series of exchanges between mother-
! ! in-law and son-in-law or father-in-law is called yabowangmaro, 
I ' \ 
opeining the eyes of the mother-in-law. 
Although all the series of exchanges have been performed 
and the mother-in-law as well as the father-in-law have have 
become acquainted marriage is not considered completed until 
the birth of a child. As we have already discussed in our 
chapter on socialization ( ~- L · ) upon first pregnancy 
the young wife goes back to her own mother's house to receive 
the blessing for the child and also to bless her mother's house. 
Upon return she is gien the legitmacy test which when passed 
enables her to approach the ancestral shrine of her ancestors. 
Full induction in the lineage of her husband occurs at the birth 
of the child while it is the naming ceremony that finally com-
pletes marriage. All the grandparents attend the naming ceremony 
and once the child has been named the new father slaughters a 
goat for his mother-in-law. That is, the goat is dedicated to 
her and slaughtered right then and there. The girl's mother, 
her uterine brother, her father's uterine brother's as well as 
her grandfather's uterine brothers all receive a portion. The 
mother-in-law cooks a special meal and for the f irst time 
invites the young man to eat with her. This is the second 
time the mother-in-law has cooked for the son-in-law but 
re--
at the first meeting they did not eat together and th~• 
was no conversation. This time they do eat together with the 
son-in-law sitting in a female position but now talking with 
the mother-in-law but making sure that he didn't touch her. 
After this the son-in-law is completely accepted into his 
wife's lineage. The first child as we have explained above is 
said to belong to the mother's maternal house, and once it is 
weaned it is taken to ~g grandmother~s house and may stay 
there until he becomes a marriageable young man. If it is 
~he. 
a girl will stay until her betrothal. Yet today the rule 
of sending the first grandchild to his maternal grandparents 
is not very much practiced. If the grandparents are rich or 
live in a place near a school and the relationship between the 
parents-in-law and son-in-law are good then the rule is followed. 
Otherwise, it is not obeyed. 
Acholi marriage thus consists of a series of balanced 
transfers -- of bride wealth from the groom's side a ccompanied 
by commensurate rights over the bride. 
The first installment lokroelim 
I 
brings the open visiting 
period for the boy and gives hi~sexual access to the girl. 
If little is given at this time the boy is required to work with 
his mother-in-law while collecting the rest of the bride wealth. 
Second installment kolo ~. marriage when most of the 
wealth is paid gives temporary co-residency, exclusive sexual 
access and entitles the husband to collect ~ payment for adultery. ~o.V 
importantly, it transfers the procreati~e power of the -girl to his lineage. 
Afte r the ~ a Imsba.n d oes not ho.ve - to pay extra if a. child· is born 
before -the 6yom. Full p•wers over the - girl is not · transfeeed, however, 
until all · the bride-..eal th have been paid and ~ sexua l pot -ency-· i s demox at-
Once 
r ated.xmt the compatabil ity of the couple is demonstrated within his domestic 
group, then the process can continue. As arrangeaents are still not final, 
should the girl die· in pregnancy or childbirth the husband ha s to pay bloodwealth. 
Should she be killed b y strangers her · natal lineage r ec ives t he bloodweal th. 
· 3rd. Stage- YOM.With full bridewealth paid, the blessing transfers · 
all control · over· the procreative powers of the girl to h r husband ~ He can now 
claim -all t be -children- bor of her womb regardless of the genitor,and· receive · 
all luk paymnet for adultery.He has full rights to co•residenoe, sexual and 
socio-economic services · and does not have to pay bloodwealth to the - girls natal 
- lineage should she die. The girl now i · his lim , wea.lth, and if he or his own li-
· neage members kill her t hat is t heir business. In observation, it turned out that 
while bloodwealth ·-~ can · net be claimed, social relationships between i-n-laws 
a.-XR~ X.xax~x..-.-x~JxSXJiaxakwx!txiaxtixR&~W:J: ceases entirely, or. the girl's 
f 
lineage try to obstruct the funeral,spread rumors · oft witchcraft in the domestic 
groupa of the husband and resort to magical and religious means to find retribution. 
In one case, all the sons of' the Yife went to live with their mother• s brothel" after 
itwas claimed that their fathe~ killed their mothe~• 
N;rom gives rights as '' well a s responsibilities. The husband A.nd his lineage 
have to pay kwor if the wife kills anyone, they re responsible for he~ debts, 
and must pay for all medicines neces-sary to her health and well-fare. ·A wife, must 
al ways be buried among her husbandts lineage as she is thexx ancestress of ben 
sons and will be propitiated by them.Barren women, also have to be buried in t heir 
husband's homestead, they a.lso have bB!d- flheir houses in - their husband's lineages 
and as the Acholi say a •oman who cooks in her own house is a per.son who 
. 
rears peopleDako mutedo i ode dong pito dano and should be respected. 
Thus, a woman, as a social ·persona , is regarde1as a respected member of the 
lineage,ihe is buried among her husband's people whose lineage she has fostered 
with her work and whose coninuty she has ..... ~ ensured through hen· male children. 
But,tbis is an added membership, one enjoined upon her' by hen· role as wife 
and mother, birth creates unbreakable ties which survive so long as she is alive 
and after her death through her son.He takes on the nights of his mother which 
entitle him to beg for bridewealth from his Nero and if •here is no one else, 
to inheri~ his mother's brother's wife. 
CHAPTER III. Part #3 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MOTHERHOOD AND WI FEHOOD 
With marriage a woman enters upon the adult cycle of her 
life. Up to her marriage she was a youngster regardless of 
her age but now she is an adult and as such acquires new rights 
and responsibilities. Though all her training from childhood 
adolescence and puberty has focused around marriage and wife-
hood, a woman is still very insecure when she starts her married 
life in her husband's household. The transition is not smooth 
and practically unnoticable as has been the earlier part of 
her life. Now she is wrenched away from her horne and placed into 
an entirely new environment, where she has few friends and rela-
tives and where her behavior is under constant scrutiny and 
where at first she has no real standing at all. . Although 
she is an adult and called a CI-WOD son's wife she has no 
house of her own, no fields of her own, no one to help her, or 
obey her wishes, except maybe her nusband .'s . younger brothers 
and sisters. So she has to establish herself with the direct 
support of her husband. In effect, though legally an adult, 
a newly married woman is in the position of a young child. 
Many responsibilities and few rights. This is so because her 
position in the homestead and in the lineage depends on , the 
number and sex of her children and only with the birth of 
her first child does she acquire adulthood in her husband's 
lineage. She then has a house and fields in her own right 
and becomes a MIN OT, a mother of a house and therefore a 
f ul l f l edged member of the extended family and the lineage. 
[qg 
We have already seen, in the last chapter how a girl is 
brought to her husband's father's homestead for a trial period 
of two to four weeks. During that time she has already met 
her in-laws and most of her husband's lineage mates as well 
as the whole household including the women and children. Thus 
she is not a complete str~er to the new homestead and the 
household members already know her as well. The only difference 
now is that while during the trial period she had the help of her 
friends and sisters now, after the accompanying party leave, 
she remains alone·, Upon the departure of her family, a newly 
married woman comes under the authority of her mother-in-law, 
]J-r She ffi!k€4 ~f she is the first wife of a son of the household, ~under 
the care of the first wife is she marries into an already poly-
ginous household. 
The Acholi concept of this initial stage is called donyo-t~ 
maro or dako~~~tering under the mother-in-law or the big wife) 
and implies a host of different duties and responsibilities. 
Firstly she will help the mother-in-law or big wife in any task 
of her house. Not only the general household tasks, but 
specifically the task required by her mother-in-law or her 
big wife under whose care she is. She will fetch the water 
for washing and drinking, she will grind the millett for bread, 
weed the gardens, or harvest them and cultivate them depend-
ing on the time of the year. She will be sent to collect and 
carry the firewood and help in the cooking of meals, and if there 
is any cotton to be sold or waragi to be made she will have 
to turn over all the proceeds to her mother-in-law or the big 
wife . Once in a while she will be asked to prepare meals for 
her father-in-law as well as bring his washing water, in addition 
to all other duties. In return she has exclusive sexual 
rights over her husband whether he be momogamous or polyginous 
"for as long as she gets pregnant" J.roo wa gamo icJ '': In addition, 
, . 
if she is a first wife, her husband's brothers will arrange dances 
for her for about 7-14 days every night to introduce her to the 
whole neighborhood and the extended lineage who come from far 
and wide to see the nyako keny . (the girl of the marriage). 
Though it seems that the duties and responsibilities far 
outweigh the rights of a newly married woman, the actual situ-
ation is not as onerous for her as it sounds. In the first 
place her husband may give her encouragement by slipping her 
extra spending money just for herself, and if he has his own 
cotton fields, buy her extra clothes. He will get extra ingre-
dients so she can make her own waragi (millett gin) and start 
to become independent. Also, she may have friends or relatives 
among the other •omen members of the household, a classifica-
tory sister for example from the same distant branch of the 
lineage as herself or a lamaro (mother's sister's daughter) a 
parallel cousin from a different lineage or just a JONGA 
(friend) who will help her in her tasks and make sure that she 
is not overworked or exploited. In addition, if her mother-in-
law or the big wife is well disposed towards her then she 
will not be overworked i~. any case, and will be assigned her 
own garden plot from the fields belonging to the mother-in-law 
or the big wife as soon as possible. In fact, how a woman 
fares in this period depends on the type and composition of the 
household she enters. 
To understand the differences let us look at several cases& 
if-0 0 
Atoo was the daughter of a lapsed royal lineage, and 
before her marriage to Ocaya she had been married to a school 
teacher who had to divorce her as missions do not allow more 
than one wife. She had a son by the first husband, ca. three 
years old and a babJW of about three months by her second 
husband Ocaya. The LIM of the first husband had been returned 
with suitable deductions for the birth of the child and the 
length of marriage, and therefore Ocaya, the second husband paid 
his Lim to Atoo's father together with LUK f or the three month 
old baby. Ocaya's household belonged to a rather poor lineage 
and consisted of his father, his two wives,and their children. 
Ocaya was the son of the first wife of his father and had used 
' '+-le his uterine sisters bridewealth. ~ had younger brothers 
and a sister still unmarried. The second wife had one married 
son living a little way away (100 yards) and two young sons and 
one daughter. Thus this homestead structurally was a very well 
balanced onea two households, each with a mother and married son 
and his first wife configuration. Thus when Atoo arrived she 
was quartered with her husband's mother, and had to perform 
the costumary duties mentioned above, for only one month before 
her mother-in-law allowed her own field and her husband 
began to build her own house. Of course, the fact that Atoo 
had already a child, especially a girl child did maxe a big 
difference. She was established as a member of her husband's 
of hei h~:~s~&- lineage who has already re-paid the brideweal th 
by providing them with a daughter. Relationships, thus, were 
definitely amicable from the first, the mother-in-law praising 
~0 1 
her cooking and beer making abilities and the brother's wife 
and the younger children all helping to make Atto's first month 
quite pleasant. fo emphasize the good relationship, her husband 
Ocaya immediately the rains began offered his services to Atoo's 
mother and prepared and planted a big field of simsim for her 
and began to build a granary. Atoo's mother performed the AYAL 
ceremony that allows the son-in-law to eat in the mother-in-law's 
house within six months of the marri~ge. Amicable relations 
continued throughout our observation, with the two mothers 
helping each other out in harvesting, exchanging gifts, and fre-
quent visits between all the members of the two households. 
The case··of Awna · provides ano·ther example 9f .a good 
relationship a 
Aum~ came to a well established homestead. Her husband 
Ongom was the third son of the second wife of a wealthy farmer 
who had three wives. In addition to the household of the 
three wives of Ongom's father, the households of Ongom's married 
uterine brothers, and three classificatory brothers were also 
situated in the homestead. There were many children in each 
of these households, the total being twenty-six varying in age 
from about one month to fifteen or sixteen years. Auma's 
bridewealth had come from Ongom's mother's house, but only partly 
from the bridewealth cattle of his uterine sister. Some of it 
came from Ongom's own efforts (money from the sale of cotton) and 
from his mother (money from the sale of waragi). It must be 
noted that neither Ongom nor his mother could have contributed 
their own money to the bridewealth without the express permission 
of Ongom's father who otherwise would have had custody of all 
earnings. Therefore, as this implies, a good relationship 
existed between Ongom's mother's household and his father. 
Further, since the bridewealth did come from Ongom's house, 
no other household in the homestead had any involvement in the 
marriage and had no reason to be either well or ill disposed 
towards the new bride. There were plenty of workers in each 
of the households and again as in the case of Atoo, Auma 
had no co-wife except in the classificatory sense. Thus when 
Auma arrived there was jubilation, immediately beer appeared 
and the accompanying party was feted well into the next day and 
they went home with more than the customary gifts of goats and 
chickens. 
Auma 
was taken into her mother-in-laws house but aside from the 
customary cooking of a meal for her father-in-law and helping 
with the beer making of her mother-in-law she could work on 
her own fields and help her husband with his own cotton plot. 
fv~/GI\ 
Her classificatory co-wives and her YUEC (classificatory hus-
bands) (YUER singular) began to tease her almost immediately and 
their wives helped with water carrying and gardening. In 
return, Auma tended· their babies. Her mother-in-law praised 
her abilities and her father-in-law, though aloof, was kind. 
Nonetheless, she did not have a house started for her until 
about six months later when she became pregnant, but then the 
house was built with great dispatch and Auma was able to move 
in well before the birth of her child. As Ongom was an edu-
cated man (standard VI) and had his own cotton field, he did 
not actually work for Auma's mother but he sent labourers to 
build her a granary and help her in preparing millett garden. 
A very different situation was, however, presented by the 
marriage of Akot. She was marrying a man much older than 
herself but as she stated she accepted him because he was rich 
and powerful and as he loved her so much and was an older man 
"he would take good care of me and make sure that I wi ll stay 
with him." Her natal family was delighted because her hus-
band -Omor had paid the bridewealth in full right away and 
she came to live in her husband's household practically immediately. 
The husband, was the father of about twelve married sons much 
plnlf'e-e.. 6;1t1.t.S€ SJ~s 
older than Akot, who had several wives esc"~~had built their 
homesteads near their f a ther. Thus, Omor was a head of a sub-
stantial minor lineage already and had three wives ~ 
living in his homestead. (Several previous wives had died, two 
had run away.) Now that he was bringing Akot to the homestead 
the whole segment together with Omor's uterine brother's extended 
families were ready to receive her. It must be noted that 
Akot's bridewealth had partially come from Omor's own efforts, 
money and cattle from selling ivory, income from cotton fields 
but it was suspected by the unmarried sons of which there were 
over a dozen that part of the bridewealth especially the cattle 
were from the bridewealth of their uterine sisters. In fact, 
since the cattle are allocated between the households of each 
wife, and their young sons are supposed t 0 herd and care for 
them, the wives knew which cattle had been driven away. When 
taxed with this Omor had, however, stated that he had only 
sent the cattle to the Ankole herders on a further pasture 
who cared better from them than did the children who went 
to school and that he would naturally see that all the bride-
wealth accruing to his unmarried sons wo~ld be produced when 
needed. Thus, when Akot and her party arrived there was no 
great jubilation, beer did appear because Omor, as head of 
the homestead had ordered it and everyone agreed it would be 
"shameful" not to give a good display to guests. But when 
the guests left and Akot was assigned to the household of the 
eldest wife she refused to have Akot in her house and Akot refused 
to go to her. Luckily, Omor being a rich man had his own house 
and assigned one of the rooms to Akot and ordered his sons to 
begin to build a house for Akot immediately. There was no co-
operation between Akot and the co-wives, each of whom had been 
married to Omor over twenty years already. She had to ask for 
a field directly from Omor, and only the children not yet of 
marriageable age helped her in finding the well and showed her 
the wood gathering places. Feeling isolated very soon after 
her arrival Akot began accusing the other wives of witchcraft 
to prevent her from getting pregnant. Omor, who was obviously 
infatuated with this girl, retaliated by devoting all his atten-
tion to Akot, refusing to break the ground for the older wives 
gardens, to repair their granaries, and finally to have sexual 
relations with them. As these women were older, one of them 
already past childbearing age, and each had grown sons who 
could do the work in the fields, the economic sanctions did 
not work out. There was a stalemate and relationships in 
Omor's homestead grew very hostile. Omor, then refused to 
I 
support the children of the older wives by denying them their 
school fees, their clothes, and refusing to give any money to 
the wives f or the procudtion of waragi, millet gin, that could 
enable them to make enough money on their own . Immediately 
the married sons of each wife who could afford it came to the 
aid of their mothers and supported their uterine younger bro-
thers and sisters. However, tension became so great that fin-
ally the elders of the maximal lineage had to be called in to 
adjucate matters. But, before the meeting could be arranged, 
Akot conceived, and with that her sexual relations with her 
husband came to an end, and Omor was forced to restart the 
sexual cycle among his older wives and with it his duties to 
them. After this the homestead settled down to an uneasy peace 
but Akot never really became friendly with the other wives or 
with her husband's sons or brothers and finally just before 
the birth of her child Omor was forced to build her a separate 
household near one of the outlying fields where her own younger 
sisters and mother came to stay with her. 
Several other cases can be cited to illustrate other fac-
tors in the reception of newly married women, but from the above 
mentioned cases we can conclude that the two most important 
factors determining the reception of the bride are: 
a) The provenance of her LIM, i . e. whether it does or 
does not endanger the chances of marriage of other male members 
of the husband's lineage and 
b) The position of her husband, i.e. whether he is an elder 
with an already established lineage segment, or an adult with a 
household or a newly married man whose marriage represents 
the beginning of a new potential lineage segment. 
Other factors, such as the presence or absence of co-
wives, the need for the labor of the new bride, whether she was 
pregnant or had a child are important factors determining the 
new wives position in relation to her co-wives and influence the 
tenor of social relations within the homestead. 
The condition of the girl, whether she is pregnant on 
arrival, or whether she comes with a child, as ~well as whether 
she conceives soon or later after her arrival is the main fac-
tor influencing the length of time a girl will remain a depen-
de.nt member of her husband's homestead. Once she is pregnant, 
her house is built and then she is an independe.nt owner of the 
household. She is a MINOT (the mother of the house). 
Her position in the household is to some extent indica-
ted by the kinship terminology. Ci-wod uses the terminology 
of her child in relation to her husband's parents and sisters 
calling them grandparents, that is, grandfather, kwaro, and 
• 
grandmother, dayo or daa, for her husband's parents and waya F.A5 1 
for her husband's sister. In her own generation, she calls 
all her husband's brothers with the olassicat ory · term 
cwara, husband, or refers to them as yuer, a term for classi-
catory~f~p~~ng a joking relationship based on the contradic-
tion between actual and potential sexual relationships exist-
ing between them. In terms of the younger generation, she 
addresses all her husband's brother's children as her own cal-
ling them my child,latinna, or when specif ically referring to 
1..{.!-r~,.; 
someone as - ~yieka, the child of my co-wife. This last term 
• 
means one who is jealous of me indicating the actual relation-
ship which exists between co-wives of the same husband as well 
as co-wives of brothers who reside in the same homestead. 
HUSBAND-\tiTFE RELATIONSHIPS 
Although marriage is not an individual affair of the spouses, their 
personal relationships make or mar a marriage . As spouse relationships 
always involve questions of mutual authority, control , leadership as well 
as cooperation and competition problems and bickering are bound to occur 
between them, but, the frequency of problems and the intensity of bickering 
are conditioned by culturally held ideas and values that underl~hese rela-
tionships . Let us look at some of the factors that o.~r·,~,,·r.· husband -wife 
relationships . 
As the first factor let us consider love. That romantic attitudes to 
the opposite sex are not alien to the Acholi can be seen from the inordinate 
number of love songs indicating the willingness of individuals to defy their 
parents for attaining marriage ~th a beloved, and is substantiated by the 
idea that the proper marriage grows out of courtship . Intense romantic illusions 
about the beloved , or love outside marriage and ~thout sex relationships is com-
pletely an aliem notion , only love in the context of procreation makes sense to 
the Acholi . It is not the basis of marr iage as such , and we have seen, poro 
marriages break up if t hey are not regularized by bridewealth payment , but it 
is considered the basis of mutually excl usive sexual access of the spouses . 
It is expressed in the intensity of sex behavior expected of newl~ieds and 
conditions t heir sense of companionship, goodwill and charitability to each 
other . 
In polygamous marriages, the ideal type , t he concept of the Amata the be-
--- -~ 
ctt!. •11 
loved wife , upsets relationships based on seniority between co-wives, and /\leads 
to favoritism in sexual access to the husband , gives recognition to love as an 
important factor in husband -wife relationships . 
,. 
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The second factor that effects relationships between husbands and wives ar& 
the clear ideas about the division of labor between the sexes . Each spouse 
is aware of the rules of cooperation and competition with regard to the work 
recpired for the maintenance of the homestead . From the very outset of 
marriage a man knows he cannot compete or interfere with his w~ves in dames -
tic matters that are by cultural convention under her control, nor does a wife 
attempt to enter into her husband' s activities . Both spouses are quite aware 
what cooperation is needed from each for cultivating gardens , building the 
granaries, and maintaining the household . Since these rules are clear and 
each spouse is aware of his or her responsibilities the range of conflicts 
between them is reduced , and when conflicts do occur they are more of a sur-
face conflict because the rights and wrongs of the matter are known and the 
conflicts can be easily adjudicated . 
A third factor that has significance for relationships between spouses 
are the culturally conceived authority patterns . Every Acholi woman believes 
that the husband has fundamental authority over all members of his family and 
that he is the UNDISPUTED head of the homestead ••• Won Gang . On the level of 
ideal patterns, nobody questions the right of the husband to make the major 
decisions , such as getting a new wife or moving the homestead to a new loca-
tion . The right to make decisions are his and the responsibility for seeing 
that they work out are considered to be his and his alone . In actual prac-
tice, however, the husband's authority is limited by custom , and conventions 
and a wife has many w·ays of influencing him and getting her own ways accepted, 
and often she does achieve her aims . Thus a husband 's rights are granted , 
his authority accepted but his power to enforce his authority are circumscribed. 
Indeed, interference by the husband in the woman's sphere of activity consti-
k 0,1. 
tutes an offense that requires public atonement by the husband . The effect of 
this on husband -w~fe relationships is important . Firstly, in terms of ideal 
attitudes, women will grant that t heir husband's position is superior to 
theirs and that they constitute a lower status group. But in real terrr_s 
t hey also know that t his makes no difference because their position is secure, 
and their rights are protected by custom and any infringement of them will not 
brooked . 
Therefore , it is not the difference in level of status between husbcnds 
and wives that constitutes any problems in a marriage but the maintenance of 
t he different, distinct status of each partner . In effect, when a wife com-
plains of injustice she is not agitating for equality of status , on the con-
trary, she is fighting for the maintenance of her rights and privileges as a 
wife . Because reciprocity is based on her.clistinctive status, a woman wants 
to remain a wife , she knows that as such her rights and privileges are pro-
tected . Thus women do not consider themselves underprivile ged and do not 
want to be like men . Indeed they foster the appearance of t heir separate 
status , by maintaining distinct women's clubs , with rankings among t hem-
selves ranging from Rwot (chief) to nyampara (parish chief) encompassing 
special women's activities such as Apity dancing, pot making, and even 
weeding and harvesting. In these clubs the evaluations are based only ~n 
other womens' judgements and a man would not evaluate t he standing of any 
woman in these above respects . 
The fact that Acholi spouses approach marriage with fairly clear ideas 
of their roles and statuses, facilitates their relationshi ps to the extent 
t hat bickering does not cause very great rifts . 
These are some of the general characteristics of t he relationshi ps 
between t he spouses . It is within this framevnrk that t he variations in 
husband-wife relationshi ps, the type of marriage, t he economic position of 
the husband, the type of homestead t hey live in, etc . can be understood . 
~II 
Sexual relationships& 
(Notea The Acholi consider sexual relationships to be strictly 
a private matter, and are unwilling to talk about it in mixed 
company. Unmarried women act very embarrassed when questioned 
about sexual relationships, and girls especially do not give 
any coherent information. The information obtained here is 
mainly from elder married women and men who gave information 
in strict confidence.) 
Theoretically, the initiation of the sexual relationship 
is the perogative of the husband, and wives cannot refuse sex-
ual intercourse with her husband. After the evening meal, the 
husband will say to his wife "Prepare yourself because I am com-
ing .to you," and the wife is then supposed to clean her mat, make 
sure that her children are disposed of early, the elder ones 
of both sexes in different huts and the younger ones asleep and 
that she is clean and washed. When the husband comes, if he 
demands a drink he is given one of beer or waragi. Otherwise 
he joins his wife on the mat. Whether there is any foreplay is 
not quite certain, some informants say that "if the husband is 
a gentleman" (either using the English word or the expression 
co deyo) and loves his wife, he:. will rub her back and thighs 
and there will be muta~J play with pubic hair, but if he is a 
"strong" co matek then he will just proceed to the consumation 
of the sexual act. How the sexual act will be done and how 
often depends on the "love" between the partners and the length 
of marriage. It is stated that at· ;the beginning of the marriage 
the husband shows his love for his wife by the number of times 
he performs the sex act in a night. The oftener, the more 
he loves his wife. If they love each other, women say, then 
on the occassion the husband will make sure his wife is enjoy-
ing herself too, but if they do not love each other, the hus-
band will just satisfy himself regardless of the wives feelings. 
The most preferred position is side-by-side with the 
woman on her left side facing her husband lying on the right 
side. Until recently, I am told a woman was not supposed to 
respond with actual body movement, ngeto friction, because it 
was too dangerous. The heat, caused by friction, could be 
harmful to her fetus unknown to the husban~ and wife. How-
1t,f4 .• f<,. 
ever, recently returned soldiers from the -~-- have learned 
from their experiences overseas that this is not harmful and 
since then have instructed their wives accordingly. 
However, women cannot refuse their husbands under any 
circumstances, whether they are sick, tired, or even menstru-
t . p·"t: b. . f A . t ~~.411 a J.ng, -e~e-moon or ago J., paJ.n o menses. ccordJ.ng o 
theory, menstruating women are unclean. They are supposed 
to be under KW~R-(ceremonially unclean) and as such they are 
to eat by themselves and sleep by themselves. Observation, 
however, does not confirm either of these, menstruatin~-
women carry on their daily activities regularly and except 
for washing themselves more often they cook for their children, 
eat with them and sleep in the same hut as before their men-
struation. Therefore, it is not surprizing, that while theory 
demands that women do not sleep with their husbands during 
menstruation, they in actual fact do sleep with him. In fact, 
the theory of conception demands that husband's sleep with 
their wives just as the menstrual period is ending as this is 
the time considered to be the most fertile. 
Again, women during lactation are not supposed to sleep 
with their husbands as this may be injurious to the lactating 
child, but as women and men point out, "What is a man going 
to do if he has only one wife?" Thus, after a six -to eight 
week period after the birth of a child the husband can perform 
a ceremony called "Kallo tyen latin" (jumping over the foot 
of the child) which removes the dangerous effects of intercourse 
and then can re-establish a sexual relationship. Women say, 
that even in polygymous households, if the husband wants to 
perform this ceremony women cannot refuse to participate. 
Should women refuse their husbands, informants say, they 
will be beaten unmercifully and if necessary will be held or 
tied down by their husband who will in effect rape them. That 
theoretically women have no r i ght to refuse their husbands under 
any circumstances does not imply that this is so in actual 
fact. As we have stated before while in theory the husband has 
absolute rights over a wife, in effect, his powers to coerce 
her are limited, by convention. Thus, if a woman has born what 
she considers a sufficient number of children (in one case she 
has had ten, in another six) or if she feels ill (malarH~~:illt!t:-) 
or even if she is tired (after a hunt when women had to carry 
heavy loads for long distances) she can and does refuse her 
husband. Also, in case of lactating women, several cases were 
encountered where the wife rather than to conceed to the Kallo 
tyeh ceremony went home to her parents and stayed away till she 
considered it auspicious to come back and participate in the 
ceremony. In addition, while we have not encountered any 
divorce case based solely on the refusal of the wife to 
participate in intercourse, we have met with complaints by 
husbands whose wives have refused them temporarily as a retal-
iatory measure for non-cooperation in economic activity or 
infringement on the wives freedom of activity. 
Again, while women are not supposed to initiate the sexual 
cycle, they do so in actual fact. One of the conventional signs 
of the wi~e~s desire for intercourse is her touching her hus-
band on the shoulder with her exposed breasts while serving him 
or bringing him water. Another way is to let him see some 
of the menstrual blood, indicating that the wife is in her most 
fertile period and wants to have intercourse. Some informants 
say that most women, if they feel neglected will sooner or 
later talk to their husbands : and demand his presence under 
threat of complaint to the lineage elders. While no actual 
case of this kind was observed, from several cases of fights 
between co-wives it was clear that the neglected wife had 
approached the husband verbally and had been rejected. The 
rejection by the husband was attributed to the magical machina-
tion of the co-wife who had either enthralled the husband with 
love potions, or had rendered him impotent for sexual relation-
ships outside herself. It is, of course, understandable that 
most problems in sexual relationships arise in polygynous house-
holds. For, it is in these households where two or more women 
compete for the sexual favors of one man that tensions arise 
and jealousy and strife between the women complicates their 
relationship with their husband. To eliminate some of the 
tensions, it is considered absolutely necessary that a hus-
band distribute his sexual favors equitably, and in an orderly 
manner. Thus he should move at definite intervals starting 
with his first wife, from one wife to another. The intervals 
the Acholi consider proper are one to two weeks with each wife. 
Longer periods,they say cause too much jealousy and may deprive 
a wife of pregnancy. During the period that a husband is with 
a wife, she is his cook, she brings his water, lights his 
pipes for him, and does any entertaining he requires. The hus-
band, in turn, is , supposed to break open her fields or build 
her granaries, or a house and give her the largest share of any 
money income he may have. The husbands actions are closely watched 
by the other wives, and if he does not perform equal services, 
or give equal money income to each wife in turn, jelous scenes 
\tvt!@.l 
betweeen wives and between husband and wives follow. 
~-hmt~t%\d kQu.J.s 
n&ls ·~.s, whether polygynous or monogomous all emphasize 
the necessity of the regular sexual cycle and the equitable dis-
tribution of economic resources between wives as the sine-qua-
it() f1 I? s f{;;IJ !J 
none of peace in a polygynous • The only time the regu-
lar sexual cycle can be suspended with the approval of the other 
wives, is at the time a new wif e enters the household. The 
first wife, prepares the marriage bed for her new co-wife and 
sees to it that they are not disturbed. She helps the new wife 
in the efficient discharge of her duties, by showing her where 
the well is, where the firewood can be found, and gives her a 
helping hand with the cooking. Regardless of her feelings about 
the new bride, all women admit that a husband has to spend 
a long time with a new wife. He has to show his LOVE for her, 
get her used to the new homestead, and above all he should get 
her pregnant. In case of the new wife a month long stay with 
her is not considered too long by the other wives, but if the 
husband stays beyond that, or shows extra interest in her by 
giving her extr.a money or presents than the other wives will 
complain and complain loudly enough to make the husband's life 
miserable and disturb the whole homestead. The community in 
such cases will side with the women, bacause the husband's actions 
the violation of the clearly defined rights of polygynous wives 
to an equitable distribution of sexual and economic resources. 
In monogamous households, in the absence of competition the sex-
ual rights of the wife are not questioned. Problems arise, how-
ever, if the husband or the wife do not perform the economic 
duties towards each other. Should the husband not give adequate 
help in the gardens of his wife, of should the wife not perform 
her chores of cooking etc, retaliation on the sexual level may 
follow. We have observed a case where the husband was supposed 
to have deliberately refused to sleep with his wife, or as 
the Acholi state it "to impregnate her" because his wife was 
lazy, unclean in her person and her house, and a bad cook. The 
husband in question, was a poor man, and the wife's defense was 
that she did not get any help from him in the garden, he did not 
give her the means to cook with, did not hunt or bring home other 
meat, therefore she couldn't cook well, and since she had to do 
all the work herself she couldn't keep very clean either. Matters 
were resolved before the homestead head (the father's brother 
y 
of the husband) who decreed the sacrifice of chicken (kiir) to 
clear the bad relationship between the spouses and ordered both 
to cooperate with each other. 
While sexual ·relations between husband and wife entail 
definite economic ob~igations they do not carry equal social 
obligations. A husband is not required to include his wife or 
wives in any of his social activities. He can go visiting with 
his male friends, or join in communal work groups, or stay out 
overnight without consulting his spouse. A woman, also has 
her own social life. She can join women's work parties, and visit 
with her friends in the homestead or in the lineage compounds 
in the immediate vicinity of her household and she can join women's 
dancing clubs without asking her husband. But women are not 
supposed to stay out overnight or to absent themselves for the 
whole day without informing their husbands of where they are 
going and what they are _ doing and getting his express permis-
sion. In most cases if the relationship between the husband 
and wife are amicable, women will inform their spouses of the.ir 
intended absence and the reasons for it, but if 
it is a question of death or marriage in the wife's lineage or 
any other ceremony where her presence is required a woman may 
leave without consultation as in these culturally sanctioned sit-
uations they have perfect right to do so. Indeed, should the hus-
band object and try to keep his wife from attending the ceremonies 
of her natal lineage, or for that matter, ceremonies, associated 
with Jok, particluar to the wife, he will be ridiculed or if he 
tries to. force her to stay may even h~ve to pay compensation. 
These are culturally sanctioned situations and represent the 
limits of the husband's authority over his wife . Older women 
move to their married sons or even married daughters homestead 
if they feel they will get better care and more respect than 
in the homestead of their husbands. In these cases, unless 
the woman herself consents she cannot be removed back to her 
husband's household, because as a mother or as a mother-in-law 
her right to stay with her children is unquestioned. We shall 
examine the reasons for leaving the husband more carefully 
when we talk about divorce. Here it is sufficient to point out 
that in most cases where women either young or old leave their 
husbands to return to their natal home or to their children, 
they usually have legitimate reasons for doing so. Most often 
an atonement sacrifice or a compensation payment will clear up 
matters and the husband and wife iive together again. 
Authority patterns, theoretically favor the husband. He has 
complete rights over his wife and is allowed to beat her if she 
"misbehaves", that is, does not discharge her functions to the 
satisfaction of the husband. The reasons given for wife beating, 
in cases observed, were for such reasons as dirtyness, lazyness, 
going home to her family without reason, not taking care of 
children, but the most frequent was just sheer exasperation with 
a wife who refused to alter her work habits to suit her husband. 
In these cases, physical punishment is countenanced, though exces-
sive beating is not allowed and the wife can complain to her 
homestead head and get redress in terms of a public rebuke for 
the husband. 
When husband-wife relationships become impossibly strained 
and there is no other remedy, a wife may throw kiir"Twacco kiir -
~ brin~ the relationship to a total rupture. She deliberately 
scoops ashes from the hearth, or throws a pot with or without 
food in it and says "Uyaa! en mono an deno te?" -- am I not a 
human being? She symbolically breaKs off all duties and obli-
gations as a wife and mother. When she throws the pot which was 
used for cooking or a dish which was used for feeding her hus-
band and children, and the ash from the kitchen stove, she 
ceases being a wife and mother and becomes a very dangerous per-
son to the family and to the whole lineage. Immediately her hus-
band's father and her own brother together with the whole lin-
~etThu+~-e~ 
eage eldersnand an immediate meeting is held to settle the issues 
involved. The brother of the wife rebukes her while the bus-
band's people blame him and in the end both hus band and wife have 
to admit their faults and ask for forgiveness. Then a goat or 
a sheep, if the offense was very great, provided by the brother 
of the wife is sacrificed before the ancestral shrine and a 
I 
l!$ 
~-from the goat mixed with water \'lt2!'S sprinkled over all the 
assembled people. This is called goyo ayoo, scattering peace 
among the people. 
~ Should ~ f ight draw blood, or should any of the wives pots 
break and spill their contents, or shou~d the husband or wife 
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scatter ashes of the fireplace, Athen the husband and wife must 
separate and cannot live together again until ceremonial expia-
tion and purification of the ill will between them. It is KIIR 
of the most serious kind to scatter ashes because that is a 
clear indication of the death wish for the partner. Drawing 
blood or spilling the contents of a pot are also serious and 
supposed to indicate deep seated troubles but not the death 
wish. So, for the latter two offenses, maybe goats are sac-
rificed, but for the ashes a female sheep must be killed, and the 
ceremony properly performed before a medicine man to divine the 
cause of the death wish. If this ceremony is not performed 
then the couple must divorce for death will surely follow. We 
have not seen any ceremonies connected with throwing ashes between 
couples and according to an informant it is very rare, espec-
ially nowadays, because women either leave their husbands for 
another man or the husband can send his wife back to her parents 
before they get to the point where they hate each other enough 
to wish the partner's death. 
Throwing Kir is sometimes translated as the wif e's curse. 
It operated as a permanent curb on any over-bearing tendencies 
or misbehavior of the husband and served at the same time as an 
opportunity to settle very serious problems between husband's 
and wives. 
TVI e-v-aJ e-1 
In case of adultery, however, women have no~lega: f rights. 
In fact, it is only women who can be guilty of adultery. Only 
the men have exclusive rights to sexuality. Men , in the legal 
sense, are always eligible in the marriage market and therefore 
even where they have relations with married women, it is the 
woman who is considered guilty, not the man. The LUK payment 
by the man is considered as a compensation for violation of 
the exclusive sexual rights of the husband and not an atonement 
for guilt . This is demonstrated in court cases where the man 
is never reprimanded and where his attitude is ~aunty, almost 
proud, because in a sense this is a public demonstration of his 
prowess as a man. 
pF-Owees as a man. The Acholi say paying luk is DEYO, adorn-
ment for a man. His f riends congratulate him and even his wife 
smiles. In case he cannot a:(ford to pay and has to go to jail 
for a month his wife will care for· him and visit him regu-
larly. The woman, on the other hadd, is berated for her behav-
ior and strongly admonished, and sternly advised to return to 
her legal husband. Neither her father nor her maternal uncle 
can shelter her because they have no jurisdiction. In most cases 
women do return to their husbands and their husbands are usually 
quite willing to accept them back. This attitude is illumina-
ting for husband-wife relationships. Husbands point out the 
advantages of taking an erring wife back by explaining that 
the family will not suffer,there will be no trouble about repay-
ment of bridewealth and that her work and economic contributions 
far outweigh any error in the sexual field. Others even find 
excuses for her by saying that she might have been bewitched 
by the man with love magic, or has had too many of European 
ideas about the independence and the rights of women drummed 
into her head. Women on the other hand, point out that by going 
away with another man they have given warning to their husband 
that they are dissatisfied with him and that from now on the 
husband will take better care of them in economic and sexual 
matters because that is the only way he can keep them. ~ 
womet:l ao 1:.1ave inaependent-de-eision mak:.'L-ru!i-;a-D:l:-±-,l,-u ¥-a 
of- tf:te hasband ~s the-oretical ahs.o,*""~-F 
The question arises here whether women can 
use this sort of action only because of the impact of European 
civilization or did they use it before the Europeans came and 
peace was established • . Informants, especially males point 
out that women could not run away from their husbands because 
they had nowhere to go except maybe home, but the parents would 
not keep them because they did not want trouble about the 
bride price. They add, that women, in the old days had no 
desire to run away from their husbands and LAK ATA (live ran-
domly) they respected their husbands and did their work for 
them. They insist it is only since the ideas of independence 
of women, their ability to make money by themselves, have pene-
trated that women use adultery or "running aw.ay with another 
man" as a means of defying their husl:ands. Women, on the 
other hand, point out that while they could not run away from 
the chiefdom, they could and did run away from their husbands 
within the chiefdom, or if opportunity presented itself even 
to other chiefdoms. History does confirm the contention of 
women, intra-chiefdom as well as inter-chiefdom strife both 
in the oral and in the written tradition recounts how killings 
and fights resulted because of run away wives. However, we have 
no data on the frequency of adultery in the past nor do we 
have any knowledge of whether adultery was used as a retalia-
tory measure, indeed it seems from the historical records that 
once women ran away to another c&iefdom, men either had to go 
to war to get them back or could do nothing about it. On the 
intra-chiefdom level, also most cases on record illustrate 
the inability of the legal husband to get his wife back. This 
is so because these are the cases that made trouble between 
lineages and they are remembered for generat~ons, not the suc-
cessfully negiotiated ones. On the whole then we must con-
elude that while the pattern of "running away with another 
man" is probably traditional, its present frequency is pro-
bably due to the impact of accumulative factors. In conclusion, 
then, while the husband has theoretically total control over 
his wife, his powers are limited by traditionally strict 
rules regulating sexual and economic relationships with his 
wives, 
The second stage in the life of a married woman begins 
with her pregnancy ceremony. We have already described a preg-
nancy ceremony and her induction into the lineage. Once these 
ceremonies are performed, the new wife enters her new house. 
This is a great celebration because it marks the st~e not only 
in her life but in that of her husband. Now her husband has 
a house and he is able to move out. Theoretically, he could 
have moved out at any time as there are no rules when a young 
man should leave his father, but it is customary to wait until 
his wife has entered the house, donyo ot, and has delivered, 
gigonye~ The best solution most often followed is to build 
some way away from the compound near t he fields that have been 
allocated to the couple by the mother and father of the young 
man. In tkis way they can participate in the life of the home-
stead yet at the same time assert their own independence. When 
the yo~ couple become fully responsible for their own support 
in terms of agriculture, then they are considered a separate · 
homestead. 
A woman's house is her pride and joy. She unpacks all the 
equipment that she has brought from home and for the first time 
she is going to use her own olot kwon to cook the first meal. 
All her husband's brothers come to taste and she is praised and 
given a few presents either money or some tea or sugar. She is 
now called min ot or won ot, mother or father of the house 
signifying that she is the head of the household, the owner 
of the hut and all e f fects within it and so the leader of all 
its domestic and economic activities. 
(Note V Of\} is the word for father but it is very 
often used to indicate ownership by either sex. 
In this sense, it means responsibility for sponsor-
ship of, under the authority of, in charge of some 
activity. In this sense, it is used interchangeably 
with th~ word rwode from the word Rwot, chief. It 
is used in a wide variety of contexts such as the 
Rwot, the chief being the o~ner of the land indicating 
ceremonial ...- TITUt-f\ R t9~.Vr-teA.SIJ i6'P' Responsibility for 
some behavior.1?r example;a nurse in charge of a 
misbehaving chJ.ld is the rwot or WoN of the trouble, 
not the child itself. It is also used to indicate 
. s:g.onsorship in two senses, one which implies the P~"'lsotu w~o 
S~P '-lf~~Wfierewi thall or the means and the other who actually 
carries out the action. Thus, when the woman is called 
the owner of a house, she is the morally and ritually 
sanctioned leader of activities within it but she is 
not the legal owner. The means of production, such 
as the land belongs to the lineage and all moveable 
property including the crops belong to the husband. 
It is his lim. Thus, should a woman run away wearing 
a dress bought with the money surplus from her own 
garden she is called a thief since she has taken the 
wealth of her husband with her.) 
The independence of a new house is assured by the gift 
of land to the new couple. Al·l Acholi women have a claim to 
the land that lies directly behind their houses. They establish 
their first garden's right there. How much land they take 
" depends on how close thet~house is to the other homes in 
the homestead and how much they think they need. This land 
is considered to belong exclusively to the wife and neither 
h'er husband or her parents- in-law are supposed to interf ere 
with its utilization. She cannot sell it but this particuiar 
strip she can lend to strangers, to anyone in her own patri 
lineage and all produce belongs to her and her children alone. 
As this land is hers alone, she cannot expect any coope r ative 
labor from any members of the homestead except her own house-
hold and thus a young wife without any children to aelp her 
will nGt take a very big strip. In observation, this land 
has not exceeded a hundred and fifty or two hundred paces 
square and was mainly utilized in small vegetables such as 
beans, peas,peppers, spinach, and sweet potatoes for the immedi-
ate consumption of the household. Pawpaw trees, the fruit of 
which could be sold in the market also are planted here and 
this provides steady income for a young woman as they do not 
require much tending. Older married women use some of it for 
cash crops such as tobacco and cotton. The possession of 
this land is jealously guarded and a woman will not allow co-
wives houses and daughter-in-law's houses to be built so near 
,as to encroach on her special ground . New wives will make sure 
that there is plenty of open space behind their houses. In 
addition to this land behind the house, a new wife receives 
land from her mother-in-law. She receives several strips of 
land from a number· fields cultivated by her mother-in- . 
law in order to enable her to produce different varieties 
of crops on appropriate soil. 
These fields a:fe called Poto ~ and they form the basis of sufficiency 
of each homestead and each of its component households . These lands are con-
sidered to belong to the WLfe in the usufnuctory sense, and she can decide 
what she will plant in which field, how much she will plant of each crop. 
However , she has no jural rights in this land , she cannot lend it t o strangers , 
only to those in the appropriate categories of kinship i . e. , daughters , oons, 
co -w,·v~s 
daughters- in- laws , and her ~ Her husband has supervisory rights in 
the land and her father- in- law can take it back from her if he so wishes , 
although to do so in reality would be morally wrong. 
An additional source of land for the young household c omes from the 
fields of the husband. He received this land from his mother while still 
unmarried and could use it for any purpose he wished . In fact most young 
men use it for cotton cultivation because the proceeds from the cotton on 
this land belong to them and unless the parents are in dire need aside from 
presents , the young man can keep all the income . However , as this land is 
t he husbands alone , and the income is his , he will have to persuade his wife 
to weed it and help him harvest it . She is entitled to refuse to do this work , 
however in most cases especially newly married wives will willingly do the IDrk 
as they know their husband will share with them and they will receive clothes , 
or money to help them "rith illegal beer brewing Waragi. 
The cultivation of the Poto Gang and the husbands fields is the responsi-
bility of the young couple . The yo.ung husband will break open his wive s fields 
and the young wife will do he r own weeding and harvesting . This is the ideal 
work pattern in a homestead, because basically each household is considered a 
separate and individual entity which should be ideally self-sufficient . The 
produce of each wives fields go to her own granary and are for her own exclu-
sive use . Hov;ever , when a household is new , and the wife has just received 
her fields her household is considered for the time being as an extension of 
that of her mother- in- law. If she is in a polygynous homestead , i . e . where 
the homestead head has several wives then her household is under the aegis 
of her husbands own mother and she will cooperate in working her mother- in-
laws fields, and she will receive help from her and from the uterine sisters 
of her husband . To a lesser extent she wlll cooperate and will be helped by 
the wives of her husbands brothers and their children , however here coopera-
tion will be on a partnership basis , wlth equal exchange of labor on both 
sides . Hith the mother- in- law the young wife stands in subordinate rela-
tionship and must contribute far more than she receives in return and should 
do the work for her mother- in- law first even to the detriment to her own 
gardens . Futhermore , her cooperation in the activities of the whole home-
stead will be directed by her mother- in- law . Thus , if her mother- in- law is 
on good terms with one of her co-wives but in competition with another , she 
will direct the young wife to help her friend but refuse to work for another . 
In effect t hen she becomes a part of a subgroup of a homestead and this 
alignment with the uterine household of her husband will be a guideline for 
her behavior for all her married life , although as we shall see her own house -
hold will gain independence and acquire its own dependents . 
In homesteads where the homestead head is monogamous however, work align-
ment is not so clearly demarcated as all member of the homestead are of one 
house . Here the mother-in-law will direct the vo rk of all the young vmmen in 
the homestead seeing to the cooperation between them . Hovmver here also , the 
new wife will be direct ly under the orders of the mother- in-law and will do 
the work assigned to her by the mother- in-law and only in her spare time 
may she work in her own fields or do her own beer brewing. It is interest-
ing to note however , in this kind of homestead , where all members are of 
t he same uterine house as time goes on and each of the households have 
marriageable sons and daughters the competition between houses for scarce 
resources of bridewealth , or other forms of property re-establishes the 
principle of subgroup organization . Cooperation among t he brothers home -
stead becomes less and acquires the characteristic work alignment of a home -
stead with different uterine houses . 
''Thil e the cul tivati on of Foto Gangs i s usuall y sufficieDt for the 
maintenance of the wh ole homestead , addi tional cul t i vat '.on known as t he 
ki ta r n:(!(nkor pr ovide s additional securi t y . Ki t ar l alld is Uneaoe l and 
held i n r eserve f or t he ivhole rr.aximal 17neace . I t can be utilized by any 
n:errber of the lineage eithe r for his own horce s tead or in j oint activit y with 
rrany homestead s . :.'>Jo t ever yb ody has a ki t ar , t 1.us , f or exam·-l e i n ?ar alira 
six brothers vlhose home s t ead s were not ad j acent to each othe r and were sep-
a r at e ~-n every res~e ct had a ki t ar t ogether but ther r r.ext do or :1eighbor who 
' - -
1-J"a s also a brot he r didn~ t participate at all. I n t hi s par ti cul ar case , 
t '-_e non-par ticipant brott er jw?t didnH <rant to do i=t .-H(e. ~ h'"'- \A..!C ?... b ..... , 
'dhile cultivation of the Foto Gangs is the responsibility of each 
subgroup in the homestead , cultivation of the lands in the Kitar is the 
joint responsibility of the whole homestead.Kitar OP-Manku~~he land 
m.aPried""'WGifie:n: in &i1e4fem~stead . Vhere the Kitar will be located, what 
crop will be planted , how large an area will be used is decided jointly . 
Once the decision is made each homestead head receives a strip in accord -
ance with the number of married women in his homestead . The strips are 
jointly w:Drked by the homestead.' each strip is opened up by all the young 
male members of the participating homesteads in turn vath the Wife whose 
strip is being opened providing the food and beer for all . This is called 
Awak . The cooking for the Awak and the beer brewing is directed by the 
-
eldest woman in the homestead and in this case all younger women cooperate 
regardless of their houses and alignments in subgroups . The care of the 
Kitar crop is again done by Awak of women with each of the homesteads work-
ing as a unit providing the food and beer . Each homestead has rights only 
to the crop from the str:tbp of Kitar land designated to their use . The crop 
from the Kitar 1Nill go to the granary of each wife . In case of a new wife 
whose fields are small and who is dependent on her mother- in- law, the Kitar 
crop is a very great help . A mother- in-law is under obligation to help out 
a young wife , refusal by the elder woman may lead to the departure of the 
young wife and the moving of the household from the homestead . In one case 
where the mother- in-law viho intensely disliked her daughter- in-law refused 
to give her the necessary food for cooking for visitors , the girl complained 
to her father-in- law. He came and tried to smooth matters over but the 
mot~er-in-law would have none of it and accused the daughter- in- law of witch -
craft and struck her in the face . The girl left the homestead and refused to 
return even though a ceremony of purification KIIR was suggested and the 
mother- in-law severely reprimanded . But the young wife came back only 
when her husband offered to move his household from that of his o~1 Darents 
to that of his paternal grand uncle (grandfather's brother's son) where the 
first wife was a classifactory sister of the girl's mother , did the girl come 
back and the ceremony KIIR to erase the evil effects of the mother- in- law's 
behavior was performed . The girl then came under a first -.;.rife who liked her 
and had no more fights >dth the mother- in-law . 
The land resources available to the young couple and the right of the 
new ;rife to claim food from the mother- in-law make her household entirely 
independEnt for several ~easons . The one reason as the Acholi point out is 
that the girl's fields are small, deliberately so 6he has no need yet for 
larger fields, and both her husband and she have so many obligations to 
discharge to both sets of parents that they could not work large areas . 
He have already mentioned the obligation of the young wife t o do her mot her-
in-law ' s bidding and -v;o rk her own fields only after she has done the ID:lrk 
assigned by her mother- in-law, but we must not forget the obligations of 
her husband to work for his mother-in-law, the mother of his wife . For at 
least the first two or three years , sometimes many more years , he will have 
to go to his young wives natal homestead at the busiest time of the year 
and do the work there before he can came back to break open his own wives 
fields . Also , the wife herself has obligations to her parents, she must 
go back to her homestead after the birth of each child , she must visit he r 
sick relatives, and if need arises she must also contribute to the gar den 
labor of he r mother . Of course , these obligations entail reciprocal rights , 
she can and usually does bring one of her unmarried sisters or brothers to be 
her child- nurse (Lapidi) in her ne1·T hou<>ehold and she can ask for and 
receive heln in cultivating her own gardens. I ndeed, if t he new wife 
comes from a large homestead with many brothers , or if her f ?ther is rich , 
she imports her brothers or asks her father to pay for day labo~s to dig 
her fields for her and establish herself as an independent householder rruch 
earlier than otherwise would be possible . If this happens , however , it will 
create jealousy among the other women in the homestead and will be frowned 
on by t he homestead head who will complain that the girl gives too much food 
and entertains too much for her own linea~e in detriment to her contribution 
to her husband~ s homestead, and thus does not display the proper respect and 
obedience towards the elders in the homeste ~d . In observation it was seen 
that such impudence by the young wife occur ed mainly with the approval of 
her husband . EithE'r he was an "educated" man working in the modern sector 
of the economy who approved the increase of independence from the paternal 
homestead . In other cases the husband. s position Has not quite clear; i.e . 
his bridewea lth was not from the father but f r om his mother 's brother and 
therefore was glad of the independence his wife •·s linea?e offered him . 
In two cases the bad relations bebreen the homeste::J.d head and his son lead 
to uxorilocal residence by the young couple . In a few cases the close ties 
with her won lineage were forced on the young wife by the jealousy of co-
W:~ ves who refused to help her . 
In terrr.s of economic resources then the young 1v-i.fe at t his stag-e of 
her married life is still dependent on her mother- in- law. 'rhe only resources 
that are hers alone are the garden both behind her house and the homestead 
garden , but most of the r e sources such as meat f- milk usually come throu§"h 
the mother- in- law because young couDles eitl-ter '-lave no livestock on their 
own or cannot sup~ly the herd boys since they have no f?Tmm children and 
thus receive milk through the mother- in- l aw1.s house . It is possible that if 
he r husband delays the building of · .her own granary, a young wife will not 
be able to perform t he most important wifely function of feed~ng him and 
caring for him out of her own res ources . I n case of a polygymist t he youngest 
wife cannot take he r place on equal f oot ing with the other wives unl ess she 
too can feed him when he comes to he r house . 
The demeanor of the young wife at this stage is very shy and she tries 
to avoid her husband and does not speak unless she is spoken to and works 
for her mother-in-law in a very zealous manner . The Acholi say this is 
proper and right that she should do so. They point out she is very depen-
dent on her mother-in-law and does get food from her but most importantly 
she is a stranger in a new place among 11 alien11 people. She has no friends 
and she cannot really trust anyone yet . Nor can she be trusted and relied 
upon by her husband's people , she may run away at any time, as her interests 
as yet are not that of her husband's people. She has no child yet or only 
one child, her work is for her mother-in-law not for herself , so why shoultd 
she be trusted ask the Acholi . She must prove herself as a reliable member 
and the best way to do that is to have many children. Once a woman has 
children, not just one child or even two, her interests become that of her 
husband's people and she will not run away and leave, she can be trusted and 
relied upon to stay. As the Acholi say she is a WELO (guest) and cannot be 
LOPACO (the people of the homestead) until she has proved herself , she is 
V 1'1 H Atltw;;= D 
ranked below the ~amaa sister of her husband • '-.~ 
A clear indication of the position of the young wife can be gained 
from the following case: The homestead of Erenayo consisted of two house -
holds. One belonged to his wife and several unmarried children including a 
daughter of marriagable age Auma , who slept in a separate small hut . The 
other belonged to Dabola the wife of Luigi the eldest son of Erenayo . They 
had one baby. Dabola had just had her first granary built but it was not 
filled and she was largely dependent on her mether-in-law for provisions . 
Dabola together vdth Auma the younger sister of her husband shared the work 
of cultivation and cooking and were allotted their tasks by the wife of 
Erenayo , Maria . All was well until Erenayo and his wife had to leave 
suddenly to attend the funeral of Erenayo's wife's sister. Auma took over 
from her mother and it was she who gave out the food from her mother's 
granary, ordered the young boys to bring the milk and directed its distri- · 
bution.~ She assigned the heavy tasks of providing water for the homestead, 
and grinding the millet and simsim to Dabola while she herself did very 
little actual work spending her time gossiping with her friends. Dabola 
was not pleased ~th this arrangement and took Auma to task insisting that 
she should share more of the labor. To which Auma replied: 11What right have 
you to speak, you are just a guest here . I am at home , this is my gang and 
I am just as much your mother- in- law as my rnother. 11 Dabola pointed to lil.er 
child and said 11 I have a right to speak, there is the child of Luigi to 
prove that." But Auma just laughed . 11 You have only one, my bridewealth 
will bring many more than that one . You haven 1 t as much right here as I do • 11 
Dabola had no answer to that except to say that she will speak to Luigi. 
She did that and Luigi threatened to beat up Auma unless she helped more 
with the work . Auma , however, did not wait for that. During the night 
following this exchange she eloped with a young man. This threw the home-
stead into canplete confusion. ~:lith Auma gone there was no one to open the 
granary, there was no one to distribute the milk and while work could be 
carried on there was not enough food in the homestead. Neither Dabola nor 
Luigi could open his mother's granaries and the whole homestead had to use 
what little food there was in Dabola's granary. None of the classificatory 
co-wives of Erenayo 1s wife living in the surrounding homesteads dared to open 
the granary and while they offered to feed the children, Dabola and Luigi felt 
they couldn't accept for themselves . Luckily, one of the mother's brothers of 
Luigi was living nearby and when he heard of the plight of Luigi he came, and 
after assembling many witnesses opened the granary of his sister declaring that 
in this case there was no KilR (sin) if he opened the granary since it was 
for the children and he as the NERO of the children had the same responsi-
bility as their mother for feeding them. However , he insisted on sending 
for his sister immediately , regardless of funeral obligations and by the 
next day Luigi ' s mother returned . Auma was brought back from her elope-
ment and had to undergo the KIIR (purification) ceremony for eliminating 
the ill will between herself and Dabola . Dabola was cow~ended for her 
behavior and assigned much lighter tasks than Auma . As soon as her own 
granary was filled , she ignored Auma as much as she could and shifted most 
of the vvrk for her mother- in- law to t her shoulders . 
From this case of being a stranger or a guest ~~LO emerges as a very 
real factor affecting the position of the young wife and affords us an in-
sight into the reasons for the demeanor of both the in- laws and the new wife . 
The extreme difference of the young woman to her in- laws, and the formal rules 
of behavior between the in- laws and the new wife , such as the ritual washing 
of feet of the father- in-law. Not entering the mother- in- law ' s hut without 
knocking , not seeing the mother- in- law without clothes, or touching any of 
her utensils or food without the ~ (a gift by the mother- in- law to the 
new wife) are there to eliminate the t ensions produced by having a stranger 
in the homestead . As the bride becomes slowly used to her new home and becomes 
trustworthy (i . e . has children and stays longer) the formal rules are relaxed , 
the extremely d~ferent behavior on the part of the ~~fe disappears, until by 
the time she is a grandmother her voi ce rings with authority and is heard even 
in the highest councils of her husband's lineage . Once she is dead her name 
will go down among the female ancestors and will be propitiated by her husband ' s 
lineage . 
Her dependence on her mother- in-law, for provisions, and the emphasis 
put on the fact that she do her ~rk at the bidding of the mother- in- law, 
at the tasks that her mother- in- law designate s emphasis, the fact that she 
is being tested and tried . The physical coi ellary of this stage is the empty 
granary , for, without her own supplies she cannot think of herself as an in-
dependent householder whose main inter ests lie with her husband and children , 
but must think in terms of contributing to the homee~~d, in toto . Her house 
is there , and she even has a child maybe , but she is only a potential house-
holder so long as her granary is empty . Thus t he building and filling of the 
granary are very important events in the young woman's life and initiates the 
third stage of her wifehood career . The granary is built and filled with the 
permission of the mother- in- law who blesses the granary with a libation (KUTO) . 
This simple ceremony symbolizes that the ~fe now has exclusive rights to her 
own supplies . She and she alone can open her own granary , neither her mother-
in- law, or any other member of the homestead can do so . Her husband is also 
debarred from opening the deere (granary) in fact , for him to do so is KIIR 
because it implies unwarranted interference with purely womanly tasks and an 
abridgement of the prerogatives of wives to do their work when , how and as 
they please . 
The first sign of independence is the brewing of her own beer and making 
her own bread from her own millet . She vnll still give a share to her mother-
in- law from her beer and if she so requires1will even share the bread (~vON ) 
but this time she does her work at her own pleasure and not under the direc-
tion of the mother- in-law . Now she can begin to think in terms of her ovm 
household and think of her husband's care before that of anyone else , and 
therefore she will see to it that her crops are harvested together with the 
motheT- in- law and that her cooking is done before she does anything for her 
mother-in-law. As for cooperation with the younger WJmen in the homestead she 
will cooperate only on an equal footing. Thus if she helps a co-wife, or her 
husband's sister to weed, or if sae feeds the children of the co-wife she will 
require the same service in return. Now she joins in the exchange of gifts 
and help between co-wives classifactory or otherwise, and establishes friend-
ships based on help and cooperation between them . This is important, in her 
relationship with the other women in the homestead . More often than not, co-
wives ask each other for a little help with sugar, or salt, or a bit of millet 
and allow each other to dig a few potatoes or take some beans from each others 
fields. They see to each others children while the mother is in the market or 
in the garden and thereby create bonds of mutual obligations. For a young wife, 
it is essential that she get involved in these mutual gift and help exchanges. · 
In this way she not only acquires friends but is drawn into the life of the 
homestead and loses her strangeness. How fast this process will go on depends 
on whether she is in an entirely strange homestead or whether there are some 
precious clan sisters of even mother's sisters in the homestead or the surround-
ing homesteads. e have already said that sororal polygymy and marriage between 
a pair of sisters and brothers is forbidden, but we pointed out that the marriage 
~ Pt=R.t·drrco ANt> T~ey 
of classificatory cross-cousins can and do marry , in fact the pattern is facili-
tated by the "visiting" parties during the marriage process and kept up through 
the ceremonial visits of sisters who bring back the newly pregnant wife or come 
for ceremonies in their sister's homestead . Thus we find that in the village 
of Aworanaga one-third of the wives were interrelated either as class sisters 
or ~)· daughters and in one case actual mother-and daughter were married in 
the same settlement . (In this case it was the second husband of the mother 
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Aside from this , especially before the advent of Pax Brit~ most of the 
brides had to come from the same chiefdom as the husband , or at most from 
the very neighb or .oPiefdom with which they were at peace, thus marriage 
partners usually lived in walking distance of each other and their lineages 
were quite well acquainted with each other. Thus a young woman could find 
friends , or acquaintances, if not relatives at her husband 's homestead . 
Today, marriage partners are not so restricted, young men roam f reely 
attending dances and markets far from their own lineages and may bring 
home girls in elopement or ask for girls in widely separated lineages. 
Thus again in Aworanga , one finds women from Padibe (far to the East) or 
even from Lango 1Bunyoro1and Buganda , but still neighborhood marriages do 
predominate . 'Homen f rom Patiko (near neighbor and traditional ally of Koc ) 
and from Koc itself (unrelated) form 75% of the wives of Aworanga men , with 
women from Lamogi , and BwobWJ (also neighbors, but not traditional allies) 
forming an added 5% . The significance of neighborhood marriages and marriage 
of women from the same clan or chiefdom becomes even more apparent if we con-
sider the numbers of women from the same clan or chiefdom in extended family 
homesteads . In one section of the settlement (see map) lived 3 brothers 
Dff'-PKo 
(~) each with its own extended family homestead , each of the brothers 
had one wife from the same chiefdom (not the same lineage) . In addition/~~ 
~ f\.4 P,Alf!J - /. . 
1\1 11-~e of the brothers Okec was a ~ sister of the head of another 
large section of the settlement (Ram) thus creating blood ties (mother's-
brother 1 s- sister 1 s- son) between the two sections . Still another section of 
Aworanga, Patuda, a Koic lineage (unrelated) had given wives to the above 
actual sisters, this creating affinal ties between them . The only section 
unrelated through women was from Pa Lwo area, still another section of Aworanga . 
This last section was 6 generations back, related to the first Ongako section 
(Laker--- -ikat) . If we take the situation in Awnranga as fairly representa-
tive we can see that most women can probably find friends and relatives in 
their respective husband's homesteads and be somewhat assured of friends 
from the beginning of their marriages. Indeed when women are as~d where 
they met their husbands first , they often say - my f~ was married here 
and I came to visit . 
Once a woman is independent enough to have her own supplies, and her 
relationship with her husband changes considerably, being in full control 
she can now divide her time as she pleases, do her own chores at the time 
they suit her. She can arrange to go to the market, and delay the cooking 
to a time when it suits her, she can decide to go weeding or wood gathering 
whenever she pleases . These are women ' s chores and her husband cannot inter-
fere. Her independence in this way gives her a considerable power over her 
husband 1-1ho must depend on her good graces to have his meals, to get his wash-
ing water, to get his clothers washed, and the many other amenities that a wife 
supplies for her husband. Nen are quite aware of this and speak of "peace {kuc ) 
i h ihhe household" when they can get their wives to arrange their schedule to 
suit their own needs, and speak of ayela (trouble) in the household when the 
wife or wives do not arrange their schedules to coincide with their wishes. 
In cases of trouble of this kind it was observed that women refused to cooper-
ate with the husband if he either was stingy and did not give them adequate 
support from his own income, or in cases of polygynous households if he did 
not divide his time equally among the wives and showed favor to one wife. 
Of course, the power of the monogamous wife in this respect is much greater 
than that of a polygynous wife, because the husband in a polygynous home -
stead can always depend on his favorite to do his cooking and washing and 
watercarrying for him while a monogamous man has no alternative but to make 
peace with his wife or to expose himself to the ridicule attendent on per-
forming these .chores by himself . Nevertheless , even in a polygynous home-
stead, consis~ent refusal by one wife to cooperate with the husband can put 
him in a very embarrassing position. For example, he may want to entertain 
but the uncooperative wife absents herself in her garden amd thus is not 
available to provide extra beer and food necessary for the visitors . Or, 
she may reduce him to bellowing in the middle of the courtyard for his 
food or washing water if the favored wife happens to be missing at j ust 
the right moment . It was seen in several cases that men rather than risk 
this sort of embarrassment would try to make peace with their wives . 
Just as independent supplies imply independent work habits , they 
also give a wife a considerable autonomy in disposal of supplies . A 
woman ' s first and foremost obligation is to see to the feeding and care 
of her own household. That means that she must try to make the supplies 
last out from harvest to harvest in such a manner that there will be 
enough for her husband and her own children. But apart from that she 
can dispose of any surplus independently . Thus if she is a potter and 
makes money or barters her pots, if her basic obligation is fulfilled she 
can use the excess proceeds for herself alone in any manner she chooses. 
Or if she receives gifts from her maternal lineage over and above her basic 
needs she can use it as she pleases without any interference from her husband . 
In all cases however, if her supplies are not enough she is obliged to use her 
own proceeds to eke them out . 
Theoretically all proceeds of labor, all the wealth of the household, 
belong to the husband but in reality, once a woman has her independent supplies 
he must consult her and get her consent to dispose of any goods held by the 
household . For example, if the husband wants to give even as little as 
a chicken, or a few eggs to a friend or a visitor , he has to ask his wives . 
Lie has none , they are cared for by the wanen . If he wants to sell a sheep 
or a goat or kill one for a feast he can only do so ~th his wives consent . 
Even in the transautions concerning catt l e , a man must consult his wife , 
as it is she who is supposed to be the caretaker , md pr ovides the herdb oy 
with the cattle belonging to her husband ' s segment . We have not observed 
any cases where cattle transactions were obstructed by women , but we have 
seen women voicing their opinion and i nfluencing the choice of bride-
wealth cattle t o be given for a new wif e . Of course the obligation to 
consult the husband exist the same way for the wife , she herself cannot 
dispose of arry property except the above mentioned "extra" earnings and 
her own food supplies . In effect , l ike in any other marriage the spouses 
are morally obliged t o consult each other about the disposal of property 
if they want the mar riage to last . 
The duties of a husband toward the v-1ife aside from the econor' ic coopera-
tion with her include protection and help in sickness . It is the husband's 
duty to consult the medicine man for his Hife and children. He must cooperate 
in producing all the necessities for a ceren1ony . In addition , he must let his 
wife attend ceremonies of her own l ineage and has to contribute the son- in-
law ' s share at any funeral in his wive ' s lineage . The failure in any of 
a 
these duties , can lead to/very serious br each between the spouses and the non-
performance of his funeral obligations to his in- laws is a ground for deser-
tion by the wLfe , who in this case will be supported by her own lineage. 
We have now traced the devel opment of a household f r om marriage until 
the young couple become a semi- independent unit ~thin the homestead . We 
have seen how gradually , with the building of a house and a granary , they 
pass from completely dependent unit into a semi-independent one and acquire 
a large measure of eoonomic independence within the framework of the home-
stead. The bride, who arrives as a stranger, and is treated as such at 
first gradually becomes more involved in the daily life of her new homestead 
and acquires a more equal footing with the members of the homestead. Her 
thoughts and that of her husband turn from contributions to the homestead 
to the provision of their own household and as more children arrive they 
move out and establish their own homestead . If they settle near the father 
they receive more economic resources , in terms of land and get assigned 
cattle as well as sheep and goats for their own use. However , as 
long as the father is alive complete independence is impossible for a young 
couple because they cannot own and dispose of the most important property, 
cattle. Only with the death of the homestead head , the father, can they 
become a mature independent unit. 
Inheritance of land is no problem, land is plentiful. The rule is that 
each wife gets the land that they are already farming, and use any reserves 
as needed. The 1-rido.,.rs land, usually much larger than she needs are also 
confirmed and they will also transfer gardens from their own share to their 
married sons as they need it. As land itself is not an economic problem, 
disputes in this respect are never serious and concern the location of fields 
rather than t heir size, and ve_y occasionally the fertility of land makes a 
difference if the soil is especially suitable for cash crops such as cotton 
and tobacco. If the father had a cash crop field, the proceeds from it will 
be shared out among the heirs according to matri-segment and seniority. The 
house of the first wife receiving the largest share. 
Cattle inheritance, the most valuable property, ho~-Iever is an entirely 
different matter . The formal rule (ongon) is that all the cattle should be 
held in trust for the whole homestead by the main heir, ~ the eldest son, 
if he is mature . But, it may be held in trust for him by the father's 
unterine brother . If a half-brother becomes custodian it is not liked 
by the heirs . There is no love between the father's half-brother and 
heir, for fear he may divert cattle to his own house . But as we have 
pointed out above there are 3 sources of cattle a those from the ances-
tors , i . e . inherited by the father himself, b) those from the father , 
that is acquired by the dead man himself , and c) those received from the 
bridewealth of the daughters of the dead man , ~e rights of disposal by 
the trustee are carefully circumscribed. Ancestral cattle are usually the 
most complicated to sort out. Though the dead man may have inherited the 
cattle from the private property of his own father, and thus had complete 
rights of disposal while alive, once he is dead these cattle seem to revert 
to minimal lineage and claims are put upon it by the homestead of the dead 
man 's brothers as well as his own heirs. If there are many cattle and the 
dead man has unmarried younger uterine bvothers some of the cattle will be 
earmarked for them . If the cattle are few the children of the dead man 
take precedence over his brothers and the cattle are assigned to the eldest 
sons homestead to be held in trust for his brother's marriages . The second 
category of cattle , those from the father, are usually earmarked by the dead 
man himself before his death for each of his sons. This is the cattle for 
which most households comprising the homestead fight for, and here it is that 
the favorite wife's children may gain the most . The claims to these cattle 
must be substantiated by independent witnesses. These are either non- lineage 
members (friends of the father) or by a substantial number of lineage member 
witnesses who either heard the death bed wishes of the father (these are 
absolutely binding) or who have heard him declare his wishes on other occasions. 
If there are no substantial witnesses the soul of the dead man will be summoned 
by the lineage elders and the medicine man will interpret his wishes . The third 
category of cattl e , those from the bridewealth of the daughters are earmarked 
for each matri-segment . If it is a monogamous homestead , they are claimed in 
order of seniority. In monogamous homesteads the division of bridewealth 
cattle maybe complicated by the custom of pairing br0taer and sisters, (Kwon 
ki dek) in birth order, the eldest girl giving bridewealth to the eldest boy, 
etc ., etc ., and if there are not enough sisters to go around, younger brothers 
will claim from ancestral cattle or f rom the father 1 s cattle their birth right , 
the substantial payment for the first wife. In polygynous homesteads, the 
pairing occurs within the matri- segments , and if there is an uneven distribu-
tion of girls .petween the matri-segments adjustments must be made between fUll 
and half brothers , so each son will receive bridewealth from a sister . Trans-
actions of this kind between matri-segments constitute a gift in the first 
generation, but become a debt for the next generation when the son of the 
donor of the bridewealth can claim the repayment , or substantial part of it 
from the son of the debtor, or wher e the girl whose bridewealth was used , in 
this manner (she is now a paternal aunt) might claim a wife in marriage for 
her own son or substantial payment to hel p her son. As these debts between 
houses might go on for generations, sorting out the bridewealth cattle claims 
of different houses usual ly takes a very long time . Other practical difficul-
ties arise from the cattle transactions of the deceased father. He mi ght have 
l ent cattle t o his married daughters , or exchanged cattle with his brothers-in-
laws, or lent cattle to strangers t o bind them to his own household , or farmed 
out his cattle t o friends in order to protect his her d from sickness , or in the 
past from raids, and also to establish a sort of ~utual-aid partnership with that 
· .. friend ~ Although the elder wives or J:he ""e 1P.i fe as well as the elder sons and 
and the brothers of the deceased are supposed to know the exact nature of these 
transactions in reality they are not well known, and it occurs that when Claims 
are pressed by the heirs their rights are denied, or counter claims are made 
agminst the estate, itself . Disputes arising out of cattle exchanged 
between friends, or farmed out to different people go on for generations . 
We witnessed one discussion that referred to exchanges and loans made almost 
50 years ago, and which was devined as the cause of trouble between the two 
lineages , the angry ancestors who made the original exchanges and loans to 
each other were killing the members of each lineage for not settling the 
claims and charging false claims. However not every inheritance is disputed 
for 50 years, nonetheless because of the complications involved it takes a 
long time before a newly independent household can actually dispose of cattle 
earmarked for them In any case, the arrangements at the funeral, are usually 
for usufruct only, and the cattle are still kept in one kraal under the trustee -
ship of the uncle or the eldest brother at least until all the sons of the de-
ceased are married. Once all the sons are married the herd is usually divided 
between groups of uterine brothers whose interests in bridewealth cattle and 
wife inheritance keep them in close contact with each other all their lives. 
The independent household and homestead: 
When we talk about independent household, then , we do not mean necessarily 
a new homestead but one in which the household head has land rights and cattle 
' rights in ~fs own name . The homestead might not be moved at all except to 
enlarge it as the children grow and to accomodate the aging mother of the hus-
band . Should the land however become insufficient or exhausted or the husband 
discover exceptionally good land somewhere further away from his present house 
site he may move to that area. Or if his present homestead is exceptionally 
well located, (i.e. near a town or market, or a school for his children) then 
he may build a second homestead on the new land and use it for the wet season 
and return to his original homestead for the dry season . Other reasons for 
moving a homestead ,aside from insufficiency of landJ is quarrel with relatives, 
. I 
or an "unlucky" housesite where many death and illnesses occur , nowadays also 
such factors as being in town or near a town, or living in or near the homestead 
of the government chief play a role in the movement of Acholi from one area 
to the other. The general density of population per square mile is about 
19, but around such centers as Gulu and Kitgum, it goes up to about 32 per 
square mile . As we have stated before land is still plentiful, and as long 
as a man asks permission from the lineage elders, he can move from one area 
to another. The free movement of Acholi people in their territory is not 
entirely due to Pax ·Brittanice. The wide dispersal of lineages between the 
different chiefdoms attests this well . 
\ 
T.' ~~ ~ ~his new phase the life of a married couple may not be marked exter-
nally. However, in terms of organization of work, interests and aims and 
aspirations there is a very great re-orientation. The overwhelming interest 
of an independent household is the attainment of riches (lim) and power (twer). 
Wealth and power , in Acholi, are conceptualized in terms of the numerical 
strength and size of a homestead. A large homestead containing many wives, 
children, married ~ns and their children as well as other dependents is 
thought of as the home of a weal thy and powerful man. 'Heal thy because with 
many wives who can bear him many children and work large gardens , he can have 
a large surplus of food. vJith many children, his girls will give him many 
cattle and his sons will be able to marry many wives . Powerful, because with 
many people under his control he is in a good position to protect his interests 
and that of his dependents , and he can effectively retaliate ag~nst any sort 
of encroachment. In the past, of course, a homestead was also a fighting unit 
and numerical strength was important both as an offensive raiding force and a 
defensive unit against enemies. But even today, when wars and raids are impos-
sible, the protection afforded by a large group of people or a big homestead is 
still appreciated and when men without these large homesteads behind them are 
insulted or have judgements passed against them in the c~ts, their explanation 
is still the old saying Can Oloya (It was the poorness that defeated me). 
Lastly, but perhaps more importantly, the knowledge that if his progeny 
is numerous enough they will form a separate lineage and thus enable him 
EPOIJ 't k & > (the founder) to become an ef:'~m'ltOtl~ lineage head who will be remembered 
for many generations, drives and independent householder to strive for 
a numerical increase in his household. The motivation for a large, well 
populated homestead is so great that eyery effort will be made to attain it. 
All obligations , duties, and rights will be viewed from this motivation and 
the relationships inside the homestead ~fill be colored by this fundamental 
drive. Thus when the death of the homestead head removes direct control 
over the labour and produce of the new household the obligations to the 
remaining members of the father's homestead is viewed from this point of view 
While it is enjoined in the lineage principles that a group of brothers should 
cooperate with each other, a man thinking in terms of his own interest will 
direct his cooperation towards that segment of the homestead and those group 
of relatives from whom he can expect most help in establishing a large home-
stead . Ideally, this group is his matri- segment, including not only his 
uterine brothers and mother but also his uterine sisters. For, it is from 
this group that a man can expect to receive more bridewealth cattle or, in 
case of death of a brother, a leviratic wife. 
Thus, together with his brothers he usually takes over the obligations 
and rights . that go with IN-LAW relationships in respect to his uterine sisters. 
In particular a young man will cultivate his relationships with his paired 
sister's family. They probably own garden labour as well as residual bride-
wealth and they can be of great help to a newly established household. Aside 
from this however, as he is the real mother's brother (NERO KIKOME) of his 
sister ' s children and his wife is CI-LIM (wife of the bridewealth) of his 
sister, he will want to establish friendly relationships with this house-
hold . He will try to involve his brother- in-law in reciprocal exchanges 
of garden labour, exchanges of gifts on ceremonial occasions and if possible 
will arrange for a loan of a cow to provide marriage insurance for his nephew. 
By using his own resources in this way, he creates credit with his brother-
in-laws lineage and provides insurance for his own family . For in case of 
quarrel with his brothers or in case of famine, he can use his brother-in-
law's lineage as a refuge and move there if necessary. If everything turns 
out well for the young man, by loaning a cow he has a potential follower or 
client in his nephew who may even move in with him and augment his homestead. 
Together with his brothers, a man will take on the obligations of caring 
for an aged mother . The wives of each will take turns to help her with the 
gardening and as she becomes older and less able to work , gradually she hands 
over her fields to her daughters-in-law and they in turn cook for her and care 
for her needs . This is a sacred duty, and one that is always honored especi-
ally by the youngest son who is supposed to have the warmest relationship 
with his mother . Relationships with the mother's brother (NERO) also inten-
sify at this time. His role as a quasi-mother (male mother) elucidated at 
the funeral where he leads the discussion on inheritance for his nephews is 
taken very seriously, and if he is a rich man the brothers will compete for 
his favor to obtain his help in acquiring another wife. 
Nonetheless , decisions about cattle transactions, the allocation and 
collection of sister's bridewealth , inheritance of deceased brother's wives 
and cattle, etc . will keep a young man most closely involved with his uterine 
brothers . If relationships are amicable between brothers , they build their 
homesteads close together establishing a DQG-GANG ( the mouth of the homestead) 
which houses the DOGOLA (one doorway). This is the Acholi ideal of territorial 
organization, uterine branches of lineages living in close proximity and 
forming one large hamlet . Through cooperation among the wives of each 
homestead as well as mutual aid in gar den labour among the brothers the 
DOG-GANG might come to resemble an extended family homestead . However , 
while in an extended family homestead there is a clear line of authority 
from the father in a DOG- GANG the elder brother is only accepted as 
primus inter pares for matters concerning the whole dog-gang and each 
brother will retain complete control over his own homestead . The volun-
tary nature of the cooperation in the dog- gang is revealed by the ease 
of its dissolution if there is any jealousy between the component home -
steads or if there is not enough bridewealth cattle to keep the brothers 
involved in each others affairs . In the two villages where complete census 
was taken there was only one dog- gang consisting entirely of uterine brothers 
and their extended families , in most others half~brothers, as well as sister's 
sons , sister ' s husbands, and far distant agnatic or cognatic relatives parti-
cipated . This is understandable if we realize, that the formation of a dog-
gang is dictated by the conditions existing at the time of the death of the 
homestead head , and an ideal dog- gang consisting of uterine brothers can only 
be established if the sons were already married at the time of their father's 
death and could take over the inheritance from him . If the homestead head 
died leaving young children and wives , his brother (younger or older) would 
take the widow (s) and children to live in his homestead and the children 
though inheriting from their dead fa ther, would make their homesteads in their 
pater's homestead . If the homestead head leaves 2 wives both young with child-
ren then 2 of his brothers will inherit the wives and the original homestead 
will be split between two pater's homesteads (one brother cannot inherit 2 
wives from one man) . 
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Again, if the homestead head dies leaving two wives, one having 
a married son, he may inherit his father's younger wife and 
become the custodian of the family cattle for his younger 
brother thereby tying his half brother effectively to his own 
homestead. Another factor that may mitigate against the forma-
tion of a dogola into a doggang is the uneven distribution of 
cattle wea1th, and sisters among the house. Even if the home-
stead head dies leaving married sons in each of his wives house-
holds, if the different households have been linked by bridewealth 
passing from one to another, these brothers will live tog~ther 
regardless of their uterine descent. Thus, the ideal is rarely 
realised but the main principle of cooperation w~th those rela-
tives from whom bridewealth can come is maintained. 
While cooperating with his brothers, uterine or half bro-
thers, or moving to his Nero- or brother-in-law if there are 
better opportunities for bridewealth a young man will strike 
out on his own to acquire his own herd and add a new wife. If 
he is an enterprising young man, he will seek employment in the 
European sector of the economy . If he has some schooling his 
chances of earning enough money to pay for the bridewealth of 
a new wife are fairly good, without schooling it will be a 
long time before he can acquire a new wife with his earning. How-
ever in both cases the prestige of having a job in the European 
sector might aid the young man and he may be able to get a wife 
on the promise of his earnings. The most frequent employment sought 
by these Acholi young men is in the army and the police. The latter 
for the educated, the former for the uneducated as both these are 
fairly lucrative and the severance pay in the army more than enough 
to make a large downpayment for a bride. This activity, could 
be interpreted in terms of acculturation, and no doubt to some 
extent it is so. But the Acholi themselves point out that this 
activity, especially going into the army and the police are 
equivalent to going on raids, or to war to acq~ire cattle and 
wives. 
However, not every young man i s as enterprising as this, 
and as it is pointed out not all young men were able to.- acquire 
wives and cattle through raids and wars. Thus, some men choose 
alternative paths. If they have any cattle at all, even one 
cow inherited from the father, they can loan it out or exchange 
it with friends. By a loan a young man establishes a superordin-
ate-subordinate relationship between himself and the recipient. 
The recipient becomes a ' "follower" (lalub kor 1lacere) 4 a client 
and with his help be may be able to cultivate enough cash crops 
or larger fields to acquire himself a wife. By exchange, a man 
establishes an equal relationship between himself and the recip-
ient. Partnerships of this kind have the advantage of binding 
the parties to cooperation and mutual aid. The Acholi view these 
transactions as an excellent way of widening one's sphere of 
influence and acquiring friends. Aside from its advantages of 
protecting cattle from sickness, and avoiding the tax collector, 
the Acholi point out its insurance value for future genera-
tions. For a young man, with not much cattle this represents 
a downpayment of the prideprice for his son or his grandson 
thereby ensuring, if not a wife for himself, one for his descen-
dants. 
If the young man has no cattle, and no expectations from 
sisters, or from his uncle, he has to wait until his own daugh-
ters are old enough to marry and use their bridewealth for his 
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own. By Acholi rules of conduct the father has a right to use 
his daughters bridewealth f or himself, or part of the bride-
wealth for himself if there is just one girl child, as l ongas 
he ensures that there will be bridewealth f or his son when he 
comes of age. The father can do this because girls are usually 
married at a younger age1 -~~hen their brother~ .. a· 1 i ea: n i Jlt s 
~ the father hopes that by the time his eldest son is of age 
he will have either ammassed enough to pay for the bride-
wealth or have another daughter for the eldest son. If the 
father has many daughters, then he and his sons may take 
wives at the same time. In any case, in homsteads of this sort, 
where there is a great difference between the ages of wives and 
where it is likely that the children of the first wif e will be 
as old or maybe older as the second wife, relationships between 
the two wives houses are usually sub- and super- ordination in 
pattern, for the young wife is indebted to the elder one for 
the bride-price. If the son is able to marry at the same time 
as the father takes his second wife, the father achieves 
his main aim of having a polyginous and generationally 
extended homestead in one ~· c_ouP 
In the days before European contact, a man without any cat-
tle and no daughters could as a last alternative "enter into" 
(donyo te) the chief's homestead and receive from him eithe~ a 
daughter or some cattle for his first or second marriage. Nowa-
days, chiefs usually can not afford to be generous, but those who 
can, as well as those in the European sector of the economy with 
some money reserves still accept young ~ar~ied or young married 
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men into their homestead and see to it that they acquire enough 
for extra wives. These people may not even be Acholi, and in the 
two villages studied there are 3 homesteads augmented by the fam-
ilies of Hima herdsmen, and one has Palwo and Madi men as followers 
to whom daughters have been married or cattle given for marriage. 
Just as duties, and obligations to others and residence pat-
terns are to a large extent influenced by the overwhelming urge to 
create a large and wealthy homestead, so the relationships within 
the homestead are colored by this attitude also. 
As we have stated before, the main task of a wife is to supply 
food for her children and her husband, who in return must protect 
her, see that she gets enough for clothing of herself and the child-
ren, and pay for medical expenses including medicine men and see 
to it that she can properly discharge her obligations to her family. 
With the independence of the homestead the control for pro-
duction of food passes mainly to the wife. Her wishes as to what 
whould be planted, where, and how large a ffield should be alloca-
ted to each crop determines the food supply for the year. In 
addition, she allocates the harvest and apportions the daily 
supply of food to the homestead, and handles and disposes of any 
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e\.ltpluS:-. The surplus is hers and though she "ought to" give some 
of it to her husband she does not have to do so. The cash crop 
production, such as cotton and tobacco are usually in the hus-
band's hands and he gets the income from it but he must persuade 
the wife to tend his crops and therefore she has expectations of 
a share from the income. The same with the husband 's private 
fields of crop, here again the income will have to be shared by 
the husband with the wife as it is she who performs many of the 
agricultural tasks. The dependence of the husband on the wife 
· for most amenities such as clean clothes and food and sexual 
satisfaction, together with the large measure of control she 
exercises over the production and the disposal of income, give 
a wife a powerful position over the husband. If she cooperates 
and cultivates large gardens, as well as manages to help in large 
cash crop fields of her husband and is a good enough manager to 
have surplus from which cash income can be realized, then the hus-
band is able to advance his quest for a numerically large home-
stead quite rapidly. But if she is uncooperative, or a bad manager, 
or does not want to share with ther husband in the income from her 
nor 
surplus the husband will be in a position to accumulate wealth. 
Even, if the husband has cattle at his disposal, should the wife 
spread gossip about his maltreating her, being unkind to her, and 
should she repeatedly run away his chances in securing a wife will 
be lessened. Thus, in a newly independent homestead a husband will 
usually take good care not to annoy his wife, and provide for her 
to the best of his abilities , as his whole well-being, even his 
chances of securing a new wife depends on her cooperation. In 
theory, a wife is supposed to do everything in her power to help 
her husband in acquiring a new wife and so a numerous homestead. 
She is supposed to be happy and look foward to the prestige and 
power a polygynous household will give to her husband and there-
fore to herself . She is, it is stated, equally interested in 
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having an extra wife as~the new wife will give her help in the 
heavy household tasks, in the ~ricultural labour and wil~ en-
hance her status, as she will become a quasi mother-in-law to the 
new wife who will do her bidding and will obey her. While in 
theory most women agree that it is an advantage to have a co-wife, 
in reality they are well aware of the changes in~ relation-
ships in the homestead once a new wife appears. They know, that 
their power and influence with the husbands rests on the exclu-
sive services they provide f or him and are aware that a second 
u 
wife provides an alternative for the husband. Now , if they feel 
injured, or maltreated and run away or refuse to cook for him, the 
husband can turn to his second wife and they will have to return 
to him or start cooking for him again without any concessions from 
him. Or, by being really recalcitrant they may even diminish their 
own status and give all the advantage to the new wife. The husband 
as well is aware of these changes and knows that his power will be 
augmented by the competition between the wives for his services, 
however, he also knows if he tries to exploit this, quarreling and 
j~alousy between the wives can wreck his home . Therefore , he will 
always try to be diplomatic, impartial, and fair in distribution 
of his services to maintain the unity of his homestead and his un-
challenged leadership in it. 
~~ Women, ~ are not allowed to object to their husband taking 
OPEN~Y 
a second wife.AOpen opposition is thought to be a just cause 
for wife beating as it brings shame to the husband to have such 
an uncooperative wife, and members of his lineage will ridicule 
him. In observation, it was seen, however, that wives of teachers, 
or mission workers, whose Christianity precluded their taking a 
second wife (otherwise they loose their jobs) were quite vocal 
about not allowing polyginy for man. In fact, the wife of one 
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teacher with (~vi) education went so far as to organize a 
woman's club to agitate for a law to abolish polygyny for every-
one. It did meet once but there were so many hecklers and so 
many ribald comme~s from men, imputing the incompetence of 
these wives, that no other meetings were held. Nonetheless , 
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in private interviews with educated and uneducated women, it 
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became clear that first wives though not actually obstructing 
their husbands, tried/ through devious mean~ such~~xtra amenities, 
or in one case by the use of love magic, to at least delay their 
husbands taking a second wife until they have had many children 
ewtJ 
and thus were secure in their WGR position. On woman, a mono-
gamous wife who had ten living children pointed out that her 
husband did not even consider looking f or a second wife as he 
had more children by her than many other men have f rom two or 
three wives. On the other hand, first wives also agreed 
that if they could not produce enough children it was right 
and necessary to take another wife. F'or, though a woman may 
be jealous of her own position and will try by whatever 
means to secure the best possible treatment from her husband 
she shares with him the all important motivation f or a large 
household and many descendants and will do her utmost to achieve 
it. Also, elder wives, with grown up sons whose positions are 
secure are · seriously influenced by the prospect of having a 
young wife sharing their work and doing most of the really 
heavy work such as water carrying and firewood collecting. If 
bridewealth is scarce, some older wives look upon the new young 
wife as a potential wife for their grown sons, who will inherit 
them af ter the death of her husband. In one instance, an older 
polygynous wife with ten children, who was in all respects a 
most outstanding personality, pointed out that she persuaded 
her husband to marry another wife because she was too tired and 
too exhausted from childbearing and did not want to have any-
more sexual intercourse with her husband. This, of course, was 
a most unusual woman, and we have not seen or heard of any 
other wife who could have persuaded her husband to cease 
sexual intercourse with her and still maintain a good relation-
ship with her. It must be realized that women have no jural 
rights in deciding whether their husband will take a wife 
or not take one according to his own wishes. In cases, and 
they are more numerous among the older women, where the wife is 
in favor of having a new wife, she may actively participate in 
finding a new wife for the husband. Her motivation is not only 
to find a woman who is congenial to her and with whom she will 
be able to ~et along but also one who is known to be a hard 
worker and good manager and who seems to have a good childbearing 
potential. (The Acholi believe that a young woman with large 
hips and a fairly .fat body is a better childbearer than a 
slender, small girl.) 
She looks naturally to her own kinsfolk or to her own 
village for such a woman. She cannot bring a sister of a half 
sister as marriage with these are prohibited, but she can bring 
a classificatory sister from a different branch of her 
lineage or from a lineage unrelated but living in the chief-
dom of her patrilineage. lShe will ask the young woman to come 
and stay with her to help her in the homestead and will praise 
her qualities and her abilities to her husband. He, in ·turn, 
if he is satisfied with his first wife, will look upon this 
woman with favor, all the more so, as he probably knows her 
family from having visited his in-laws and therefore_ will be 
better able to deal with them. The girl's family will also be 
quite happy, favorable disposed to such a marriage, as they 
probably know the husband and have heard reports about how he 
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treats his wife and what is his financial status. The girl 
+-b-eet . [lerself, of course, has been previously perswaded by the wife 11k..,._ J--.r 
""* ~of the good disposition, and the wealth of her suitor and with 
wife's goodwill assured to her, she will not raise objections. 
This pattern of recruitment of co-wives applies not only to 
real co-wives (i.e. wives of one man) but to classificatory 
co-wives, i.e. wives of a husband's brother or half brothers, 
as well as to· finding wives for sons. We have already shown 
the connections through women in the village of Aworanga 
(pp, Jl-J2, this section) and we could multiply it. However , 
it is sufficient to state that together with the factor of 
wanting a wife from the neighborhood, the obvious advantages 
of having co-wives from the same or territorially .related 
lineages s.erves to establish cognatically as well as agnatically 
related lineage segments which because of this special tie 
become linked for purposes of bridewealth circulation and inheri-
tance. 
When co-wives call each other NYIEKA {my jealous one) 
they are expressing the culturally expected mode of behavior 
between co-wives, one of jealousy and competition for the favor 
of the husband. However , when co-wives are classificatory sis-
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ters or classificatory m~fiei da~~Sf the relationships 
can be quite smooth and cooperative. The young wife is regarded 
as a sister and she in turn does the bidding of the older woman 
in the manner of a dutiful younger sister. When the young 
wife has her own children the older one stands as the LAKVillR-
the midwife - and helps in the caring and even the nursing of 
her co-wives children. In these cases, the children go in 
and out freely between the huts of the wives and are fed _ -
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indiscrimiiately in each other's homes . The wives will cooper-
ate in their agricultural work and arrange their marketing and 
water . and wood fetching in common, one of them doing the 
cooking for the husband and all the children while the other 
brings enough food, or water or wood for both households . In 
cases where the elder wife brought the new wife to her husband 
the older woman watches over the younger one like a mother 
and shares with her whatever money or other gifts she receives 
from her husband. 
Co-wives who are not related may also cooperate, but 
never to the same extent and never with such a sense of good-
will toward each other as those that are related or those that 
have been brought into the homestead by the elder wife . In the 
case of unrelated co-wives the most important factor influencing 
cooperation and competition between them is the stage of dev-
elopment of the homestead and family . If the homestead is newly 
established and the wives are young and none of them have grown 
children yet, cooperation is usually possible. Competition 
for the favors of the husband , the interests of each house 
in securing bridewealth are not so acute in this stage and 
women usually work together , cook together, and arrange their 
domestic duties togethe.r. To illustrate this let us look 
at Obadiah ' s household. He has two wives, one about ~venty 
years old and the other about seven- teen . The older one has 
one child but the younger one is already pregnant . The younger 
wife has just come into the homestead while the older one has 
been there for two years . The young one has just had a house 
built for her and her deere is being filled. Normally she 
would have to depend for supplies on the older wife but 
Obadiah has been able to give her money to buy extra food to 
eke out her supplies . So she maintains her own kitchen, but 
each time it is her turn to cook for Obadiah, she presents a 
dish for the older wife too , thus enabling the older wife 
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to devote time for other tasks such as beer brewing . In 
return the older wife lets her have some of her Waragi enabling 
the younger wife to have some money income on her own . They 
go to the well for each other and when Obadiah brought home 
game and gave it to his older wife , she immediately took a large 
portion to her co-wife . When , lying-in time came for the younger 
wife , the older one together with Obadiah ' s mother, who lived 
in a nearby homestead acted as the Lakwer and saw to it that 
the baby was washed and taken care of . It was she, rather than 
the mother-in-law who brought the customary presents and saw 
to it that the new mother was comfortable and acted in every 
way as happy as if this child would have been hers . 
In other homesteads where brothers build together young 
classificatory co-wives cooperate in the same way. Onacimu 
and Oyo his half brother had their homesteads together. They 
each had one wife cca 20, with one child. Each of ~hese two 
acted as if they were sisters , cared for each others children, 
weeded each other ' s fields , helped to fix each other ' s hair, 
and one of them who could sew made clothe·s for both her child 
and that of the co-wife as well out of the material given 
by her own husband . As they had different husbands they did 
not cook together , but used each others grinding stones and 
spent long hours during the dry season sipping beer and gos-
siping in each other ' s houses. 
It is not necessarily true that with the growth of the 
family , relationships between the co-wives deteriorate• What 
the relationship between the women will be depends largely 
on the tact , and impa~tiality of the husband . If he is firm, 
and does not indulge in favoritism it is very likely that his 
wives will maintain good relationships with each other . 
The tensions that exist between the houses will be reduced 
to a minimum and the occasional disputes that do arise will 
be settled amicaly . Nonetheless , as the children grow the 
differentiation between houses of each wife increases . Coopera-
tion in production, and household economy will be maintained 
as the necessity for mutual help and .dependence on one 
another is re cognized and the paramount interest in increasing 
the ~alth of the homestead are always kept in mind . However , 
once the children are old enough to provide the agricultural 
labor and help in the domestic chores , each house tries to 
become more and more self sufficient in every respect . Each 
wife will try to get along with the help of her own children 
before turning for help to the other wives in the homestead , 
and will guard her supplies of grain and vegetables as well 
as firewood much more jealously than at an earlier stage . 
Sharing of beer production , especially the illegal produc-
tion decreases to the minimum . These processes are under-
standable if we consider that with the growth of children 
their demands on the resources of the mother's house increases 
and each woman has to provide aside from food, clothes , occas-
sional bangles for the girls , money for school books, more 
utensils , occasional pairs of shoes, dancing gear for both 
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boys and girls , e tc. etc., . ahd thus needs to utilize efficiently 
every bit of her production and cannot lend too much of her 
time or her income . There is a very strong feeling among the 
Acholi wives that each woman is totally responsible for the 
care of her children , and that co-wives are not entitled to 
ask for cooperation from each other if the product of coopera-
tion is going to be used exclusively for the benefit of one 
woman ' s child . Thus, while it is "done" to ask a co-wife 
for a bit of millett or sweet potato or even vegetable to eke 
out the dinner of one ' s own household , one cannot ask for 
millett or potatoes and vegetables to be sold to buy one of 
the children a pair of shoes . Even in agricultural coopera-
tion , if a wife asks the other women to come and help, she must 
promise some return for it . For example , the second wife of 
Ocheng asked her daughter-in-law , her married daughter , and 
two of her co- wives (one her own co-wife, the other the wife 
of Ochengs younger brother) to come and harvest her millett 
as the weather was threatening and there was need for speed . 
In return, not only did she provide beer and food for the day 
but each of the co-wives received one full basket of millett , 
while the daughter-in-law got a smaller basket . Only the 
daughter took nothing as she was living with her mother at 
the time . Or when Ojula ' s wife got ill at the time when sweet 
potatoes had . to be dug out and was unable to do her work, she 
asked her co-wife (her husband's brother's wife) to do the 
digging for her in return for too large mounds of sweet potatoes 
Borrowings of food, especially at the end of the dry season and 
before the new crop is in, are kept track of jealously, and its 
quite common to hear a mother tell her daughter: "Go to my co-
wives or daughter-in-law's house and tell her I have need of 
the millett or beans or whatever she borrowed on the third day 
of the fourth month when she wanted to give her husband that 
extra food." What we are trying to establish bere is that each 
woman keeps a complete record, down to the last detail, of what, 
when, how much and for what reason,was taken from her and demands 
it back to the last grain . This is not done because of any ill 
will between the women,it is done because every woman is con-
sidered to be an independent provider for her own household, and 
cannot expect to be "carried" by the others. The sense of inde-
pendence and self-respect that comes from not being beholden to 
anyone is very important to the Acholi wife and a woman who has 
borrowed when in need will make a point to return in full or with 
extra for good measure anything that she borrowed at the earliest 
opportunity. 
The autonomy of each household is most clearly revealed in 
the handling of each others children among co-wives. While it 
is customary for the children of one homestead to play together 
by age groups when young and then by sex groups when they are 
older, disciplining is done mainly by the mother or the nurse 
girl from the house of the child. Theoretically, each of the 
co-wives is a mother to the child and a~uch has a perfect right 
to discipline the child, but to do so would be an offense against 
her co-wives authority and is deeply resented. Scolding may 
be accepted by the mother if the child was really very offensive 
to her co-wife, but striking a child by a co-wife is never con-
doned and inevitably results in a quarrel between the women . This 
is why children are constantly reminded to keep out of the co-
wives house, or if they do enter to behave with utmost circum-
spection and if a child stays f or a long time in a co-wives house 
the mother will inevitably come and inquire if her child 
is being any trouble and whether the co-wife is happy to have 
the child there. Co-wives do not feed each other's children 
unless the mother expressly agrees to it and t o. do so without 
permission from the mother maybe a very serious matter if the co-
wives are not on good terms, as the one who gave the food may 
lay herself open to charges of poisoning, should the child get 
ill at any time. It must be emphasized that such charges occur 
only if the wives are not on good terms for other reasons. Most 
frequently, co-wives make more or less permanent arrangements 
about feeding each other's children. For example, linked 
houses cooperating to such extent as deliberately arranging 
for communal meals for the children, or particularly friendly 
ones using each other's daughters services for grinding millett 
or simsim. 
While the girls of the homestead may return their friend-
ship and cooperate in the chores, and help each other in their 
courting, once the sons of each house come of age, the competit-
ion for the bridewealth among them and the actions of the father 
in allocating the bridewealth brings the interest of each house 
into clear focus . The mother together with her sons and 
daughters forms now a clearly differentiated unit to protect 
their own interests against those of the other houses. The 
father's actions now must be completely impartial and just. 
Any impartiality or favoritism will bring inter-house con-
flict into the open and rend the homestead. He must treat 
each house as a unit, and weigh the number of children of 
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each sex in the house before allocating bridewealth from one to 
another. Nonetheless the separateness of each woman and special 
relationship between the real mother and the children is con-
tinually emphasized. No co-wife can take the place of a real 
mother and a child is called an orphan (Latin kic -- literally 
child of mercy) only if his mother is dead. If the mother dies 
and there is no older sister to take care of the children, they 
are allocated among the co-wives. However, their lot is not 
easy. They are supposed to get exactly the same food and the 
same care and the same love as the real children of the 
mother, but they do not get it. The children themselves do 
not expect it. They say, an latin me kic rna mugwokka dong pe. 
(I am a child of mercy, I haven't a mother to watch over me. ) 
They know they have to depend on the goodwill and sense of com-
passion of the co-wife for their welfare. It is for this rea-
son that young children are sent to the maternal grandmother 
where free from any latent jealousy they can get the ·care and 
love they need. 
It is the relationship between the real mother (makikome) 
and her children that the Acholi regard as the purest, warmest, 
most loving and trouble free relati onship between human beings. 
The relationship between mother and children is sacrosanct and 
a mother's curse is the worst possible punishment. It cannot be 
atoned for, and cannot be escaped. Death is inevitable. Should 
a young man on a raid kill a woman or her child when the woman 
bares her breasts and points them at him, he will die, for that 
is the curse of the mother. 
To a woman, her children are the symbols of status in 
the family and in society. Differentiation of her house from 
any other in· the homestead, her identity, her position and 
power in the family are all bound up in the lives of her child-
ren. Thus, it is not surprizing that the main focus of jealousy 
and trouble ~-between co-wives revolves around the bearing and 
rearing of children. 
Thus, should it occur that a wife has one miscarriage after 
another, as was observed in several cases, the wife will immediately 
begin a whispering campaign against a wife with whom she nas had 
trouble. The incidents mentioned are usually trivial, such as 
borrowing a calabsh and not returning it at once, or the co-wives 
chickens disturbing or eating the drying millett in the couryard. 
In most cases such incidents are forgotten after a brief shouting 
contest, but if they are followed by great misfortune such as a 
miscarriage, then all these examples are remembered and cited as 
indications of malevolence and jealousy. If the accused woman 
is an unsympathetic personality, or the husband has shown partiality 
towards her and therefore roused the indignation of the co-wives, 
or classificatory co-wives, after awhile rumors reach such a pitch 
that the husband1 in order to prevent a complete breakdown of his 
homestead will insist, together with the accused woman on an 
investigation by a diviner. The deviner will first of all decide 
whether the accused is guilty or not guilty . If she is guilty, 
then the type and degree of guilt has to be established. There 
are two degrees of guilt. A woman can use love magic ( yat amarra) 
or yat jok (sorcery) . If its love magic , i . e ., some medicine 
that makes a man impotent when with the co-wife, or which "closes 
the womb of the wife (~veyo ot onyodo) the diviner will find t~e 
medicine man and take it away . If it is sorcery, the woman will 
have to leave, taking with her all her children. In both cases, 
the accused object violently , and has her natal lineage with her, 
all of whom protest their innocence . In pre-European times I was 
told, the woman insisted on a test of innocence, one of which was 
eating poison (drinking snake venom) and another more severe test 
of licking a red hot spear head . In cases of love magic, however, 
the woman is not considered a sorcerer. She is considered crazy, 
foolish (lapoya) and her family is asked to pay compensation to 
the injured husband and have to perform a special ceremony for the 
injured wife. The accused woman can stay on in the husband ' s 
homestead although relationships between her house and that of 
the other women will be very strained . In one case, the husband 
was forced to move his "mad wife" to a completely separate com-
pound some five miles away in order to maintain the peace in 
his homestead, but in another case the woman stayed in the home-
stead with the other co-wives but none of her children were allowed 
to eat with the other wive ' s children and her food and drink was 
not shared by anyone but her husband . Cases of sorcery are very 
serious and, I am told were extremely rare, but are increasing in 
the present. We have only seen one case where the woman accused 
was actually found to be a witch and chased away. The case centered 
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around the death of a new wife, a young girl of about eighteen 
years old. She was married to Ongom, the snn of the second wife 
of Alijabo. She had just been actually living in Ongom's house-
hold for less than three months when she died, apparently of a 
very sudden illness that started with a high fever one day and 
she was dead in three days. The circumstances were aggravated 
by the fact that her father and mother were not informed of the 
illness until the second day of fever, and by : the time they 
arrived she was so near death that she could not speak. At the 
funeral, the maternal uncle of the girl accused Ongom and his 
father of deliberately not informing them at once of the illness 
in order to conceal the fact that the girl was poisoned. Pro-
testations against such accusation were loud bringing home the 
point that a man would not kill his daughter-in-law once he had 
paid the bridewealth. Then the mother of Ongom was asked to 
account for the illness of the girl, implying that it might 
be she who administered the the poisen. She at once began to 
speak about the jealousy among co-wives bringing up incidents 
such as refusing to help with household chores, or fetching water 
for the husband and how a first wife can abuse her position by 
not distributing game, or sugar or meat or any gifts of the hus-
band in an e•qui table manner, ending up with the onimous statement 
NYIEKO NE(o NYAKO (The jealousy killed the girl.) At once everyone 
began to shout and shush her saying that she was speaking unwisely, 
but she insisted that she was telling the truth. The first 
wife against whom these accusations were directed was sitting out-
side t he circle of discussants and she did not enter into the 
s houting or move f rom her place. She raised her voice, however, 




said , I did not poison her , but I know you want me to go away 
and I will . She did not go away , however , then and there but 
everyone moved away from her leaving a large space around her . 
About an hour later she was gone , together with her son . It 
was explained to me, t hat this woman had a son, the same age 
as Ongom , the second ' s wife ' s son , and she was very angry _. when 
her husband married a wife for Ongom the son of the second wife 
before her son received a bride . This together with the f act 
that she has always been a wearisome (Lageni , or a Lacwi-cwi) 
person who never had a good heart made her go to the Lajok, the 
witch and get the poison f or the girl . Later, we found the 
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woman returned to her natal lineage who were sending menacing 
emissaries , and promising retribution for the insult of casting 
out their sister . There was no question of returning the bride-
wealth as the woman was elderly and had several grown children . 
It was explained that the woman and her natal lineage would 
now go before the Rwot and demand that he let the wives perf orm 
a modification of the ceremony of innocence . Instead of the woman 
swallowing poisen, ~vo hens , one f rom each woman would be fed 
with the poison , and the one whose hen has died first will be 
the guilty party. Should the accusers hen die first propitiation 
ceremonies in both the woman ' s paternal lineage and in the hus-
7PrRi 
band ' s lineage must be performed . The ~lineage of the accused 
woman ' s ancestors must be propitiated for putting accusations 
of witchery on their lineage and the lineage of the accuser a~ 
in this case it is the husban~ who is responsible must 
cleanse the lineage from the stigma _ of false accusation which 
could bring great mis f ortune to everyone . 
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(Note: the latter part of the proceeding were not 
observed. Informants report the Rwot refused to con-
sider the accusation of witchcraft and ordered the 
husba~d to sacrifice to the ancestors for accusing 
people unjustly and f or creating disturbance. He 
was to bring a cock to the Abila of the Rwot .) 
The important factor to note here, is that accusations 
of witchcraft , unlike that of "Madness" are considered to apply 
not only to the woman accused, but to her children ~~~~~ 
~~ixQXK» and to her patrilineal kin as well . Thus , such 
accusation can never be wiped out and can never be forgiven 
and will bring endless trouble and suffering to the two lineages 
involved. However , it is not always that accusation of witch-
craft reaches the stage where the woman is actually sent away. 
In several cases, where witchcraft was rumored among the wives , 
ii, the cause of tension among the wives was identified as arising 
out of the partiality of the husband to one wife . In one case, 
the husband, a rich man , with six wives, established the second 
wife as his favorite , and gave her possession of the keys to 
his private box, which is the symbol of love and esteem of the 
husband. As the woman was well liked, and modest , and did 
not exploit her position in relation to the apportioning of 
the bridewealth between the houses of the wives (she had a 
superabundance of daughters and only one son , so there was no 
need for her to agitate for bridewealth from the houses of the 
other women). She was accepted and things went along fairly 
smoothly, the women cooperating, and chatting together, drinking 
of an afternoon and even forming a little dance troup of their 
own. But then, the husband brought a new wife home, apparently 
without consultation with any of his wives and at the same time, 
he decided to establish a · very large new field for his own cotton 
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production, some eight miles from the homestead, using land 
that belonged to an unr~~ted lineage but of the same chiefdom. 
As the new wife was already pregnant when she arrived, the 
first wife refused to have her in her house and insisted that 
she be built a house immediately. The husband who wanted to 
get his field started ~insisted she keep the new wife until 
the cotton had been planted. This she refused to do despite 
her husband's threats of beating until he was forced to errect 
a hasty hut for the new wife. It was very small and very 
badly built and all the older wives chuckled about it which 
infuriated the young woman. To sooth her, the husband began 
to lavish on her extra money, extra presents and devoted by 
far the longest time to her despite the fact that she could 
not participate in the sexual cycle as she was pregnant. In 
retaliation, the women formed a solid group against the new 
wife and with their grown sons and daughters refused to help 
him start his cotton field. Here, however, they couldn't 
hold out against the authority of the husband and after 
much palaver, threatened beatings of children : and wives, work 
in the field was begun. Then came the delivery of the new 
wife, and, she,instead of asking the co-wives, especially the 
first wife to be her midwife, sent for her sister forty miles 
away to come stand by and the child was born without the aid 
of any woman in her husband's homestead. This was outrageous 
from every point of view and the lineage elder came to reprimand 
the new wife on this sort of behavior. She accepted the repri-
mand but then began a whispering campaign with the aid of her 
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sister that she was afraid to let the other women handle the 
child as they were ready to ~ill the child. They were every 
one of them witches, LAJ~K, especially the secorotl wife who had 
been the ammarra , the beloved wife before her arrival . Unf or-
tunately, her child fell ill , and her whispers now became 
much louder pointing to the child saying that they were already 
working on her . She went to the diviner . The diagnosis was 
just plain malaria without any workings of magic or witchcraft 
c; ~ e D-Ol/vt. 'e e.. 
and gave her appropriate tr~atmeRt and asked her to take the 
child to the European hospital . The child was cured . Once the 
child was cured the co-wives began a derisive campaign against 
the new wife , how she herself was a witch and how she behaves 
like one, hiding herself in her hut , not joking and talking to 
people and not cooperating -- all typical behavior for Lajok~. 
As these older wives were well established and well liked and 
had sons and daughters solidly behind them 7 ~oon the situation 
became unbearable for the new wife and she asked her husband 
to build for her a new house next to the new cotton field 
eight miles away . He not only agreed to do this but to punish 
the older wives and to sooth any rumors he decided to move his 
own belongings to the new cotton field and set up a new home-
stead there leaving the wives without support . As the older 
women had grown sons and daughter-in-laws, they could maintain 
the ir gardens and continue with production, but the absence 
of the husband who also took all the cattle to the new homestead 
was felt very deeply and all the wives considered themselves 
shamed . On the other hand , they also felt that the husband behaved 
shamefully towards them and was "an old fool" for going away with 
that woman,who must have tied him to her by love magic and made 
him blind to his behavior . The impass lasted for about four 
months at the end of which the husband came back, without the 
new wife and ordered the older wives to move to the new home-
stead. They tried to refuse and the two older wives did succeed 
in staying behind with their sons but the younger wives had 
small huts built for them in the new homestead site and worked 
out a compremise whereby they cultivated gardens at both ~orne­
stead sites and commuted between them. This situation was widely 
discussed in the area and the general opinion was that the young 
wife, though not a witch, must be of extraordinary powers to 
have achieved such a victory and she and her children should be 
treated with respect but not friendship. When we revisited the 
area about one year after the episode, however, the young wife 
was alone in the new homestead site and all the other wives and 
the husband had moved back to the old homestead. It was explained 
that the young wife bacame so· tyrannical and ordered even the 
husband around with such ferocity that finally he could not 
submit to her anymore without being totally ridiculous. Thus 
he isolated her and returned with his other wives. He did not 
divorce her, it was said, because of the powers she had over him, 
but he kept her isolated so she couldn't harm him. The unfor-
tunate woman,had no friends except from her own patri-lineage, 
and her husband had to hire laborers to help him break open the 
fields for her as none of his sons would cooperate. 
Such cases illustrate that grave accusations such as witch-
craft occur only at a late stage in homestead development, once 
the children are grown up and when the competition for the atten-
tion of the husband is seen by the women and their grown children 
as a struggle f or advantages in bridewealth, and other property 
inheritance. In both of the above cases, accusations of witchcraft 
came to be heard when the women in question felt their 
children's position threatened. In the first case, the first 
wife whose child was ignored was accused of witchcraft. In the 
second case not one wife but all the other co-wives were accused 
of witchcraft .as the position of .all their children were threaten-
ed by the devotion of the husband to the new wife and his chan-
neling attention away from their children. The situation is 
exacerbated by the fact that at this stage each woman has her 
own children to stand by her and fight for her in battles with 
co-wives and the husband. With her grown children she is in 
a good economic position to maintain her own views even against 
her husband and thus a charge of witchcraft may develop into 
a fight between uterine brothe·rs and lead to the dissolution 
of the homestead and the scattering of the whole lineage. 
It is because of the serious consequences involved in 
the accusation of witchcraft that most problems involving mis-
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fortune in bearing and rearing children is usually e~~ 
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q'Jiet-m9st rumors. If the misfortunes of the wife continues, 
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ae must call a diviner or a medicine practicioner/lto help 
the woman and must do everything in his power to provide the 
necessary ceremonies, or medicines needed. It is interesting 
and significant that in most cases observed where relation-
ships in the homestead were fairly good, when misfortunes , such 
as continual sickness or miscarriage by one wife occured, the 
deviner or the medicine man usually found causes outside human 
agency that were malignant towards the woman. In most cases 
of temporary sterility and miscarriage, Jok Anyodo and Jok Kulu ..- N (:;-U 
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(the Jok or Birth and later) were blamed, while cases of child-
lessness and frequent death of children were attributed to male-
volent spirits of twins (RUDI) or some angry ancestor who has 
not been propitiated properly . In cases of widows , sometimes, 
the cause of child illnesses or the death of children was 
attributed to improper, or incomplete performance of the sep-
aration rites from the dead husband . We do not here imply that 
the diviner or medicine woman deliberately finds non-human 
agnecies of misfortune when relationships in the homestead are 
fairly good , or that conversely, she or he involves co-wives 
or other human agents when there is trouble in the homestead. 
But , we do know that in each case when the wife alone or with 
her husband asks f or consultation in these matters , the medicine 
man gives a long and very skillful interrogation ~£the woman 
and her husband about the conditions of the homestead and tries 
to ferret out any irregularities in the handling of ancestral 
shrines, or propitiations of various~ before performing any 
divination. If the diviner is of the same district, which is 
true of most cases, he or she will know most of the circumstances 
prevailing in any given homestead and the relationship between 
homesteads and will be aware of past ritual or relig ious behavior 
and in most cases will be able to g ive a fa irly shrewd answer. 
The power ... these men and women yield in influencing inter and 
intra homestead behavior is well recognized and most people will 
go to considerable trouble and expense to keep in theiRgood graces 
o~ these ~lQ.. Their fie.lds are worked for . them by the 
!leighbor~ •.. ~ontinual presents . are brought to them and if they 
express a wish to build a new house , or a new granary most 
neighbors will cooperate at once. Even in a f amine, these men 
and women are not expected to . suffer as other people do and 
most women make sure that after feeding their children some of 
the surplus goes to the diviner . 
The close concern of women over the welf are of their children, 
and their own ability to bear children was clearly demonstrated 
when we f ound that during a six weeks stay with an ajwaka, the 
m~jority of cases brought to them concerned sick children, or 
cases of tfmporary sterility or frequent miscarriages and were 
brought by the distressed wives . On investigation, it turned 
out that this ajawaka had been consulted by every single woman 
in the village concerning her children or her own procreative 
abilities at one time or another , and that in consequence, she 
had a claim on every single homestaed in the village . In addition, 
when taking life histories of women, it became clear that each 
of them had consulted a medicine woman about her children at 
least once but in most cases more than once, and that they evalua-
ted their relationship with their husband in terms of the propt-
ness with which he provided f or the performance of the ceremonies 
advised by the ajwaka in these cases . In cases of co-wives , it 
was found that partiality or fancied partiality on the part of 
the husband in response to proding f or ceremonies for sick children 
was regarded as the most grevious cause of jealousy among the 
wives . In one case , where the husband , a clerk and a Christian 
refused to perform a ceremony recommended by the ajwaka for his 
very, very sick child but sent the child to the hospital where 
it was cured, but performed a ceremony for the child of his 
other wife who was not so very ill (caugh and low fever) , the 
wives involved fought so hard that one of them ended in the 
hospital with a knife wound in the shoulder . In the end, the 
husband was forced to perform the original ceremony recom-
mended by the ajwaka for the first child and a KIIR ceremony 
to eliminate the ill will between the co-wives . Conversly , 
ignoring the illness of the child of one wife , by the other wives 
is considered evidence of extreme malevolance. It was rumored 
in one village that the three elder wives of Alijabo were 
acting like ~OK (witches) because they invited some of the 
neighbors to a dance when the fourth wife child was sick . The 
three elder wives protested that the child was only mildly ill, 
but the husband forbade any dancing · or rejoicing until the 
child·w~s · completely cured. 
We have illustrated the concern of women over their children 
and their involvement with their health and welfare in some 
detail , because it is one of the most important factors in 
inter relationships between the members of an extended family 
and the minimal lineage . Modes of cooperation and the duties 
and rights involved in kinship relationships are constaBtly 
modified and re-interpreted by each individual member of a 
family in accordance with their real concern about the children. 
The effect of the concern of women over the health and welfare 
of their children cannot be over-estimated . This concern 
colors and modifies their daily relationship with their hus-
bands , and with their co-wives or any member of the household . 
Work schedules are changed , cooperative activity is altered , 
even sexual cycles are changed should any one child be ill 
or receive an injury . On the daily basis, the positio~ of 
the wife is judged by the degree of concern shown to her 
sick child by the husband , while her total status is evaluated 
in terms o£ the long time care and prospects he holds out 
for her children . 
